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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigated how familiarity can ease visual processing and promote 

what Jacoby and Dallas (1981) called the fluency heuristic. I conducted a series of nine 

experiments that investigated the influence of familiarity on attention and visual working 

memory (WM). Attentional blink (AB) and visual search paradigms were employed to 

measure attention; a change detection task was employed to measure visual WM 

capacity. Familiarity effects were examined by comparing unfamiliar versus famous 

faces, and Hanzi experts versus Hanzi novices. Hanzi are Chinese characters, and 

represented complex, non-face objects. Whereas unfamiliar faces showed a significant 

AB effect, famous faces did not. Search for famous faces was significantly more efficient 

than search for unfamiliar faces; this familiarity benefit was replicated with Hanzi. 

Change detection was significantly more accurate and WM capacity estimates were 

larger for famous than unfamiliar faces, suggesting that familiarity increased visual WM 

maintenance effectiveness; this familiarity benefit was replicated with Hanzi. When faces 

and Hanzi were inverted, the familiarity advantage was removed from the visual WM 

task and remained only for faces in the visual search task. In summary, (upright) familiar 

stimuli required less attention for processing, were more efficiently encoded, and were 

more effectively maintained in visual WM than unfamiliar stimuli. I propose that the 

familiarity advantage reflects better within-item integration (binding between features 

and their configurations), perhaps enabled by enhanced neural synchrony, and supported 

by long-term memory representations. I present a new model - fluency-by-integration -

to illustrate how familiarity might promote fluent visual processing and reduce the burden 

on attention and visual WM resources. 
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Simon is leaving for work in the morning. He locks the front door with the 

front door key. He unlocks his car with the car key. At work, he greets his boss in the 

corridor and hands her the report she requested. At lunchtime he encounters his 

neighbour in the bakery and asks how his holiday was. After work Simon goes to the 

supermarket to buy his girlfriend some of her favourite chocolates. He completed all 

these tasks with apparent ease. 

Simon' s car and house keys are visually similar and lie next to each other on 

his key-ring. Yet he has never mistakenly tried to unlock his car with the front door 

key. If Simon had not recognised his boss in the corridor he might have handed the 

report to the wrong person. Ifhe mistook his neighbour for someone else in the 

bakery he might have looked foolish asking about a holiday that did not exist. Had he 

not been able to easily distinguish the correct chocolates from several cluttered 

shelves containing numerous brands of chocolate, he might have spent a long time in 

the supermarket, arrived late home for dinner, and received a frosty welcome from his 

girlfriend. 

The ability to recognise the visual content of our environment, such as objects 

and faces, and discriminate between one form and another, is fundamental to normal 

human cognition. Visual familiarity with a stimulus, achieved through learning and 

exposure, allows us to deal quickly, efficiently, and accurately with incoming 

information. This has been termed the fluency heuristic (Jacoby & Dallas, 1981). 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate how such fluent processing is 

achieved. Specifically, how are the perceptual and cognitive processes that underpin 

visual recognition different for familiar compared to unfamiliar stimuli? Faces and 
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complex non-face objects (Chinese characters known as Hanzi) were used as stimuli. 

Faces were considered useful for three reasons. First, face recognition is fundamental 

to normal human cognition and social communication. Second, there is a large body 

of research into face recognition processes on which assumptions and hypotheses can 

be built. Third, it is easy to select unfamiliar and familiar face images for 

experimental comparison. I did not intend my research to focus soley on the effect of 

familiarity on face recognition, therefore, Hanzi were used to determine whether 

effects of familiarity on face recognition could apply to complex non-face objects. 

Familiarity effects were examined by comparing Hanzi recognition among Hanzi 

experts versus Hanzi novices. 

This chapter reviews theories of object recognition and face recognition, and 

presents what is currently known about the effect of familiarity on perceptual 

processes. It has been suggested that because of the extreme social relevance of face 

recognition, humans might have evolved special perceptual mechanisms dedicated to 

(Kanwisher, 2000; Moscovitch & Moscovitch, 2000; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997), or at 

least specially suited for (Gauthier, Skudlarski, Gore, & Anderson, 2000; Gauthier & 

Tarr, 2002; Rossion, Gauthier, Goffaux, Tarr, & Crommelinck, 2002) face processing 

that are distinct from mechanisms used to recognise non-face objects. Due to such 

arguments, I review object recognition and face recognition theories independently. 

Distinctions between object and face recognition are briefly outlined below. 

There are relatively few studies of the effect of familiarity on higher-level 

cognitive processes such as attention and visual working memory (WM). Attention is 

important for recognition in that, when directed to a stimulus, it can enhance 
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perceptual processing (known as perceptual enhancement) ( e.g., Kastner & 

Ungerleider, 2000; Raymond, O'Donnell, & Tipper, 1998). Attention is also required 

for combining perceptual information about different properties of a stimulus into a 

single percept (known as binding) (e.g., Luck & Beach, 1998). Visual WM is a 

complex system that enables us to maintain and manipulate visual information for a 

few seconds when original sensory stimuli are no longer present. It is essential for 

creating constant and coherent visual percepts in the presence of eye, head, and object 

motion that can interrupt direct sensory stimulation. 

This thesis is presented in four parts. Part 1 (Chapter 1, presented currently) 

provides a general review of the object and face recognition literature. Part 2 

(Chapters 2-4) focuses on familiarity and attention. Chapter 2 provides a selective 

review of attention theory and presents existing evidence for familiarity effects on 

attentional processes. In Chapters 3 and 4, two experimental paradigms - attentional 

blink (AB) and visual search - are used to address the effect of familiarity on 

attention. Chapter 3 presents a series of AB experiments (Experiments 1-3) using 

unfamiliar and famous faces. Chapter 4 presents four visual search experiments: 

Experiment 4 compared upright unfamiliar and famous faces; Experiment 5 compared 

inverted unfamiliar and famous faces; Experiment 6a used upright complex non-face 

stimuli (Hanzi) and compared expert versus novice performance; Experiment 6b used 

inverted Hanzi and compared expert versus novice performance. Part 3 (Chapters 5-

6) focuses on familiarity and visual WM. Chapter 5 provides a review of WM theory. 

The distinction between visual, verbal, and spatial WM is outlined to provide clarity 

and context, but I focus on visual WM. To the best of my knowledge, the effect of 
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familiarity on visual WM has not been investigated to date. Therefore, evidence for 

familiarity effects on verbal and spatial WM is used to draw predictions about visual 

WM. Chapter 6 presents four experiments designed to investigate familiarity effects 

on visual WM: Experiment 7 compared upright unfamiliar and famous faces; 

Experiment 8 compared inverted unfamiliar and famous faces; Experiments 9a and 9b 

used upright and inverted Hanzi respectively and compared expert and novice 

performance. All experiments in Chapter 6 used a change detection paradigm, 

outlined in the General Methods section. 1 Finally, Part 4 (Chapter 7) provides a 

general discussion of the findings from all attention and visual WM experiments and 

returns to the concept of fluency. 

Object Versus Face Recognition 

The idea that the perceptual processing of faces might make use of a special 

set of mechanisms is rooted in three lines of evidence. The first, derived from human 

brain imaging studies, is that a specific brain area, the fusiform face area (FFA), is 

selectively activated by face stimuli and not by stimuli from other categories such as 

flowers, houses, and cars (Grill-Spector, Knouf, & Kanwisher, 2004; Kanwisher, 

McDermott, & Chun, 1997; McCai1hy, Puce, Gore, & Allison, 1997). Such studies 

are supported by event-related potential (ERP) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) 

studies that showed face-specific neuronal activation occurred in the occipitotemporal 

1 Note that visual search and visual WM experiments were part of several large within-subjects studies 
as the former paradigm was used to set experimental design parameters in the latter. The same groups 
of participants were involved in the following linked within-subjects experiments: Experiments 4 and 
7, Experiments 5 and 8, and Experiments 6a, 6b, 9a, and 9b. 
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region 170 ms after a face was presented, labelled the NI 70 and Ml 70 components 

respectively (Bentin, Allison, Puce, Perez, & McCarthy, 1996; Jeffreys, 1996; Liu, 

Harris, & Kanwisher, 2002; Liu, Higuchi, Marantz, & Kanwisher, 2000). The second 

line of evidence comes from neuropsychological investigation of patients with 

different discrete brain lesions. Studies have revealed a double dissociation between 

impairments in face recognition (prosopagnosia) and object recognition (object 

agnosia) - that is, object and face recognition processes typically remain intact for 

prosopagnosics and agnosics respectively (De Renzi, 1989; Moscovitch, Winocur, & 

Behrmann, 1997). The third line of evidence comes from behavioural studies that 

showed face perception was dramatically more impaired by inversion of the image 

than non-face objects (Farah, Tanaka, & Drain, 1995; Tanaka & Farah, 1993). 

Because inversion has considerably greater impact on the perception of faces than 

other classes of stimuli, this has been taken to indicate that face processing involves a 

unique orientation-dependent mechanism. 

Evidence is provided that counters the above claims of face-specific 

mechanisms, however. First, studies using bird and car experts and novel objects for 

which expertise was developed (Greeb/es; described in more detail later) also 

demonstrated significant FF A activation when these stimuli were presented (Gauthier 

et al., 2000; Gauthier & Tarr, 2002; Rossion et al., 2002). Gauthier and colleagues 

suggested that the FF A might be a centre for expertise that is activated by any 

stimulus class for which expertise has been developed rather than specifically 

activated by faces. In the above studies, face activation remained higher than that for 

birds among bird experts and cars among car experts, and was attributed to the fact 
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that face recognition experience is gained over a sufficiently longer period of time 

than experience with any other object category. 

Second, prosopagnosia does not always produce a human face-specific deficit. 

A number of studies have reported prosopagnosics with impairments for 

discriminating exemplars of animals of the same class, such as cows (see Ellis & 

Young, 1989, and Farah, 1990 for reviews). Third, an inversion effect for (human) 

body images (Reed, Stone, Bozova, & Tanaka, 2003) and dogs (for dog experts: 

Diamond & Carey, 1986) has also been reported, suggesting that inversion effects 

might be a property of a wider range of non-face stimuli for which expertise has been 

developed. 

Whether or not face processing involves a special perceptual mechanism is 

tangential to this project and I will set this issue aside. The key issues addressed in the 

remainder of this chapter are how objects and faces are recognised and whether 

familiarity affects perceptual processes subserving object and face recognition. 

Object Recognition 

For clarity, the word object will be used to denote anything tangible that exists 

within our environment that is not a human face. 

How do we recognise objects? This question has interested many cognitive 

psychologists for many decades and investigations have produced three perceptual 

routes to object recognition: featural, configural, and holistic. Featural ( or local) 

processes are thought to involve narrow-scale analysis ofrelatively small, distinctive 
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structural and surface features of an object that are represented independently from 

one another. Structural features, known as primitives, include 2-dimensional (2-D) 

lines, vertices, and edges (Edelman, 1998; Tarr & Bulthoff, 1995), and more complex 

3-dimensional (3-D) parts (Marr, 1982; Marr & Nishihara, 1978). Surface features 

include colour and texture. Configural processes are thought to involve the analysis of 

spatial relationships between structural parts. Holistic ( or global) processes are 

thought to involve the least amount of visual detail and rely on more abstract 

information such as outline shape or silhouette. For example, in recognising a dog, 

featural analysis might focus on the colour and texture of its fur, and the shape of its 

ears; configural analysis might focus on the distance between its ears and the ratio of 

body length to leg length; holistic analysis might focus on the silhouette of its head, 

body, and tail. (See Peterson and Rhodes, 2003 for various reviews.) 

Object recognition need not follow one of these routes exclusively, however. 

Biederman (1987) proposed a model of object recognition that can be 

interpreted as a combination of both featural and configural processes. His 

Recognition-by-Components (RBC) theory proposes that object representations are 

based on 36 basic components called geons. Geons are 3-D shapes such as cylinders, 

cones, blocks, and wedges. For example, a dog might have four cylinders for legs, 

one cylinder for a tail, and a cone for a head. Information about the shape of each 

geon and its spatial relationship with other geons is combined to form a more 

complex structural description. An advantage of RBC theory is that a small number of 

geons and spatial relations can be used to describe a vast number of different objects. 

A major limitation is that it is not refined enough to discriminate between highly 
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similar objects. Many objects that belong to the same object category share similar 

geons: because a labrador and a border collie are physically similar, accurate 

discrimination between the two might require more fine-grained analysis of structural 

shape (e.g., length of the nose) and surface features such as fur colour, length, and 

texture. 

RBC theory implies that object recognition proceeds in a sequential fashion 

from featural to configural analysis. In contrast, processing of larger scale 

information, such as global form, has been shown to occur more rapidly than local 

processing (K.imchi, 1992; Love, Rouder, & Wisniewski, 1999; Navon, 1977) and 

suggests a coarse-to-fine object recognition procedure that Navon termed global 

precedence. Before one can recognise a border collie for example, one must first 

recognise that it is a dog. 

Regardless of whether local or global processes are engaged first, any theory 

of object recognition that involves such step-by-step processes might seem effortful 

and time-consuming. Image-based theory, also known as template matching theory 

(Tarr & Bulthoff, 1998), offers a more efficient route to object recognition. 

According to this theory, 2-D image representations of 3-D objects are stored in long

term memory (LTM) and object recognition involves matching a representation of an 

actual image to a stored representation of that image. Image-based theory implies that 

all three routes to recognition - featural, configural, and holistic - proceed in parallel. 

An advantage of this theory is that recognition can proceed rapidly if an exact match 

exists in LTM. A major limitation is that any variation in an object's properties, such 

as its colour when in shade or its silhouette when viewed from a particular angle, 
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might impair recognition. As a simple example, the letter "A" can be presented in 

various different font styles - A, A, A - and in various different orientations (tum 

this page on its side or upside down). Yet, despite variations in form and orientation, 

we still recognise it as the letter "A". It has been suggested that to allow for variations 

in object properties multiple templates of an object in all its possible forms are stored 

(Tarr, 1995; Ullman, 1989). Others have proposed that changes in object form can be 

compensated for by various normalisation processes, such as mental rotation and 

view extrapolation, that require only a small number of object representations to 

generalise to a larger number ofrepresentations (e.g., Poggio & Edelman, 1990; Tarr 

& Pinker, 1989). 

Most objects have an orientation in which they are most frequently perceived, 

usually what we think of as an upright position. This has been termed the canonical 

orientation and is the optimum for object recognition. There has been substantial 

debate on whether divergence from the canonical orientation ( e.g., a sideways or 

upside down object view) affects recognition ability (Pinker, 1984). Object 

recognition that is impaired by divergence from the canonical orientation is known as 

orientation-dependent recognition, while object recognition that is unaffected by 

changes in orientation is known as orientation-independent recognition. The presence 

or absence of such orientation effects is commonly used to differentiate between 

alternative routes to object recognition. In general, featural processing accounts 

predict that changes in orientation will have little impact on object recognition as long 

as features or parts that are diagnostic for recognition are still visible (Biederman & 

Cooper, 1991 ); configural theory predicts that divergence from a canonical 
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orientation will slow processing of spatial relations because the ''top" of the object 

must be found before further analysis can continue (Diamond & Carey, 1986; 

McMullen & Jolicoeur, 1992); global processing accounts predict that changes in an 

object's orientation will impair recognition if a representation of the object in that 

orientation is not stored in LTM (Poggio & Edelman, 1990; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 

1999). 

Traditionally, different routes to object recognition have been neurologically 

dissociated by a left hemisphere (LH) versus right hemisphere (RH) distinction. Many 

studies have identified a LH bias for processing featural information and a RH bias 

for processing global (and configural) information (Heinze, Hinrichs, Scholz, 

Burchert, & Mangun, 1998; Martinez et al., 1997; Yamaguchi, Yamagata, & 

Kobayashi, 2000). Such studies typically presented hierarchical letter stimuli, known 

as Navon letters (Figure 1), in the left visual field (LVF) or right visual field (RVF). 

Participants were required to direct their attention to either the small, local letters 

(e.g., "E") or the global letter form (e.g., "H") and name the attended letter as quickly 

and accurately as possible. Performance was better for local letters in the RVF (LH) 

and for global letters in the LVF (RH). Clinical studies provide further support for 

this distinction. For example, Delis, Robertson, and Efron (1986) showed that patients 

with LH damage made more errors recalling local elements of hierarchical letter 

stimuli whereas patients with RH damage made more errors recalling global 

elements. 
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E E 
E E 
E E E E 

E E 
E E 

Figure 1. Example of a Navo11 figure. The global letter is "H"; the local letter is "E". 

An extrapolation of orientation and hemispheric investigations suggests that 

featural processes are orientation-independent and are localised in the LH, whereas 

holistic/con.figural processes are orientation-dependent and are localised in the RH. 

Which of these routes, or combination of routes, is most effective for object 

recognition? 

The general conclusion is emerging that each route is used at different stages 

of object processing. Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, and Boyesbraem (1976) 

proposed a taxonomy of levels of object recognition that ranges from superordinate 

(animal), to basic-level (dog), to subordinate (border collie). Only a handful of 

studies have investigated the processes underlying different stages of object 

recognition. Hamm and McMullen (1998) suggested that superordinate and basic

level recognition is orientation-independent and subordinate recognition is 

orientation-dependent. Participants in their study verified whether superordinate, 

basic-level, and subordinate names matched objects presented at varying degrees 

from the upright orientation. While reaction times (RTs) in the superordinate and 
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basic-level conditions were not significantly affected by changes in orientation, RTs 

in the subordinate condition were significantly slower for objects rotated from their 

canonical orientation. 

Marsolek (1999) proposed that basic-level processes are located in the LH 

while subordinate processes are located in the RH. He presented objects in the L VF 

(RH) or RVF (LH), followed by a repeated presentation of the same object ( e.g., 

grand piano - grand piano) or by presentation of a different exemplar from the same 

object category ( e.g., grand piano - upright piano). Participants were required to 

name the second object (the to-be-named object) according to its subordinate level 

category. In the example provided here, the correct answer is "piano".2 He found that 

naming was more accurate when the second object was exactly the same as the first 

object than when it was a different exemplar from the same category as the first, but 

this effect was only found for LVF presentation (RH). Naming accuracy in the two 

conditions did not differ in the RVF (LH). Marsolek interpreted the naming 

advantage for the same versus different exemplars presented in the L VF (RH) to 

reflect subordinate-level processes because the stored perceptual information 

supporting naming was able to distinguish between same and different object 

exemplars. Equivalent naming accuracy for the same versus different exemplars in 

the RVF (LH) was interpreted to reflect basic-level processes that were unable to 

distinguish between category exemplars. 

Taken together, the two studies outlined above are consistent with the 

dichotomy that orientation-independent processes are located in the LH and 

2 
This procedure is called a perceptual or repetition priming paradigm and is explained in more detail 

in the section on the effect of familiarity on object recognition. 
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orientation-dependent processes are located in the RH. Based on their results it could 

be predicted that superordinate and basic-level recognition, served by orientation

independent processes located in the LH, involve analysis of featural information, 

while subordinate recognition, served by orientation-dependent processes located in 

the RH, involves analysis of global/configural information. 

In direct contrast to this prediction, however, Collin and McMullen (2005) 

suggested that featural processes best support subordinate discrimination while global 

processes best support basic-level categorisation. They asked participants to verify 

subordinate-, basic-, and superordinate-level names of object images that were 

presented in three different spatial frequency conditions: low, high, and unfiltered 

(see Figure 2 for an example). It has been proposed that low spatial frequencies (LSF) 

emphasise global/configural object attributes whereas high spatial frequencies (HSF) 

emphasise featural object details (Fink et al., 1997). Unfiltered images emphasise 

both global and local properties and acted as a control condition in this study. Their 

results revealed a significantly higher number of subordinate-level naming errors in 

the LSF (global) condition that HSF (local) and unfiltered conditions. 
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Unfiltered High spatial frequency Low spatial frequency 

Figure 2. Example of an unfiltered image, a high-pass filtered image (high spatial frequency) and 
a low-pass filtered image (low spatial frequency), reproduced from Collin and McMullen (2005). 

It is difficult to disentangle these conflicting results. More research is required 

to better illuminate the role oflocal and global processes in basic-level and 

subordinate object recognition. 

To summarise, three hypothetical routes to object recognition have been 

outlined. Featural/local processes, controlled by the LH, rely on fine-grained analysis 

of structure and surface properties that are represented independently of one another. 

Changes in orientation do not affect recognition as long as features necessary for 

recognition remain visible. Configural processes, controlled by the RH, rely on 

intermediate-level analysis of object parts with specific emphasis on the spatial 

relation between parts. Changes in orientation impair recognition because configural 

analyses cannot proceed efficiently until a normalised, canonical view has been 

established. Holistic/global processes, controlled by the RH, rely on broad-scale 

analysis of shape outline. Changes in orientation impair recognition if a 

representation of an object in that view is not stored in LTM. It has been suggested 

that featural processing supports subordinate recognition and configural/holistic 
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processing supports basic-level recognition. Evidence for this is mixed, however, and 

no firm conclusions have been reached at present. 

The Effect of Familiarity on Object Recognition 

The benefit of familiarity on object processing appears to be rapidly acquired. 

Compared to items presented for the first time, a single repetition of an object has 

been shown to improve the accuracy and speed of its identification in a succeeding 

encounter, without effortful or explicit recall of the initial encounter (Treisman, 1992; 

Tulving & Schacter, 1990). This effect, known as perceptual or repetition priming, 

has been shown to occur even when the observer was unaware of the first 

presentation of the stimulus (subliminal priming) (Bar & Biederman, 1998; Marcel, 

1983a, 1983b). 

The literature on perceptual priming is extensive and it is beyond the bounds 

of this thesis to present a thorough theoretical discussion of this topic. Nevertheless, 

several key properties of perceptual priming are relevant. First, perceptual priming 

effects are sensitive to repetition frequency: increasing the number of object 

repetitions improves object recognition and naming accuracy (Brown, Jones, & 

Mitchell, 1996; Wiggs, Martin, & Sunderland, 1997). Second, effects can persist over 

time: some facilitation of object naming has been shown to remain for 1 week (Musen 

& Treisman, 1990) to 48 weeks (Cave, 1997) after the initial presentation. Third, 

repetition priming typically leads to decreased activation of stimulus-specific 

neurons, an effect known as repetition suppression (Schacter & Buckner, 1998). 
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Several studies have shown that repeated exposure to a stimulus over a short period of 

time led to a decline in neuronal response activity (Baylis & Rolls, 1987; Li, Miller, 

& Desimone, 1993; Miller, Li, & Desimone, 1991; Xiang & Brown, 1998). It has 

been suggested that this reduction in neuronal firing rates reflects the sharpening of 

an object's representation in the visual cortex, resulting in a sparse and selectively 

tuned neuronal network (Desimone, 1996) that recruits only key neurons necessary 

for successful object recognition. 

Some researchers have proposed that perceptual priming reflects the first step 

in the development of visual familiarity (Poldrack, Desmond, Glover, & Gabiieli, 

1998; Poldrack, Selco, Field, & Cohen, 1999; Reber, Gitelman, Parrish, & Mesulam, 

2005) but one piece of evidence suggests otherwise: perceptual priming effects are 

most pronounced when familiarity with the repeated object already exists prior to 

experimentation. For example, several studies found that repetition had a greater 

benefit for subsequent recognition of real objects than nonsense objects (Gruber & 

Muller, 2005; Vuilleurnier, Henson, Driver, & Dolan, 2002), and of familiar stimuli 

(i.e., famous faces) than unfamiliar stimuli (Henson, Shallice, Gomo-Tempini, & 

Dolan, 2002; Schweinberger, Pickering, Burton, & Kaufmann, 2002). Furthermore, 

whereas repetition suppression ( considered to be linked to the perceptual priming 

effect) has been found for repeated real and familiar objects, repetition enhancement 

- an increase in neural activity - has been reported for meaningless and novel stimuli 

(Henson, Shallice, & Dolan, 2000). Henson and colleagues proposed that repetition 

enhancement for a novel object reflects the creation of a new cortical network that is 

used to represent that particular object. Support for the possibility that repetition 
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enhancement reflects object learning is provided by studies that reported higher 

neuronal firing rates for learned than unlearned images (Kobatake, Wang, & Tanaka, 

1998; Miyashita, Date, & Okuno, 1993; Sakai & Miyashita, 1994). In addition, 

Holscher, Rolls, and Xiang (2003) showed that perirhinal cortex activity, considered 

to reflect long-term familiarity for visual objects, increased as object exposure 

increased. 

Mixed evidence for increased and decreased neuronal activation for repeated 

objects muddies the view that visual familiarity is acquired quickly and simply 

through basic stimulus repetition. In reality, repeated exposure to the same 2-D image 

of an object is rare. Familiarity is more often achieved via rich and varied exposure to 

objects in three dimensions, under different lighting conditions, across different 

viewpoints, during motion, during part occlusion, and in the context of other objects 

and certain actions. 

What are the processing consequences of more naturally developed visual 

familiarity that has been acquired over longer periods of time? The term visual 

expertise is often used to describe such a type of familiarity. Gauthier and Tarr (1997) 

defined visual expertise as the ability to recognise an object at its subordinate level as 

fast as it can be recognised at its basic-level category. For example, using a name 

verification task Tanaka and Taylor (1991) found that bird experts were as fast to 

recognise a picture as a " robin" as they were to recognise it as a "bird", whereas 

novices were slower to recognise a picture as a "robin" than a "bird". They found the 

same pattern ofresults for dog experts versus dog novices. 
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Studies of expert object recognition have revealed two main consequences of 

visual expertise: (1) increased reliance on configural information (which I will call 

configural precedence), and (2) increased activation of the FFA. 

Diamond and Carey (1986) presented one of the first studies that implicated 

configural precedence in expert object recognition. Based on the assumption that 

inversion effects signal the use of configural processes, they presented upright and 

inverted pictures of breeds of dog to dog experts and novices, and measured the effect 

of inversion on recognition. They reported a significant reduction in recognition 

accuracy for inverted than upright dogs among experts but no significant inversion 

impairment for novices. In an imaginative study, Gauthier and Tarr (1997) trained 

participants to recognise a homogeneous set of artificial stimuli at a subordinate level. 

These stimuli, called Greeb/es, were given an identity by assigning them a gender 

category and a name. (See Figure 3 for an example of Greeble stimuli.) They 

compared trained (expert) versus untrained (novice) participants on a name 

verification task for whole Greebles versus isolated Greeble parts that were presented 

upright or inverted. They found that experts were significantly better at recognising 

whole than parts of upright Greebles whereas novices showed equivalent performance 

in both conditions. The benefit of familiarity for recognising wholes over parts 

(termed the whole/part advantage) was interpreted to reflect greater reliance on 

configural processing for intact upright stimuli for which expertise has been 

developed. When Greebles were inverted, the whole/part advantage for experts 

disappeared, a result considered indicative of the disruptive effect of inversion on 

configural processing. 
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Figure 3. Example of Greebles, reproduced from Gauthier and Tarr (1997). 

Neurophysiological evidence of configural precedence for familiar objects is 

provided by a study of single-cell activity in monkeys. Baker, Behrmann, and Olson 

(2003) found that neurons in inferior temporal cortex (IT), a region considered 

important for obj ect recognition (Desimone & Ungerleider, 1989), responded more 

selectively for whole than for parts of learned objects compared to novel objects. 

A second consequence of expert object recognition is increased activation of 

the FF A, a region considered specialised for face or expert visual processing. These 

effects were outlined in the previous section that compared object and face 

recognition but they are briefly recapped here. Using Greeble, car, and bird experts, 

Gauthier and colleagues consistently showed that FF A activation was greater for 

experts than novices (Gauthier et al., 2000; Gauthier, Tarr, Anderson, Skudlarski, & 
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Gore, 1999; Gauthier & Tarr, 2002). Convergent with this, the Nl 70 ERP component 

- considered to reflect the structural encoding of faces and non-face objects for which 

expertise has been developed- responded more strongly in Greeble, dog, and bird 

experts than in novices of such stimuli (Rossion et al., 2002; Rossion, Kung, & Tarr, 

2004; Tanaka & Curran, 2001 ). FF A and NI 70 activation has long been considered 

specific to faces, but the results of the above studies led some researchers to consider 

that each signified expert visual recognition in general ( e.g., Rossion et al., 2004; Tarr 

& Gauthier, 2000). 

Face Recognition 

Faces are unarguably an extraordinary class of visual stimulus. We all have 

one. From birth onwards we typically encounter them every day. We recognise 

individuals almost exclusively by their face. And we retain the ability to recognise 

people close to us, such as family and friends, despite significant changes in facial 

appearance that can result from child-to-adult development and aging. 

How do we recognise faces? Three different routes to object recognition were 

outlined in the previous section: featural, configural, and holistic. These terms are 

also used in the face processing literature. There is consensus that, as for objects, 

featural processing of faces involves structural parts of the face that are analysed 

independently of each another, such as the eyes, nose, and mouth, and surface 

features such as eye and skin colour. Similarly, it is agreed that configural processes 
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rely on the analysis of spatial relations between structural facial features. There is 

little consensus, however, on what constitutes holistic processing of faces. 

Tanaka and Farah (1993) offer a view of holistic processing that is most 

similar to the object recognition account. They proposed that faces are processed as 

unparsed wholes in which there is no internal part structure. For others, the concept of 

holistic processing is tightly interwoven with that of configural processing. Bartlett, 

Searcy, and Abdi (2003) proposed that holistic processing involves the analysis of 

configural information that spans the entire face, including internal components such 

as the eyes, nose, and mouth, and external components such as chin line and hair. 

Moscovitch et al. (1997) suggested that holistic processing involves the analysis of 

configurations that span the internal face region only. For Schyns and Gosselin 

(2003), the term holistic simply means that configural information from several 

separate regions (whether spatially linked or not) is diagnostic for accurate 

recognition. Diamond and Carey (1986) introduced the te1msfirst-order relational 

information to describe the overall arrangement of parts spanning the whole face, and 

second-order relational information to describe more localised relations between 

features . For clarity I will use the term configural rather than holistic, and, where 

necessary, I will use the terms broad-span and narrow-span to refer to first- and 

second-order relational information respectively. 

A key question that has fuelled significant debate among face recognition 

researchers over the past thirty years is: which of these routes - featural or configural 

- is most effective for face recognition? 
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In the previous section on object recognition, evidence was outlined that 

suggested featural processes were most effective for subordinate discrimination ( e.g., 

border collie) whereas holistic processes were most effective for basic-level ( e.g., 

dog) and superordinate ( e.g., animal) categorisation. At which level does face 

recognition proceed? To recognise that a face is a face requires basic-level 

categorisation, just like recognising that a dog is a dog. However, subordinate 

recognition is different for objects than for faces. Subordinate object recognition is 

said to involve within-category discrimination, for example between one breed of dog 

(border collie) and another (labrador). But this does not identify the individual dog, 

only the breed of dog. The equivalent level of recognition for faces might involve the 

distinction between males and females or Caucasians and Afro-Carribeans. Although 

we sometimes need to attend to properties of gender and race, typically we identify a 

face on a more refined individual level: ' 'this is my neighbour". 

Therefore, a further level ofrecognition is required to adequately describe 

how we recognise faces. To the best of my knowledge, no term exists at present so I 

will call this micro-subordinate recognition, and in the following section the term 

face recognition will implicitly assume this level of person identification. As a side 

issue, note that micro-subordinate recognition is not specific to faces: a border collie 

can be identified as the neighbour's border collie; a Volkswagon can be identified as 

my Volkswagon. Processes that subserve micro-subordinate object recognition do not 

appear to have been investigated, so the question of whether featural or configural 

routes are most effective for face recognition must be addressed directly from the face 

recognition literature. 
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The relative contribution of featural and configural processes to face 

recognition has been widely debated and continues to be so. At one extreme, some 

researchers have proposed that face recognition is primarily based on independent 

feature analysis . At the other extreme, it has been suggested that face recognition is 

primarily based on broad-scale configural analysis. An intermediary view is that faces 

are recognised using a combination of featural and configural analyses, known as the 

dual-route hypothesis. Each of these three theories is reviewed in turn. 

Featural Face Processillg 

When we describe a face we often use feature descriptions. Examine the face 

in Figure 4 below and imagine describing it to someone else: he has a rounded nose, a 

full mouth, large eyes, and short hair. 

Figure 4. A face. 
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Perhaps as a consequence of this, many applied approaches to face recognition 

focus on facial features. For example, the police force often uses Identikit or Photofit 

procedures to help eyewitnesses recognise the criminal's face, an approach that 

involves constructing a face resembling that of the criminal on a feature-by-feature 

basis. However, only a handful of studies provide empirical evidence that featural 

processing plays a primary role in face recognition. 

Macho and Leder (1998) presented two faces, Target A and Target B, side by 

side for 8000 ms. Participants were instructed to examine each target face closely and 

determine whether a subsequently presented single test face was more similar to 

Target A or Target B. The test face could differ from either of the target faces in its 

local features (nose width and mouth size) and/or a configural property ( distance 

between the eyes) . A varied range and combination of featural/configural changes 

were applied. They found that similarity decisions were sensitive to local feature 

differences independently of a change in the other feature, and concluded that face 

processing involves independent feature analysis. 

Leder and Bruce (2000) provided results that can be similarly interpreted. 

During a study session, their participants learned to attach names to two sets of six 

faces, a local set and a local+relational set. The local set had the same shaped 

features in the same spatial relationship, but differed in respect of local properties that 

did not affect configuration (hair, eye, and mouth colour). The local+relational set 

had the same range of hair, eye, and mouth features as the local set, but they were 

displaced vertically and horizontally within the same facial outline. The recognition 

test involved matching each face to its learned name. The results showed that 
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recognition performance with the local+relational face set was not significantly better 

than the local face set, suggesting that featural information alone was sufficient for 

effective face recognition. 

Configural Face Processing 

Compared to featural processing, there is substantially more evidence to 

suggest that configural processing is the primary contributor to face recognition. Face 

inversion effects are frequently used to diagnose the presence or absence of 

configural processing. Just as significant inversion effects on object recognition are 

taken as evidence for global processing, significantly impaired recognition of inverted 

versus upright faces is similarly interpreted as evidence for configural processing of 

upright faces. 

Several studies have suggested that upright face recognition relies on 

configural, orientation-dependent processes, whereas inverted face recognition relies 

on featural, orientation-independent processing, engaged when configural information 

is unavailable. Tanaka and Sengco (1997) created two configurations of a face, one 

with eyes close together and one with eyes far apart. After subjects studied faces 

presented in one of the two configurations they were tested for their recognition of 

specific features in three different test conditions: isolated features (i.e., features 

removed from the face entirely), features shown in a new face configuration, and 

features as shown in the old face configuration. Performance was highest when 

features were presented in the old face configuration and poorest when they were 

presented in isolation. This result is similar to the whole/part advantage reported in 
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Greeble studies. In contrast, when test stimuli were inverted the advantage for whole 

faces over isolated features disappeared. This finding favours the view that configural 

information is important for normal, upright face recognition. 

Tanaka and Farah (1993) reached a similar conclusion. They taught 

participants to match names to either whole faces or to isolated face parts and then 

tested their ability to name upright and inverted whole faces in a subsequent session. 

Whereas performance was better for upright than inverted faces when whole faces 

had been learned, this inversion effect was absent when isolated face parts had been 

learned. 

Using a different approach, Young, Hellawell, and Hay (1987) asked 

participants to make recognition judgements of the top half of face composites (faces 

created by merging the top half of one face with the bottom half of another face) that 

were either aligned or misaligned horizontally. They found that, when faces were 

upright, naming was slower for aligned than misaligned face halves, known as the 

composite effect. This benefit of misalignment is thought to occur because configural 

processing of the composite is disrupted, allowing the top half to be processed 

without interference from the bottom half When inverted faces were presented, 

however, there was no benefit of misalignment, suggesting that configural processes 

were not engaged in inverted face recognition (see also Carey & Diamond, 1994; 

Hole, 1994). 

Studies of left/right visual field effects lend support for the role of configural 

processing in face recognition: a robust RH advantage for face recognition has been 

found. For example, normal upright faces were identified more rapidly and accurately 
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when they were presented in the L VF than in the RVF (Hillger & Koenig, 1991; 

Rhodes, 1993). Consistent with the proposal that RH activity is associated with global 

object processing, dominant RH activity for faces is interpreted as dominance for 

configural face processing. Hillger and Koenig found that when inverted faces were 

presented to the LVF and RVF, the RH advantage seen for upright faces was 

eliminated. 

Neuroimaging and clinical evidence lends further support for RH, configural 

dominance in upright face processing. Functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) studies of normal individuals have shown that face recognition is mediated 

predominantly by a right-lateralised neural network (Haxby et al., 1996; Kim et al., 

1999; McCarthy et al., 1997; McDermott, Buckner, Petersen, Kelley, & Sanders, 

1999; Young, Hay, & Mc Weeny, 1985). The majority of patients with prosopagnosia 

have specific damage to the right FFA (De Renzi, 1989; Sergent & Signoret, 1992). 

Prosopagnosia confined mainly to the RH has been interpreted as a specific deficit in 

configural processing, as featural processing mechanisms appear to remain intact. For 

example, Farah, Wilson, Drain, and Tanaka (1995) measured prosopagnosic patient 

LJI's ability to recognise upright compared to inverted faces. Patient LH 

demonstrated opposite results to that obtained in studies using healthy participants: 

his recognition of inverted faces was superior to his recognition of upright faces. 

These findings were interpreted to reflect his ability to use featural information to 

recognise inverted faces and his inability to use configural information to recognise 

upright faces. 
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The finding of a double dissociation between prosopagnosia and object 

agnosia lends further support to the distinction between configural upright and 

featural inverted face processing. Moscovitch and colleagues reported a series of 

studies with an individual with object agnosia, patient CK. While CK showed 

impairments in object recognition, his ability to recognise upright faces was intact. In 

contrast, his ability to recognise inverted faces was significantly poorer than controls 

(Moscovitch & Moscovitch, 2000; Moscovitch et al., 1997). 

Finally, ERP studies demonstrated that the Nl 70 component was significantly 

larger in the right than the left hemisphere (e.g., Sagiv & Bentin, 2001). An increased 

and delayed N l 70 amplitude has also been shown for inverted relative to upright 

faces, an effect considered to reflect the enhanced difficulty of processing faces 

without the availability of configural infom1ation (Rossion et al. , 1999; Rossion et al., 

2000). As Sagiv and Bentin pointed out, however, the assumption that an enhanced 

Nl 70 amplitude reflects greater difficulty in face processing is at odds with fMRl 

data that showed inverted faces produced less activity in the FF A than upright faces 

(Kanwisher, Tong, & Nakayama, 1998). 

Dual-Route to Face Recogllition 

A dual-route to face recognition has been proposed that involves both featural 

and configural processes. Some researchers defined this dual-route hypothesis on the 

basis of configural processes for upright faces and featural processes for inverted 

faces, as discussed above. Others suggested that both featural and con.figural 

processes are used for upright face recognition, but that configural analysis is the 
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hallmark of efficient recognition, hence the sensitivity of face recognition to inversion 

(Bartlett et al., 2003; Rhodes, Brake, & Atkinson, 1993). The majority of configural 

processing advocates based their view on inversion effects, although Rakover and 

Teucher (1997) found inversion effects for isolated facial features (forehead, eyes, 

nose, mouth, and chin). This evidence casts doubt on the use of inversion effects to 

diagnose exclusivity of configural processing in whole upright faces. 

ERP data supports the dual-route hypothesis. Based on their finding that the 

Nl 70 component is significantly elicited by isolated facial features and face contours 

in addition to whole intact faces, Bentin et al. (1996) suggested that face processing is 

modulated both by featural and configural mechanisms. 

Moscovitch and Moscovitch (2000) proposed an interactive activation model 

in which face recognition involves the exchange of featural and configural 

information. Their idea is based on findings that agnosic patient CK's object 

recognition deficit lies not with the identification of object parts per se, but in 

appreciating their relation to one another and integrating them into a whole percept 

(e.g., Behrmann, Moscovitch, & Winocur, 1994). The interactive activation model 

posits that when configural information is not readily available, as in inverted faces, 

featural information is analysed and translated into configural information, which is 

then used to recognise a face. Indeed, in contrast to reports of a RH bias for face 

processing, several functional imaging studies have shown bilateral fusiform 

activation elicited by faces (e.g., Henson et al. , 2003; Katanoda, Yoshikawa, & 

Sugishita, 2000; McCarthy et al., 1997; see Kampf, Babkoff, & Nachson, 2005 for a 

review). 
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It is possible that the diversity of evidence for featural and/or configural routes 

to face recognition arises from the variety of tasks employed and the nature of the 

face stimuli used. The majority of studies typically involved matching, naming 

(learned face-name associations), or passive viewing tasks and used unfamiliar (or 

recently learned) faces. There are three key limitations to assessing mechanisms 

underlying face recognition in these ways. First, matching unfamiliar faces might 

have little to do with face processing per se but is merely a perceptual exercise in 

matching general pictorial information. Second, studies that involve naming 

unfamiliar faces could be considered a measure of explicit short-term memory that is 

bound to the context of a learning session. As in perceptual priming studies, they tell 

us little about natural long-term face recognition processes. In addition, tasks with 

and without a naming component might differentially affect laterality results: LH 

activation has be~n found for face naming and RH activation has been found for 

perceptual analysis of faces (e.g., Tsukiura et al., 2002). Finally, ERP measures of 

brain activation from passive viewing of faces appear to provide information on how 

we recognise that a face is a face, i.e., basic-level recognition, but might tell us little 

about how we identify faces at a micro-subordinate level. Several reports that Nl 70 

activation was unaffected by face familiarity support this possibility (Bentin & 

Deouell, 2000; Eimer, 2000a, 2000b ). 

Familiar faces that have been learned through long-term natural exposure 

contain a larger amount of additional related information that can be activated on 

visual presentation than unfamiliar or artificially learned faces . For example, we 

typically know concrete things such as the person's name, occupation, marital status, 
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where he or she lives, and also abstract things such as his or her political and social 

beliefs (all examples of semantic information). Bruce and Young (1986) presented a 

model that incorporates the rich and varied information we might use to recognise 

familiar faces. Their model contains four stages to face recognition. Stage 1 involves 

the use of featural and configural information to create a structural representation of 

the face. Stage 2 involves comparisons between the structural representation and 

stored representations in LTM known asface recognition units (FRUs). If a match is 

found, a sense of familiarity arises at this stage. Activation of a matching FRU then 

allows Stage 3 to proceed, in which person identity nodes (PINs) are accessed. PINs 

contain specific semantic information about the individual that has been stored in the 

past. The final stage involves access to the person's name, considered possible only 

through PIN activation. 

Bruce and Young's (1986) model implies that to fully recognise a person 

his/her name must be retrieved via detailed semantic information. Yet you might be 

able to think of many instances where you are visually familiar with a person and not 

know his/her name or many details about him/her: for example, a neighbour that you 

greet in the morning, a waiter in your favourite restaurant, the clerk in your local post 

office. Although widely cited, their model tells little of how perceptual and cognitive 

processes involved in visual recognition are different for unfamiliar and familiar 

faces. 
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The Effect of Familiarity on Face Recognition 

Look at the faces in Figure 5 below. Subjectively, your perception of the face 

on the right might feel different from your perception of the other two faces. You 

might even feel different looking at the face in the middle compared to the face on the 

left. The face on the right is the current Prime Minister of Britain - Tony Blair - a 

person highly visually familiar to many. You have most likely never seen the face on 

the left before. The face in the middle might seem a little familiar to you: it was 

presented on page 26. 

Figure 5. These three faces illustrate different levels of familiarity. The face on the left is novel, 
presented for the first time here. The face in the centre was rece11tly see11 on page 26. The face on 
the right is a famous face -Tony Blair (British Prime Minister at the time of writing). 

The majority of people we interact with are highly familiar to us: family, 

partner, friends, and colleagues. Television and cinema also provide us with a vast 

number of people that we find highly recognisable: actors, presenters, newsreaders, 

and politicians. It is less frequent, and probably less important, that we recognise less 
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familiar people such as retail assistants, bank clerks, and the average person on the 

street. Understanding how we recognise highly familiar faces is valuable to 

understanding how visual processes might aid effective social communication. Yet 

surprisingly little research has directly addressed whether perceptual processes differ 

for recognition of highly familiar versus less familiar faces. Existing evidence is 

varied and disorganised. 

For clarity, the term unfamiliar is used to describe faces that have been seen 

once before or recently learned over multiple exposures in an experimental setting, 

and the term familiar is used to describe faces that have been naturally learned over 

longer periods of time (such as famous or personally familiar faces). A face presented 

once only for the very first time is described as a novel face. 

As discussed in the previous section, studies of expert object recognition 

suggested that, compared to recognition of unfamiliar objects, recognition of highly 

familiar objects relies more heavily on configural processes, diagnosed by greater 

inversion effects, RH dominance, and greater use oflow spatial frequency (global) 

information than high spatial frequency (local) information. Expert object recognition 

has also been found to result in greater FF A activation. 

Familiarity effects on face recognition are generally inconsistent with what 

might be predicted from the object recognition literature, however: there is little 

evidence to suggest greater reliance on configural processing and little evidence for 

greater activity in the FF A for familiar compared to unfamiliar faces. 

To examine the relative roles for featural and configural processing in familiar 

and unfamiliar face recognition, Collishaw and Hole (2000) examined the extent of 
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recognition impairment produced by blurring, inversion, and scrambling (and 

combinations of these modifications, not discussed here). Participants stated whether 

a face was famous or non-famous (task 1 ), or learned or unlearned (task 2), as quickly 

and as accurately as possible. The authors reasoned that if configural information 

were more important for familiar than unfamiliar face recognition, inversion and/or 

scrambling would affect recognition of familiar faces more than unfamiliar faces. 

Based on the assumption that featural processes dominate the recognition of 

unfamiliar faces, blurring was expected to impair recognition of unfamiliar faces 

more than familiar faces due to the disruption of fine-grained local features. Results 

were compared to recognition of un-manipulated control faces presented in a block of 

trials prior to the manipulation trials. Recognition of both familiar and unfamiliar 

faces was impaired in inverted, scrambled, and blurred conditions. Although the 

impact of manipulation was overall smaller for unfamiliar faces, the authors interpret 

similar manipulation effects in each condition to reflect equivalent use of featural and 

configural processes for familiar and unfamiliar face recognition. 

In stark contrast to the prediction that familiar face recognition relies heavily 

on configural processes, Sergent (1986, cited in Bruce, 1989) found that familiar 

faces were recognised more efficiently when fine-grained local information was 

available than when it was removed. Using an approach similar to that adopted in 

studies of object recognition, she presented high and low spatial frequency (HSF, 

LSF) images of familiar faces (participants' work colleagues) to right or left visual 

fields and measured naming speed. Results showed that HSF images showed a LH 

advantage while LSF images showed a RH advantage, consistent with suggestions 
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from object recognition studies that fine-grained features are processed more 

effectively in the left hemisphere and coarse-grained configural ( or global) properties 

are processed more effectively in the right hemisphere. The key finding was that 

participants named HSF faces significantly faster than LSF faces. This is consistent 

with the notion from traditional object recognition literature that analysis of fine 

details supports subordinate ( or in this case, micro-subordinate) recognition, but 

inconsistent with findings that expert object recognition promotes greater use of 

configural information. Sergent did not conduct this experiment with unfamiliar 

faces, therefore our understanding of how recognition of familiar faces might differ 

from unfamiliar faces according to the type of information provided by different 

spatial frequencies is limited. 

Investigations into face familiarity effects on FF A activation have found no 

difference between familiar and unfamiliar faces (Gorno-Tempini & P1ice, 2001; 

Gorno-Tempini et al., 2000). Like the Nl 70 component, the FFA might be 

specifically suited for structural encoding of faces - i.e., used for basic-level 

recognition that a face is a face - rather than for discrimination between different face 

identities. But there is little evidence to support this possibility: prosopagnosic 

patients do not demonstrate impaired discrimination between faces and non-face 

objects; counter-intuitively, larger FF A activation for unfamiliar than famous faces 

has been found (Rossion, Schiltz, & Crommelinck, 2003). Rossion et al. interpreted 

their results to reflect the role of the FF A in discriminating between unfamiliar and 

familiar faces rather than between different individual identities. 
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Setting aside comparisons with object recognition, several differences 

between familiar and unfamiliar face recognition processes have been demonstrated. 

Studies have shown that, compared to recognition of unfamiliar faces, recognition of 

familiar faces (1) is reliant on internal rather than external face regions, (2) is more 

robust to image quality degradation, (3) is less affected by changes in viewing angle 

(i.e., rotation on a vertical axis), (4) is based on a wider neural network region, and 

(5) involves greater bilateral hemispheric cooperation. 

Evidence that familiar face recognition is more reliant on internal (i.e., eyes, 

nose, and mouth) than external (i.e., head outline, hair, ears, and chin) face regions 

was established over 20 years ago ( e.g., Ellis, Shepherd, & Davies, 1979; Young, 

Hay, Mc Weeny, Plude, & Ellis, 1985). Recent investigations continue to support this 

finding. Clutterbuck and Johnston (2002) presented complete images of unfamiliar, 

moderately familiar, or highly familiar faces simultaneously with images of internal 

and external face regions. Participants decided if whole and regional images depicted 

the same individual (match) or not (non-match). They found that correct 

whole/internal matches were made significantly faster than correct whole/external 

matches for highly familiar than moderately familiar or unfamiliar faces. Correct 

whole/internal matches were also significantly faster than correct whole/external 

matches for moderately familiar than unfamiliar faces, indicating a graded shift in the 

use of external features for unfamiliar face processing to internal features for highly 

familiar face processing. Similarly, Bonner, Burton, and Bruce (2003) found that as 

unfamiliar faces were learned over a period of three days, whole/internal match 

decision accuracy significantly improved while whole/external performance remained 
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constant. The internal face region bias for familiar faces is considered to reflect the 

use of stable, unchangeable, learned components (and their relations) to guide 

recognition. External regions, such as hair, are considered unstable, changeable 

characteristics that provide less reliable information on which to base a recognition 

judgement, but which are relatively distinctive and allow for early recognition 

judgements to be made (Ellis et al., 1979). 

Studies using poor quality video surveillance footage to test face recognition 

have found that recognition performance was superior for personally familiar faces 

than unfamiliar faces seen prior to the test, despite degraded image quality (Bruce, 

Henderson, Newman, & Burton, 2001 ; Burton, Wilson, Cowan, & Bruce, 1999). 

Using a perceptual priming procedure combined with ERP measures, 

Schweinberger, Pickering, Jentzsch, Burton, and Kaufmann (2002) showed that 

familiar face recognition was not impaired by changes in the rotation angle of the face 

image (i.e., frontal, three-quarter, and profile views). When both first (the prime) and 

second (to-be-named) images were of the same famous person in the same view, they 

found a negative waveform that peaked at about 250 ms post-stimulus. Termed the 

N250r, this component was still found when the first and second images were 

different views of the same face, albeit a smaller effect than when the same view was 

repeated. Schweinberger and colleagues concluded that famous faces are represented 

in a view-independent, abstract manner and suggested that the N250r component to 

some extent reflects access to stored representations of familiar faces. Relative to 

familiar faces, unfamiliar faces have produced smaller or negligible N250r effects 

using this procedure (e.g., Begleiter, Porjesz, & Wang, 1995; Pfutze, Sommer, & 
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Schweinberger, 2002; Schweinberger, Pfutze, & Sommer, 1995) and were not tested 

in this study. 

In a similar vein, Pourtois, Schwartz, Seghier, Lazeyras, and Vuilleumier 

(2005) measured perceptual priming effects for familiar and unfamiliar faces using 

fMRI. The second face presented was always a different view of the first face. During 

scanning, participants made gender judgements to famous and unfamiliar faces and 

were told that familiarity was irrelevant to the task. Counter to the suggestion that 

famous faces are robust to changes in viewpoint, they found no priming effect, i.e., no 

reduction in activation, for repeated famous or unfamiliar faces in left or right FF A 

regions. 

There is evidence that recognition of familiar faces involves a wider neural 

network than recognition of unfamiliar faces. Leveroni et al. (2000) compared 

recognition for familiar and unfamiliar faces . In an encoding session, participants 

were instructed to memorise familiar and unfamiliar faces for a subsequent 

identification task (unfamiliar faces therefore became recently learned faces). The 

identification task involved old/new judgements referring specifically to whether a 

face was presented in the encoding session. While recognition accuracy and speed for 

both familiar and unfamiliar faces was equivalent, there was evidence of wider spread 

bilateral activation involving prefrontal, lateral temporal, and mesial temporal 

(hippocampal and parahippocampal) regions for familiar faces. Rather than indicating 

differential perceptual processes, however, such findings were interpreted to reflect 

greater use of semantic information ( e.g., name and occupation) used to aid 

recognition of familiar faces. ERP studies reported greater negativity 400 ms post-
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stimulus (N400) and greater positivity 600 ms post-stimulus (P600) for familiar than 

unfamiliar faces (Bentin & Deouell, 2000; Eimer, 2000a, 2000b; Schweinberger, 

Pickering, Burton et al., 2002), and such data were similarly interpreted to reflect 

activation of semantic information. 

While many studies of face recognition using unfamiliar faces provide 

evidence for a right hemisphere bias, investigations of the effect of familiarity on face 

recognition have found a bilateral advantage for familiar over unfamiliar faces. Mohr, 

Landgrebe, and Schweinberger (2002) presented famous and unfamiliar faces in the 

LVF, RVF, and bilaterally to both visual fields . Participants made fame judgements 

(famous or non-famous). They found that ability to judge a famous face as famous 

was significantly better when faces were presented bilaterally, whereas they found no 

difference in unfamiliar face judgement accuracy between any of the conditions. 

Replicated by Schweinberger, Baird, Blumler, Kaufmann, and Mohr (2003), these 

results were interpreted to reflect better inter-hemispheric cooperation for recognition 

of familiar faces. 

In summary, there is little evidence that recognition of familiar faces involves 

greater reliance on configural information or increased FF A activation. Greater 

reliance on information contained internally and better resistance to image quality 

degradation suggests that familiar face representations are more stable and robust 

than unfamiliar face representations. The presence of a bilateral advantage for 

familiar faces could be interpreted in light of the dual-route hypothesis of face 

recognition. Perhaps all faces use featural information processed in the left 
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hemisphere and configural information processed in the right hemisphere, but 

integration of featural and configural processes is better for familiar faces. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL REVIEW OF ATTENTION, THE ATTENTIONAL BLINK 

EFFECT, AND THE ROLE OF FAMILIARITY 
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This chapter serves two purposes. First, it provides an overview of attention 

theory, focusing specifically on limits in attentional capacity and the attentional blink 

(AB)- the paradigm used in Experiments 1-3. Second, it presents current evidence 

for the impact of familiarity on attention. 

The word attention can have several different connotations. Medin, Ross, and 

Markman (2005) provide a useful description: when reading a book, attention can 

mean concentration; when listening to a particular conversation in a crowded room, 

attention can mean selection; when talking about being able to attend to a limited 

number of things at one time, we are referring to limits in capacity; performing a task 

effortlessly with little attention is lmown as automaticity. An additional role of 

attention is rejection, or inhibition, of irrelevant information. For example, when 

selectively listening to a particular conversation in a crowded room, we must filter out 

other conversations to prevent interference. 

Most relevant to the current study are attentional limits and automaticity. 

Evidence for limits in attention are reviewed below. The subsequent section - the 

effect of familiarity on attention- reviews evidence for our ability to recognise visual 

stimuli in a seemingly automatic manner, using minimal attentional resource. 

Limits of Attention 

It has been argued that a limited capacity attentional reource exists in the form 

of a central pool of attention from which portions are allocated to relevant, attention

demanding tasks ( e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Kahneman, 1973). If insufficient attention is 
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available, impairments in perception can occur. The detrimental impact on perceptual 

processing when little or no attention is available has been demonstrated by use of 

dual-task ( or divided-attention) paradigms. In such paradigms, attention is absorbed 

by a central task and performance on a concurrent (or rapidly succeeding) secondary 

task is measured. If there is insufficient residual attention from the first task, 

performance on the secondary task will suffer. This is known as a dual-task cost. 

There are two main schools of thought regarding how dual-task costs occur. 

The bottleneck model of attention posits that the central attentional pool is prevented 

from overload by means of a selective filter that sifts through incoming information 

(Broadbent, 1958). This filter admits only relevant information at the exclusion of 

other types of information, as in the selection and rejection processes outlined above. 

Eventually, the amount of information being selected and rejected reaches a 

maximum; this is the point at which a bottleneck in attentional resource is reached 

and processing of subsequently presented stimuli is impaired. Alternatively, the 

attentional capacity theory proposes that the inability to perform two tasks at the 

same time results from general depletion of the central pool of attentional resource 

(Kahneman, 1973). This theory assumes that information can be processed until 

attentional resources are fully drained. 

Attentional limits have been demonstrated in several ways and have coined a 

number of different effects - repetition blindness, change blindness, and inattentional 

blindness. One of the most notable and widely studied demonstrations of dual-task 

costs is the attentional blink (AB) effect. The AB effect is reviewed in depth below, 

followed by a brief description of the other effects. 
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Attentional Blink (AB) Effect 

The AB effect describes impaired report of a second target, T2, when it is 

presented in close temporal succession to a first target, Tl (Raymond, Shapiro, & 

Arnell, 1992). It was analogised to an eye blink because the large portion of 

attentional resource allocated to Tl processing appears to render T2 "invisible" due to 

lack of available attention, as if the observer closed his/her eyes at the time of its 

presentation. 

In the original demonstration of the AB, Raymond et al. (1992) presented 

letters in rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). Each letter, chosen at random from 

the alphabet, was black in colour and presented in the centre of a computer screen at 

an approximate rate of 11 letters per second. Tl and T2 were embedded in an RSVP 

stream of letters (known as distractors): Tl was a white letter, and T2 was the letter 

X. Tl always preceded T2. The crucial manipulation was the serial position of T2 

relative to Tl (known as the T2 lag). Figure 6a illustrates a typical trial. In a dual-task 

condition, participants were required to report the identity of the white letter and state 

the presence or absence of the letter X. In a single-task control condition, participants 

ignored Tl and only responded to T2. In the dual-task condition, Raymond and 

colleagues found that detection ofT2 was significantly impaired when it was 

presented between 160 ms and 480 ms after Tl - the AB effect. In contrast, they 

found no T2 processing deficit in the single-task condition. Figure 6b illustrates their 

results. They suggested that the AB effect is caused by suppression of T2 processing, 

and that this suppression is initiated by attentional events related to Tl processing. 
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I . Name the white letter 
2. Was there an "X"? 
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Figure 6. (a) Example of an AB trial as used in the original study by Raymond et al. (1992). The 
Tl task was to name the white letter and the T2 task was to state whether the letter X was 
present or absent from the RSVP stream. (b) Example of an AB effect as found in Raymond et 
al. When participants were required to perform both Tl and T2 tasks (dual task condition), 
detection of T2 was impaired when it followed in close temporal succession to Tl (short Tl-T2 
lags). This T2 deficit is known as the AB effect. When only the Tl task was performed (single
task condition), the AB effect was absent. 

In further experiments outlined in the same paper, Raymond et al. (1992) 

found that an item had to immediately follow T l in order to produce the AB effect. 

No AB effect was found when a blank screen followed Tl presentation. They 

suggested that the item immediately following Tl (the Tl + l item; often labelled the 

Tl mask) interfered with T 1 processing, and that this interference was necessary to 

initiate attentional suppression of T2. Subsequent studies found that the AB effect 

was also dependent on an item immediately following T2 - the T2 mask (Giesbrecht 

& Di Lollo, 1998), and suggested that, under conditions of limited attention, T2 is 

susceptible to interference from succeeding stimuli. 
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In an earlier paper, Reeves and Sperling (1986) suggested that attention is 

allocated episodically to each item in the RSVP stream, and that target identification 

involves the opening and closing of an attentional gate. When Tl is detected, the gate 

opens to enable Tl processing and remains open until processing is complete. Due to 

its close temporal proximity to Tl, the Tl mask can enter through the attentional gate, 

share the attentional resource, and is processed along with T 1. Based on this idea, 

Raymond et al. (1992) proposed a shut and lock attentional gate model to explain the 

AB effect. They suggested that potential confusion between Tl and the Tl mask 

initiates an attentional suppression episode that serves to minimse further confusion 

from subsequent items in the RSVP stream. This suppression hypothetically locks the 

attentional gate, thus disabling T2 processing, until the period of confusion ends. 

Raymond and colleagues likened this suppressive mechanism to the bottleneck model 

of attention, and proposed that the attentional gate behaves as a filter that effectively 

rejects, or locks out, potentially confusing stimuli, and improves selection of stimuli 

relevant to the task. 

A recent electrophysiological study by Gross et al. (2004) underscores the role 

of the Tl mask in producing a T2 deficit. They used MEG to study the interaction, or 

communication, among neural structures involved in the operation of attention during 

a standard AB task. In their study, communication among brain regions was identified 

via neural synchronisation (see Singer, 1999 for a review). Different neurons 

discharge activity at different rates, or frequencies, measured in Hertz (Hz); repetitive 

neuronal activity at a particular frequency is known as oscillation. Neural 

synchronisation occurs when one group, or assembly, of neurons in one part of the 
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brain oscillates rhythmically in phase with another neural assembly in another part of 

the brain. Gross et al. defined five regions of interest that were subjected to 

synchronisation analysis: occipital, cingulum, bilateral frontal, bilateral temporal, and 

bilateral posterior parietal areas. On trials in which an AB was absent (i.e., T2 was 

successfully detected), they found that the Tl mask elicited a reduced neural network 

response (desynchronisation) followed by a strong synchronisation to T2. In contrast, 

on trials in which an AB was present (i.e., T2 was not reported), desynchronisation to 

the Tl mask and synchronisation to T2 was significantly smaller than on AB absent 

trials. Gross and colleagues concluded that desynchronisation reflects suppression and 

synchronisation reflects facilitation, and interpreted their results to suggest that 

successful suppression of the Tl mask is required in order to produce successful 

detection of T2. 

A critical question is: what stage of processing is impaired by limited 

attention? Information processing can be divided into early perceptual stages that 

involve analysis of physical stimulus properties, and later post-perceptual stages that 

involve analysis of meaning and transfer of information into short-term memory 

(STM). Across the wide range of AB studies there has been great debate about the 

locus of the AB effect: while original proposals cited an early perceptual locus, there 

is mounting evidence that postperceptual processes play an important role. 

Perceptual Accounts of the AB 

The original Raymond et al. (1992) study proposed an early selection account 

of the AB in which the attentional gate filters information according to physical 
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stimulus feature similarities between targets and distractors. In confirmation of this, 

Raymond, Shapiro, and Amell (1995) found that a significantly larger AB was 

produced when targets and distractors were featurally similar to one another than 

when they were different. In addition, they found that categorically similar targets and 

distractors did not produce a larger AB effect than categorically dissimilar targets and 

distractors, suggesting that postperceptual categorisation processes are unaffected by 

limited attention. 

Early perceptual T2 deficit accounts came into question, however, when 

evidence was found that the meaning of T2 could be processed during the AB period. 

Luck, Vogel, and Shapiro (1996) recorded ERPs during an AB task and specifically 

measured the N400 component, a negative waveform that is considered to reflect 

semantic processing (Bentin & Deouell, 2000; Eimer, 2000a, 2000b; Schweinberger, 

Pickering, Burton et al., 2002). In their task, Tl was a row of identical digits and T2 

was a word presented in red font colour. Distractors were random sequences of 

letters. Each trial began with the presentation of a "context" word that either matched 

semantically with T2 (e.g., razor-shave) or mismatched semantically (e.g., wheel

jewel). Participants were required to identify the Tl digit and state whether T2 

matched the context word or not. While Luck and colleagues found impaired T2 

performance at lag 3, this failure of conscious report was not accompanied by a 

reduction in the N400 amplitude at lag 3. They concluded that the presence of an 

N400 during the AB period reflected that T2 was processed to a postperceptual 

semantic level, a finding that argues against a perceptual locus of the AB. 
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In a study that combined AB and semantic priming paradigms, Shapiro, 

Driver, Ward, and Sorensen (1997) provided further evidence for the survival of 

semantic information during the AB period. Semantic priming occurs when an initial 

(prime) word significantly facilitates processing of a subsequent (probe) word, due to 

a semantic link between prime and probe. They presented three targets in RSVP - Tl , 

T2 (the prime), and T3 (the probe). On half of the trials T2 and T3 were related 

semantically (e.g., doctor-nurse) and on the other half of trials they were unrelated 

semantically ( e.g., table-nurse). They found that T2 significantly primed T3, even 

when T2 was presented during the AB period. Martens, Wolters, and van Raamsdonk 

(2002) conducted a similar study and supported this finding. Further 

electrophysiological evidence for the dissociation between the AB effect and N400 

activity is provided by a study by Rolke, Heil, Streb, and Hennighausen (2001). 

Using a similar procedure as Shapiro, Driver et al. they found N400 activation 

whether an AB effect was present or not, consistent with Luck et al.' s ( 1996) 

findings. 

Postperceptual Accounts of the AB 

Two influential theories of a postperceptual AB have been proposed: the 

interference model and the two-stage model. 

Shapiro, Raymond, and Amell 's (1994) interference model proposes that 

confusion between Tl , T2, and their masks arises once these items have been 

transferred to and are held in a visual short-term memory (VSTM) store, rather than 

at a featural processing stage as proposed by Raymond et al. (1992). The interference 
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model assumes that Tl, T2, and their masks are processed to varying degrees and 

compete with each other for attentional resources. Tl always appears before T2, thus 

it receives preferential weighting of attentional resource over T2. Once perceived, Tl 

information must be securely transfered, or consolidated, into VSTM if it is to be 

correctly reported at the end of a trial; so must T2. Competition for retrieval of Tl 

and T2 from VSTM is thought to occur when they have been consolidated in close 

temporal succession to one another; insufficient time has elapsed to flush irrelevant 

items, such as Tl and T2 masks, from the VSTM store, thus producing an AB. Based 

on an idea by Duncan and Humphreys (1989), Shapiro et al. proposed that a long lag 

between Tl and T2 does not produce an AB because sufficient time has been allowed 

for VSTM to be flushed without further demands being placed on it. 

Chun & Potter (1995) introduced the two-stage model of attention to account 

for the AB effect. In their view, in Stage 1, a perceptual and semantic representation 

of every item presented in RSVP is created. Each representation is transient and 

unstable and cannot serve as the basis for subsequent report. Unless a representation 

is selected for further processing (e.g., due to its target status) it will be subject to 

rapid decay when interference from subsequently presented stimuli disrupts 

processing. Because every item is processed to this level, the first stage is proposed to 

have unlimited capacity. If an item has been selected from Stage 1, it can proceed to 

Stage 2. This second stage involves the sequential consolidation of selected items into 

a more durable representation that is less susceptible to decay and interference, 

rendering the target reportable at the end of a trial. Chun and Potter proposed that 

Stage 2 is limited in capacity and that no item is processed beyond Stage 1 until 
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consolidation of items that reached Stage 2 is complete. This second stage has been 

likened to the concept of working memory (WM), a complex mechanism that enables 

very short-term, or online, maintenance and manipulation ofrelevant information. 

(WM theory is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.) The two-stage model proposes 

that the AB effect is elicited by impaired consolidation of T2 due to the occupation of 

this process by Tl. Chun and Potter described this impairment as a second-stage 

bottleneck. 

Note the subtle difference between the interference and two-stage models. The 

interference model implies that T2 undergoes consolidation and gains access to 

VSTM (WM) and that retrieval from WM is impaired due to interference from Tl, 

the Tl mask, and the T2 mask. The two-stage model implies that T2 cannot enter the 

consolidation phase until Tl consolidation is complete, and does not make any 

specific inferences regarding the role of Tl or T2 masks. 

It is also clear that the interference and two-stage models contain some 

overlap. Shapiro, Arnell, and Raymond (1997) attempted to draw some common 

ground in their unified model of the AB. This model states that sufficient attention to 

Tl is required for it to reach a reportable level of awareness; T2 cannot therefore be 

consolidated into a VSTM/WM storage buffer until Tl processing is complete, 

leaving T2 vulnerable to decay from other competing stimuli; and if further demands 

are placed on the attentional system ( e.g., by rapid response requirements) then 

response-selection factors will additionally decrease T2 accuracy. The key difference 

between the two-stage model and the unified theory is that the former implies that the 

T2 deficit is caused by a bottleneck in limited capacity WM consolidation processes, 
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whereas the latter implies that general attentional capacity limits constrain T2 

processing at the consolidation stage. 

Vogel, Luck, and Shapiro (1998) provided more direct evidence for a 

postperceptual locus of the AB that is linked to WM. They applied ERP measures to 

determine the first stage at which processing is suppressed during the AB, and 

examined four ERP waveforms: Pl, Nl , N400, and P3. Early perceptual processes 

have been shown to elicit the Pl and Nl waveforms, considered to reflect sensory 

analysis and visual discrimination respectively (Hillyard & Picton, 1987; Vogel & 

Luck, 2000, cited in Luck, Woodman, & Vogel, 2000). As mentioned previously, the 

N400 waveform is considered to reflect semantic processing. The P3 component is 

considered to reflect the updating of WM ( e.g., Donchin, 1981; Donchin & Coles, 

1988). While Pl, Nl, and N400 amplitudes were unchanged during the AB period, 

Vogel and colleagues found that the P3 waveform was completely suppressed during 

the AB. They interpreted this finding to suggest that the AB might be located before 

or during the consolidation of a stable representation of T2 into WM. They proposed 

a theory of the AB that incorporates some aspects of previous models and introduces 

a new concept of conceptual STM (CSTM). According to their account, all items in 

the RSVP stream are fully identified to a conceptual, semantic level and stored in 

CSTM. Items in this store are unavailable for report, prone to decay and interference, 

and become durable and reportable only when consolidated into a visual WM store. 

Attention is required for this consolidation process and items are transferred from 

CSTM to visual WM based on their degree of match to stored representations of 

target stimuli. Similar to the unified model of the AB, Vogel et al. concluded that the 
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T2 deficit is caused by engagement of attention during consolidation of Tl into visual 

WM. 

In a later ERP study, Vogel and Luck (2002) clarified the AB deficit to reflect 

delayed consolidation rather than absent consolidation of the T2 item. They found 

that when T2 was the last item in the RSVP stream (unmasked), the P3 component 

was not suppressed in amplitude but occurred approximately 104 ms later on lag 3 

trials than on lag 7 trials, despite the absence of an AB effect. They suggested that the 

postponement ofT2 consolidation produces an AB because items following T2 are 

given the opportunity to interfere with T2 processing before its consolidation is 

complete. 

Having outlined theories of the cause of the AB, a particular! y interesting 

characteristic of the effect is also worth noting. Two types of AB function are 

commonly reported: (1) a monotonic, linear increase from lag 1 (i.e., when T2 

immediately follows Tl) onwards, and (2) a U-shaped function where performance at 

lag 1 is high (known as lag-1 sparing), dips for up to 500ms, and recovers at later 

lags (as in the traditional AB effect illustrated in Figure 6b). Lag-1 sparing has been 

attributed to the attentional gate hypothesis outlined above with reference to the Tl 

mask (Raymond et al., 1992; Reeves & Sperling, 1986): when T2 immediately 

follows Tl it is essentially the Tl mask; it enters through the attentional gate with Tl 

and enjoys a shared attentional resource. 

Lag-1 sparing does not always occur, however. Visser, Bischof, and Di Lollo 

(1999) conducted a comprehensive review of the lag-1 sparing effect and found that 

equal numbers of studies found lag-1 sparing as those that did not, and that certain 
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conditions were necessary to produce the effect. Lag-1 sparing only appears to occur 

under conditions where Tl and T2 enjoy similar properties. Studies have shown an 

absence of lag-1 sparing when Tl and T2 shared different properties, for example 

when T2 was presented in a different spatial location or when T2 was a different 

object category and required a different response to Tl. The absence of lag-1 sparing 

suggests that T2 is unable to proceed through the attentional gate with Tl and share 

attentional resource. Visser et al. concluded that the presence or absence of lag-1 

sparing is an indication of how efficiently and effectively the attentional system can 

reconfigure itself to cope with the changing demands of processing T2 when it is 

presented directly after Tl. When Tl and T2 share similar properties, reconfiguration 

is efficient and lag-1 sparing is present; when Tl and T2 share different properties, 

reconfiguration is effortful and lag-1 sparing is absent. 

Other Demonstrations of Attentional Limits 

Three other notable effects oflimited attention on object processing have been 

described in the attention literature: repetition blindness, change blindness, and 

inattentional blindness. 

Repetition blindness is a term used to describe a situation where observers are 

unable to report a second presentation of the same object when it is repeated in close 

succession to the first presentation (Kanwisher, 1987). Experimental measures of 

repetition blindness typically involve the presentation of stimuli in RSVP in the same 

spatial location with one item (RI) repeated (R2). In two of Kan wisher' s original 

experiments, words were presented in RSVP. Observers were required to report the 
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word that had been repeated, or read aloud a sequence of words as they appeared in a 

sentence. When R2 was repeated in close temporal succession to Rl, observers were 

less able to report its repetition or neglected to read it out loud the second time it 

appeared in a sentence. Observer reports suggested that they were unaware of the 

repetition. When the temporal distance between Rl and R2 was increased, repetition 

was detected more often. 

Repetition blindness is similar to the AB effect: both occur only when Rl ( or 

Tl) is attended, and both reflect similar temporal lag-dependent effects. But whereas 

attentional deficits linked to WM consolidation have been proposed to account for the 

AB effect, repetition blindness has been interpreted as a failure in token individuation 

for the second occurrence of the repeated item (Kanwisher, 1987). Kanwisher 

distinguished between types - basic-level representations of a class of stimuli that can 

be activated ( e.g., a dog), and tokens - specific individual instances of a class 

exemplar (e.g. that border collie), encoded in time and space and retrieved from 

episodic memory (memory for a specific event). She proposed that all items in an 

RSVP stream are represented in type form. However, only items to which attentional 

resources are favourably allocated reach a token individuation level of representation, 

and this level is required in order for successful detection and report. When Rl is 

repeated, tokenisation for R2 is thought to fail due to an interpretation of R2 as 

residual activation from Rl. When Rl and R2 are emphasised as distinct, and when 

spatial or temporal separation is emphasised, repetition blindness is reduced (Arnell, 

Shapiro, & Sorensen, 1999). (See Chun, 1997 for further distinctions between the AB 

and repetition blindness.) 
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The term change blindness is typically used to describe an event in which a 

physical change in the environment is not detected due to lack of attention (Rensink, 

O'Regan, & Clark, 1997). For example, ifwe do not pay attention to the traffic lights 

looming in front of us, we are unlikely to notice them change from green to red. 

Often, a change that can seem very obvious when attention is allocated to it can be 

missed when attention is busy elsewhere. Experimental measures of the effect 

typically involve a change detection task. Traditional change blindness experiments 

involve alternating brief presentation of two complex scenes that differ in one visual 

property, for example a dog changes to a cat, and back to a dog again, and so on (this 

is known as a flicker paradigm). Only when attention is directed to the changing 

object can the change be detected. A modification of this change detection design 

involves brief single presentation of two images, each of which is followed by a mask 

(e.g., Buttle & Raymond, 2003). Because the experimental conditions between 

change detection and AB paradigms are similar - presentation of the first and second 

images is brief; the temporal interval between each image is short; the task requires 

attention to both targets - the inability to detect a change between two items could 

also be interpreted as an AB effect. 

The final effect of limited attention outlined here is inattentional blindness. 

Inattentional blindness refers to instances where, in the absence of attention, an 

observer does not perceive (i.e., is functionally blind to) a highly visible stimulus 

presented at or within a few degrees of fixation (Mack & Rock, 1998). The effect can 

be likened to driving a car while using a mobile phone: if the majority of attention is 

temporarily allocated to the speaker on the other end of the phone, the driver is more 
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likely to miss a van pulling out in front even if his/her eyes were looking in the 

direction of the van. You might hear the phrase "I don't understand, I just didn't see 

it" after a collision on the road. Behavioural measures of inattentional blindness 

typically involve the presentation of an unexpected object in close proximity to a 

central object with which the observer is attentionally engaged. Observers are asked 

whether they saw anything on the computer screen other than the central object. An 

inattentional blindness effect exists when observers are unable to report the 

unexpected object. 

Attentional capacity limits using the AB and other paradigms have been 

demonstrated for a variety of stimuli, such as letters, digits, words, objects ( e.g., 

Raymond, 2003) and scenes (e.g., Marois, Yi, & Chun, 2004). Are attentional 

requirements therefore the same, i.e.,fixed, for the processing of all types of stimuli? 

There is growing evidence that attentional capacity is not fixed: the level of 

familiarity with a particular stimulus exemplar appears to modulate attentional 

demand. 

The Effect of Familiarity on Attention 

It was suggested several decades ago that the more skilled we become at 

performing a certain task, the less attention we need to allocate to that task. The term 

automaticity was introduced to describe the ability to perform a task without attention 

(e.g., Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). Everyday examples include operating a car, 

reading, and typing. The literature on automaticity is extensive and a detailed review 
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is beyond the scope ofthis thesis. Two key findings are briefly presented to illustrate 

automatic processing theory. Using a dual-task procedure Shaffer (1975) showed that 

highly skilled typists could type at nearly normal speed and accuracy while reciting 

nursery rhymes and shadowing (repeating spoken input). The Stroop effect (Stroop, 

1935) is also often used as a classic example of dual-task interference: when required 

to read aloud the colour of the ink in which a word was printed, participants' 

responses were slowed when the word was an incompatible colour word, e.g., 

response to the word "red" printed in green ink was slower than response to the word 

"dog" in green ink ( correct response is "green"). The Stroop effect is considered to 

reflect the automaticity of word processing: reading the word and computing the 

word's meaning cannot be suppressed despite instructions to ignore it, and thus 

interferes with naming the ink colour. 

Critics of automaticity theory argued that although tasks such as these were 

believed to reflect automatic processing (i.e., proceeded in the absence of attention), 

they might have in fact used attentional resource in a particular way. Perhaps the 

ability to type and recite concurrently is a reflection of task switching strategies in 

which attention is directed to one task to the other and back again in rapid succession 

(known as central switching; Broadbent, 1982; Shaffer, 1975; Welford, 1980). The 

automaticity interpretation of the Stroop effect has also been criticised. For example, 

Besner, Stoltz, and Boutilier (1997) found that the Stroop effect was significantly 

reduced when only one letter in a colour word was coloured than when all letters 

were coloured. Based on this finding, they concluded that the interpretation of 

automatic word reading as the cause of Stroop interference is exaggerated. If words 
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are read automatically, both conditions should have produced equivalent Stroop effect 

magnitudes (but see also Driver & Tipper, 1989; Mari-Beffa, Estevez, & Danziger, 

2000). An alternative, more cautious account of the effects of practice and learning 

was proposed: less attention is required for stimulus processing, as opposed to no 

attention. 

If familiar stimuli require less attention for processing, what is the effect of 

familiarity on tasks in which attentional resources are taxed? Surprisingly, this 

question has received little investigation to date. A handful of studies have employed 

the AB, change blindness, and inattentional blindness paradigms to address this issue. 

Attenuation of these effects by the use of highly familiar stimuli has consistently been 

found. 

Shapiro, Caldwell, and Sorensen (1997) compared the ability to detect one's 

own name with that of other names and common nouns in a typical AB paradigm 

using a full RSVP stream. Across four experiments, they presented common nouns 

and names as Tl, T2, and distractors in varying combinations, and presented 

participants' own name as Tl or T2. While they found an AB effect for common 

nouns and names as T2 in the majority of Tl and distractor conditions, no AB effect 

was found when a participant's own name was presented as T2 among other names or 

nouns. Shapiro and colleagues proposed that the elevated salience of one's own name 

effectively protected it against interference from competing stimuli at the 

consolidation stage of processing in WM. This finding concurs with Moray's (1959) 

seminal dichotic listening study in which a participant's own name was the only 

additional auditory stimulus that could be perceived during an attention-demanding 
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task in which different auditory information was presented to each ear. (See also 

Wood and Cowan, 1995.) 

An effect of familiarity on change blindness has been demonstrated for faces 

stimuli. Buttle and Raymond (2003) found that the ability to detect a change in 

identity between two briefly presented masked face images was enhanced when the 

change involved a famous face (i.e., unfamiliar to famous, famous to unfamiliar, or 

famous to famous changes). Even when observers were given rich background 

information about the unfamiliar faces and participated in naming and information 

retrieval sessions before the experiment began, the change detection advantage was 

only found for famous faces and was absent for the recently learned but non-famous 

faces. They concluded that highly familiar faces are processed more efficiently and 

demand less attentional resource than unfamiliar faces. It could also be argued that 

famous faces captured attention more readily than unfamiliar faces in their study, thus 

facilitating detection of a change. Indeed, reductions in change blindness have been 

reported when objects in a scene or features of an object automatically grab attention, 

and when attention is directed toward the relevant object before potential change of 

that object occurs (Lamme, 2003). 

Using the inattentional blindness paradigm, Mack and Rock (1998) explored 

whether the surprise presentation of one's own name would be detected while 

attention was allocated to a central visual discrimination task (participants determined 

which axis of a cross was longer). They found that one's own name was detected 

significantly more often than other names and common nouns, and concluded that the 

perceptual salience and personal importance of one' s own name captured attention. 
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This effect could also be interpreted to reflect a modest attentional resource 

requirement for processing one's own name, available as a residual from the central 

task. 

Tong and Nakayama (1999) used a different approach to explore the effect of 

familiarity on visual processing. They conducted a series of visual search experiments 

in which participants searched for an unfamiliar target face or their own (highly 

familiar) target face in displays of between one and six unfamiliar distractor faces. In 

different conditions, target and distractor faces were presented upright, inverted, in 

three-quarter view, or in profile view. They found that search for one's own face was 

consistently more efficient than search for an unfamiliar face when faces were 

upright, inverted, and in profile, even after hundreds of presentations of the 

unfamiliar target face. They introduced the term robust representation to describe a 

visual stimulus for which we have an extreme level of familiarity. Properties of robust 

representations were defined as follows: they may "(1) mediate rapid asymptotic 

visual processing, (2) require extensive visual experience to develop, (3) contain 

some abstract or view-invariant information, ( 4) facilitate a variety of visual and 

decisional processes across tasks and contexts, and (5) demand less attentional 

resources" (Tong & Nakayama, pp. 1017).3 Tong and Nakayama's (1999) study has 

3 
Tong and Nakayama (1999) also conducted an experiment comparing the effect of unfamiliar versus 

familiar distractors on search for an unfami liar or familiar target face (Experiment 3 in their study). In 
contrast to the range of different unfamiliar distractor identities used in their experiments discussed 
above, distractors in this particular experiment were multiple views of the same face. They found that 
search for an unfamiliar face among familiar own face distractors was more efficient than search for 
one's own face among unfamiliar distractors and concluded that familiar face distractors are easier to 
reject than unfamiliar face distractors. This experiment is not discussed in the main text here because 
repeated use of different views of the same face might have confounded the results: if familiar faces 
are more robust to changes in viewpoint than unfamiliar faces, then it is possible that multiple views of 
one's own face as familiar distractors were easily identified as the same person, and thus reduced the 
perceived set size, relative to multiple views of a stranger ' s face as unfamiliar distractors, which might 
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one major limitation. The presence of one's own face among unfamiliar faces might 

have produced a pop-out effect: due to its status as the only familiar face, one's own 

face might have captured attention and stood out from the display of unfamiliar faces, 

making it easier to find. This potential for pop-out was absent when an unfamiliar 

face was displayed with other unfamiliar faces and might explain why search was less 

efficient. They did not present a familiar target face among familiar distractors 

(indeed this would have been impossible given that each familiar face was the 

participant's own). If such a design were implemented, the roles of familiarity and 

pop-out in visual search efficiency could be better examined. The pop-out argument 

can also be applied to Shapiro, Caldwell et al. 's (1997) study. Perhaps one's own 

name "escaped" the blink because it was the only self-relevant word in the RSVP 

stream.4 

Evidence for the effect of familiarity on attention can be summarised as 

follows: one's own name did not produce an AB effect and was not susceptible to 

inattentional blindness; a change between two faces was better detected when the 

change involved a famous face; search for a personally familiar face was more 

efficient than an unfamiliar face. These results suggest that familiarity can affect 

attention, facilitate encoding, and perhaps influence WM processes. Evidence for the 

have been perceived as different individuals. A reduction in the perceived set size would result in more 
efficient search. 
4 

Note that the term pop-out is often used to describe the pre-attentive perception of a single item that 
is distinctly dissimilar from its surrounding distractors. Such pre-attentive processing is traditionally 
defined by search speed that remains constant when the number of distractors increases (a flat search 
s lope). Tong and Nakayama (1999) found that search rate for a familiar face among unfamiliar 
distractors increased as set size increased, suggesting that pop-out, in the traditional sense of the term, 
was not evident. I therefore use the term pop-out to describe how a single item might be more easily 
distinguished from a display of dissimilar items (compared to a display of similar items) and facilitate 
search by easing the burden on attentional resource rather than removing the need for attention 
altogether. 
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effect of familiarity on attention is incomplete, however, and the studies described 

above raise five questions to be addressed. (1) How do highly complex stimuli, such 

as familiar faces, affect the AB? (2) Is the lack of AB for one's own name and 

efficiency of visual search for one's own face due to visual familiarity, or do these 

results reflect the salience of self-relevant stimuli? (3) Do familiar stimuli more 

readily attract attention or require less attention for processing? ( 4) Are attentional 

resource requirements for names and faces special in some way due to their 

connection with person identification? (5) If visual WM is implicated in the AB, what 

is the direct effect of familiarity on visual WM processes? 

Chapters 3 and 4 report six experiments designed to address the first four · 

questions. In Experiments 1-3 (Chapter 3), detection of an unfamiliar versus familiar 

T2 face was measured in a traditional AB paradigm. This is the first time that 

familiarity effects in the AB have been explored using faces, and addressed question 

1. In these and all subsequent face experiments, familiar faces were famous faces 

(i.e., were not self-relevant), addressing question 2. Question 3 was addressed by 

examining the role of pop-out in AB Experiments 1-3. This was achieved by 

manipulating the familiarity relationship between the T2 face and distractor faces: in 

Experiment 1, an unfamiliar T2 face was presented among unfamiliar distractor faces 

(no pop-out); in Experiment 2, a famous T2 face was presented among unfamiliar 

distractor faces (potential pop-out); in Experiment 3, an unfamiliar or famous T2 face 

was presented among famous distactors (potential pop-out in the former condition; no 

pop-out in the latter condition). 
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Experiments 4-6 (Chapter 4) employed a visual search task based on Tong and 

Nakayama's (1999) study. In order to control for pop-out (and address question 3), 

target and distractor stimuli were either all unfamiliar or all familiar in any search 

display. In Experiments 4 and 5, unfamiliar and famous faces were compared. In 

Experiments 6a and 6b, complex non-face stimuli (Hanzi) were used and addressed 

whether any difference in attentional demand for familiar versus unfamiliar faces 

could similarly apply to that for familiar versus unfamiliar non-face stimuli 

(addressing question 4). 

Question 5 is addressed in Part 3 (Chapter 6) of this thesis: performance on a 

change detection task designed to measure visual WM capacity was compared for 

unfamiliar versus familiar faces (Experiments 7 and 8) and Hanzi (Experiments 9a 

and 9b). 

One final, overarching question that is applied to all experiments rep01ted in 

this thesis is this: if familiarity modulates attention and visual WM processes, how is 

this achieved? To address this question, the nature of visual representations and visual 

recognition processes for familiar versus unfamiliar stimuli are discussed throughout. 

Experiments 5, 6b, 8, and 9b used inverted stimuli to further address this issue and 

investigate the relative contribution of featural and configural processes to familiar 

and unfamiliar item recognition. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE EFFECT OF FAMILIARITY ON THE ATTENTIONAL BLINK FOR 

FACES: EXPERIMENTS 1-3 
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Previous studies using one's own name or face and famous faces suggested 

that familiar stimuli either more readily capture attention or require less attention for 

processing than unfamiliar stimuli. The aim of this chapter was to examine the effect 

of familiarity on attentional demand more closely. To do this, I presented unfamiliar 

and familiar (famous) faces in a conventional AB paradigm. 

Before I could address whether familiarity influences attentional demand for 

faces it was important to establish whether an AB effect could be obtained with faces 

at all: does face identification in general require attention? Experiment 1 used 

unfamiliar faces and served this purpose. Colleagues have informally reported 

difficulty in eliciting an AB for faces and the only published paper that has addressed 

this issue reports no AB effect (Awh et al., 2004). 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the extreme social relevance of faces led many 

researchers to consider that a unique perceptual mechanism has specifically evolved 

for face processing that is distinct from object processing ( evidenced by superior 

activation of the FF A, a neurological dissociation between object and face 

recognition, and particularly dramatic inversion effects for faces compared to non

face objects). 

Similarly, some have argued that a unique attentional mechanism has 

specifically evolved for face processing. Before presenting Experiments 1-3, 

literature addressing this issue is reviewed. Unless stated otherwise, all studies 

discussed below assumed that optimum (upright) face processing is specifically 
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reliant on configural information whereas processing of non-face objects and inverted 

faces is reliant on featural information. 5 

Does Face Processing Involve a Specifically Evolved Attentional Mechanism? 

Three different views on whether face processes involve a specifically 

evolved attentional mechanism have been expressed which I term the no-attention, 

special-attention, and default hypotheses. 

The No-Attention Hypothesis 

The no-attention hypothesis states that face processing is automatic, 

obligatory, and requires no attention ( e.g., Farah, 1996; Farah, Wilson et al., 1995). 

This view is plausible because humans are unarguably expert face analysers and it has 

been proposed that little or no attention is needed when processing stimuli for which 

expertise has been developed (e.g., Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). Support for this 

hypothesis comes from reports that irrelevant face distractors presented either side of 

a central attention-demanding name-categorization task exerted significant 

interference on central task performance, even though attention was directed away 

from the distractors (Lavie, Ro, & Russell, 2003; Young, Ellis, Flude, Mc Weeny, & 

Hay, 1986). These studies demonstrated that when attention was (presumed) 

5 
An article that includes all three experiments reported in this chapter has been accepted for 

publication [Jackson, M. C. & Raymond, J. E. (in press). The role of attention and familiarity in face 
identification. Perception & Psychophysics]. Experiments I and 2 were presented as a poster at the 
2003 Vision Sciences (VSS) conference, Florida [Jackson, M. C. & Raymond, J.E. (2003). Familiarity 
effects on face recognition in the attentional blink. Journal of Vision , 3(9), 817a]. 
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unavailable for face recognition, identity information could still be processed to a 

level that caused interference with an on-going task. 

The Special-Attention Hypothesis 

The special-attention hypothesis states that optimal face processing requires 

access to a face-specific attentional resource that is dedicated to configural processing 

and is separate from a featural attentional resource (Awh et al., 2004; Palermo & 

Rhodes, 2002). 

Palermo and Rhodes (2002) reported a series of dual task experiments in 

which participants were required to match the identity of two peripherally presented 

faces (primary task) while concurrently encoding face features (e.g., eyes) in a 

centrally presented face (secondary task). Recognition for the encoded features was 

subsequently tested by presenting them in the whole face they were learned in, or as 

isolated parts. Their idea, based on a finding by Tanaka and Farah (1993), was that if 

features were encoded as an integral part of the broader face configuration ( as 

opposed to independently from other features), then feature recognition would be 

better with whole faces than with isolated face parts (the whole/part advantage). To 

investigate the notion of a special configural attentional channel, peripheral faces 

were presented in either upright or inverted orientations. Palermo and Rhodes found 

that performance on the central task was worse when upright peripheral faces were 

presented. They proposed that upright peripheral faces consumed configural 

attentional resource, impaired configural processing of the central face, and thus 

eliminated the whole/part advantage. Inverted peripheral faces, assumed to engage a 
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featural attentional resource, were thought to have produced little inteference with 

configural processing of the central face and thus revealed the whole/part advantage. 

Awh et al. (2004) supported the notion of a special configural attention 

resource for faces. They reported greater impairment in T2 performance when Tl and 

T2 involved configural processing (e.g., when Tl and T2 were both faces) than when 

attention was divided between configural (face) and featural (non-face) targets. Their 

study is reviewed in more detail in the discussion section at the end of Experiment 1. 

Directly contradicting the view that optimal face processing requires access to 

a configural attention resource, but consistent with the notion of separate featural and 

configural attention channels, Boutet, Gentes-Hawn, and Chaudhuri (2002) suggested 

that configural processes do not require attention whereas featural processes do. 

Using the composite effect paradigm, participants viewed whole faces and houses 

presented in transparency at the same spatial location. In one condition they were 

asked to attend to faces ( and ignore houses) and in another to attend to houses ( and 

ignore faces). They then made recognition judgements of the top half of face 

composites that were aligned or misaligned horizontally with the lower half. As 

mentioned previously, the composite effect reflects impaired recognition of the top 

half of a face when face halves are aligned. This impairment is considered to reflect 

automatic configural processing that introduces interference from the lower face half 

(Carey & Diamond, 1994; Hole, 1994; Young et al., 1987). Boutet et al. found that 

the size of the composite effect was equivalent with and without full attention to faces 

during the initial session and concluded that configural face processing does not 

require attention. To the extent that configural processing is seen as a special property 
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of face processing (Farah, Wilson et al., I 995), Boutet and colleagues' view can also 

be seen as a version of the no-attention hypothesis. 

The Default Hypothesis: Faces are Like Objects 

Both the no-attention and the special-attention views can be contrasted with a 

third possibility, the default hypothesis. The default hypothesis states that attention is 

needed to process faces in the same way as is needed for any other complex stimuli 

(Downing, Liu, & Kanwisher, 2001; Wojciulik, Kanwisher, & Driver, 1998). It is 

supported by observations that activation in face-specific brain areas is modulated by 

the degree of attentional allocation to faces (Downing et al., 2001; Pessoa, McKenna, 

Gutierrez, & Ungerleider, 2002; Vuilleumier, Annony, Driver, & Dolan, 2001 ; 

Wojciulik et al., 1998). In addition, Tong and Nakayama's (1999) demonstration that 

the rate of visual search for faces slowed as set size increased (i.e., search became 

more effortful) indicates that attention is needed for face processing. Other visual 

search studies with face stimuli have found similar results (Brown, Huey, & Findlay, 

1997; Kuehn & Jolicoeur, 1994; Nothdurft, 1993). 

The default view has parsimony, a feature lacking in the suggestion of 

separate attentional mechanisms for configural and featural processes. Indeed, the 

special-attention view is broadly inconsistent with numerous cross-modal attention 

studies indicating a single pool of attentional resource for all sensory modalities 

tested, whether visual, auditory, or tactile (e.g., Arnell & Jolicoeur, 1999; Jolicoeur, 

1999; Pashler, 1998; Soto-Faraco et al., 2002). 
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To summarise, three views of the role of attention in face processing are ( 1) 

attention is not needed, (2) a special configural attention mechanism is needed, or (3) 

attention is needed as for any other stimulus. Empirical literature indicates that 

attention can enhance performance on face perception tasks, yet attention is not 

always necessary for the extraction of information from a face. When attentional 

resource has been allocated to a face, other face stimuli appear to compete more 

heavily for this resource than non-face stimuli. Put this way, the role of attention in 

face processing does not seem particularly special and these summarising statements 

apply well to other stimuli. For example, object perception is degraded without 

attention (Mack & Rock, 1998); information about an object can be extracted without 

directing attention to it (Tipper & Cranston, 1985); dual-task costs are greater when 

target stimuli for each task are of the same rather than a different stimulus class 

(Kanwisher & Potter, 1990). 

Experimental Outline 

In Experiment 1, all faces in the RSVP stream (T2 and distractors) were 

unfamiliar. In Experiment 2, distractors remained unfamiliar but T2 was a famous 

face. Experiment 3 investigated the possibility of pop-out effects that could be caused 

by a difference in familiarity between T2 and its distractors: distractors were famous 

faces, and T2 faces were either unfamiliar (potential pop-out, as in Experiment 2) or 

famous (no pop-out, as in Experiment 1). In all experiments the Tl task involved a 

shape judgement regarding texture elements in a pattern ( described in more detail in 
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General Methods) . This task was considered to involve featural processing and 

allowed specific examination of the special-attention hypothesis. The T2 task 

involved the detection of a pre-specified target face. Because successful detection of 

T2 required the ability to identify that individual as the target, the T2 task was 

considered a face identification task. 6 

The presence of an AB effect is interpreted to reflect that significant 

attentional resource is required to detect T2; the absence of an AB effect is interpreted 

to reflect that little attentional resource is required to detect T2. Different results can 

be expected from the different hypotheses outlined above. The no-attention 

hypothesis would predict that no AB should be found for either unfamiliar or familiar 

faces because face processing in general is automatic. The special-attention 

hypothesis would predict that no AB should be found for either unfamiliar or familiar 

faces because the featural Tl task does not consume configural attentional resource 

required for face identification. The default hypothesis would predict that a 

significant AB should be found for unfamiliar faces and that no AB should be found 

for familiar faces, just like other non-face stimuli such as names (as in Shapiro, 

Caldwell et al.'s 1997 AB study where common names and nouns produced an AB 

but one's own name did not). 

Each experiment shared a similar methodology so a General Methods section 

is provided below. 

6 
Note that implicit identification based on visual information (e.g., "was a particular face present or 

absent?"), rather than explicit identification based on verbal name retrieval (e.g., "whose face was 
presented?"), was involved in these and all subsequent experiments in this thesis. 
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General Methods 

Participants 

Participants recruited from the University of Wales Bangor Student and 

Community Subject Panels participated in exchange for course credits or money. All 

were white European adults who reported normal or corrected to normal vision and 

were na"ive to the purpose of their experiment. Informed consent was obtained prior to 

participation. No participant completed more than one experiment. 

Apparatus 

Stimuli were displayed on a 22-inch Mitsubishi DiamondPro 2060u monitor 

(32-bit true colour; resolution 1280 x 1024 pixels) and generated by E-Prime software 

(Version 1.0; Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002) using a Dell computer. 

Responses were recorded via the computer keyboard. A chin rest stabilised 

participants' head position and ensured the display was always viewed binocularly 

from a distance of 70cm. Testing was conducted in a small room with low ambient 

illumination. 

Stimuli 

Each trial consisted of 15 items presented successively in RSVP at the same 

central screen location. One of these, Tl , was a computer-generated greyscale, 

abstract, elliptical pattern composed of either 20 small circles or 25 small squares, 
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each element having a grey value randomly selected (with replacement) from ten 

levels (Figure 7a). Ten exemplars of each pattern type ( circles/squares) were used in 

each experimental block of trials. A Tl item was presented on every trial and its serial 

position in the RSVP stream was randomly selected as 3, 4, or 5. Half of the trials 

featured a circles pattern and the other half featured a squares pattern, randomised. 

All other items were faces. Each was a greyscale image of a Caucasian adult 

with hair present. As far as possible, neutral faces seen in frontal view were selected. 

None wore glasses or sported facial hair. Faces were either unfamiliar or familiar 

(famous). Unfamiliar faces were selected from the Psychological Image Collection at 

Stirling (PICS). Famous faces were selected from Google Image web search results 

by using famous names as search terms. In order to mirror natural diversity, faces 

were not matched on dimensions such as attractiveness or distinctiveness. Luminance 

and contrast values of face images were not manipulated because only reasonably 

high quality images were used and no obvious, systematic differences on these 

dimensions between famous and unfamiliar faces were apparent. All images (face and 

non-face) were displayed against a grey rectangular uniform background that 

subtended a visual angle of approximately 2.9° x 3 .4 °. Each face within the 

background subtended an average of 2.8° x 3.3°. Minor variations in face/head size 

reflected natural individual differences. All unfamiliar and famous face images are 

provided in Appendix A. 
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Design 

In each experimental block, T2 was the same adult male and was presented on 

half of all trials. When presented, it always appeared after Tl at a lag of between 1 

(i.e., the first image after Tl) and 8 (i.e., the eighth image after Tl). A face always 

followed Tl. A minimum of two items followed T2 to complete the RSVP series. On 

T2 absent trials, a T2-filler item was presented in its place. This was one of eight 

randomly selected different adult male faces matched in apparent age to the T2 face. 

The item following T2 (T2 mask) was randomly selected from eight other adult 

males, also matched in apparent age to the T2 face. All other faces (distractors) varied 

in apparent age; half were female and half were male. Each factorial combination of 

Tl serial position, T2 lag, and T2 presence/absence was presented on an equal 

number of trials, in a pseudo random order. Each block was composed of 192 trials. 

Collapsing across Tl serial position, T2 was presented 12 times at each lag. 
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Figure 7. (a) Example of Tl items: "Circles" and "Squares". (b) Example RSVP sequence 
illustration with Tl at serial position 3 and T2 at lag 2. Each item was presented for 85 ms with 
no inter-stimulus interval. (c) Images of the unfamiliar T2 faces used in Experiments 1 and 3. (d) 
Images of the famous T2 faces (Tony Blair and Prince Charles) used in Experiments 2 and 3. 

Procedure 

Each RSVP trial (illustrated in Figure 7b) was initiated by pressing the space 

bar. A central fixation cross appeared for 1000 ms immediately followed by a 15-item 

RSVP series. Each item, presented at the same location as the fixation cross, was 

presented for 85 ms with no inter-stimulus interval (ISI). Participants were required to 

identify the abstract image (Tl) as a circles or squares pattern (using key C labelled 

"circles" and key N labelled "squares"), and report whether the pre-specified target 

face (T2) was present or not (using key K labelled "yes" and key S labelled "no"). 

Both responses were un-speeded and no feedback was provided. 
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Before beginning each experimental block, participants completed four short 

practice blocks designed to deliver a consistent amount of pre-test exposure to the T2 

face used in the succeeding experimental block, and to ensure familiarity with the two 

tasks. Practice blocks were like experimental blocks in all respects, with the following 

exceptions. First, performance feedback on both Tl and T2 tasks was provided at the 

end of every trial. Second, the presentation duration of each RSVP item was reduced 

in each successive practice block, beginning with 400 ms, reducing to 300 ms, then 

200 ms, and finishing with 85 ms (the value used in the experimental blocks). Third, 

each practice block had only 12 trials (50% T2 present). Within each practice block 

T2 was presented at lags 2, 5, and 7, and appeared twice at each lag. This yielded a 

total of 24 exposures to T2 in the practice session. Before the practice session began, 

the T2 face was presented in the centre of the screen with instructions to examine the 

face carefully before proceeding. The T2 face was presented once more before the 

experimental block as a reminder. Participants tended to examine the face for 

approximately 5-10 seconds before initiating the first trial of a block. 

Data Analysis 

Data regarding performance on the T2 task was only analyzed if the Tl 

response had been correct on that trial. T2 false alarm (FA) rate, i.e., the percentage 

of "present" responses when T2 was absent, was calculated for each participant and if 

this value exceeded 20% that participant's data was excluded. I also excluded data 

from participants whose mean T2 hit rate (percentage of"present" responses when T2 
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was present) exceeded 98%. The number of people excluded on these bases varied 

across experiments and is detailed in each relevant section. 

For each remaining participant, I calculated a post-AB baseline level of T2 

detection by averaging the hit rates obtained at lags 6, 7, and 8. This measure was 

based on prior studies that reported the AB effect was typically over when the interval 

between Tl and T2 exceeded approximately 500 ms. A repeated-measures analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) using T2 hit rates obtained at lags 6, 7, and 8 (conducted 

separately for each experiment) showed a non-significant effect oflag in all cases, 

and justified the use of this method for establishing baseline. 

In each experiment, I conducted repeated-measures ANOV A on T2 hit rates 

using lag (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and baseline) as a within-factor to test for overall effects oflag 

on T2 performance. Planned post-hoc comparisons used paired-samples t-tests (with 

Bonferroni corrections where applicable) and compared T2 performance at short 

versus long lags.7 Where a significant AB effect was evident, I used a within-subjects 

contrast to determine the presence or absence of lag-I sparing: a significant linear 

effect indicated lag- I sparing was absent; a significant cubic effect indicated lag-1 

sparing was present. False alarm rates did not differ as a function of TI-T2 lag in any 

condition across all experiments. This indicates that hit rates, rather than dprime 

values (d '), are an adequate measure of performance in this context.8 I also repeated 

all analyses with d ' values, however, and found similar results in all cases. Alpha 

levels were set at .05 in these and all subsequent experiments in this thesis. 

7 
ln these and all subsequent experiments in this thesis, deviations of sphericity within the data 

(Mauchly's test, repeated-measures ANOVA) were corrected for by using the Huynh-Feldt statistic. 
8 

Note, however, that analysis of false alarms as a function oflag is a crude estimate of guess rates 
because on target absent trials there was no way of knowing at which lag a participant mistakenly 
thought T2 was present. 
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Experiment 1: Unfamiliar Faces and the AB 

Two hypotheses of the attentional demand on face processing are directly 

assessed in this experiment: the no-attention view and the special-attention view. To 

re-cap, if unfamiliar face identification requires attention, a significant dual-task cost 

in detecting a specific T2 face presented at short, but not long, Tl-T2 lags ( an AB 

effect) is expected. Conversely, if unfamiliar face identification places few demands 

on attentional resources expended by the Tl item, the difference between short and 

long lags is expected to be non-significant (no AB effect). 

To test the notion of a special attentional resource dedicated to configural 

processing and needed for identifying upright faces (Awh et al., 2004; Palermo & 

Rhodes, 2002), I used a Tl task that was considered to require featural processing. 

Based on the assumption that face identification predominantly involves configural 

processes, the special-attention view would predict no AB for a T2 face when a 

featural Tl task is used. If attentional demands on face processing are not special in 

this way, and if face processing does require attention, an AB effect is predicted. 

Two different unfamiliar T2 faces (Figure 7c) were each tested in a single 

session with two different participant groups. T2 masks, T2 fillers, and distractor 

faces were also unfamiliar. The methods were as outlined in the General Methods 

with the following exceptions. 
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Methods 

Participants 

Twenty-six British participants (14 females, 12 males; mean age 22 years) 

were randomly assigned to one of two face groups. Data from four participants were 

excluded due to excessively high FA rates, leaving 13 people in one group and 9 in 

the other. 

Results 

First, the effect of target face was examined by conducting a mixed design 

repeated-measures ANOV A on T2 hit rates with face (face 1 and face 2) as a between 

factor and lag (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and baseline) as a within factor. This revealed a non

significant main effect of face and a non-significant face by lag interaction. On this 

basis, and because I was not concerned with attentional requirements for specific 

individual faces, data from both faces were combined for further analyses. 

Tl Performance 

The mean percent correct Tl score was 96.3% (SE = 0.6%). In this and all 

subsequent experiments reported in this chapter all participants performed at 85% or 

better on the Tl task and an ANOV A on Tl performance with lag as a within factor 

showed a non-significant main effect of lag. 
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T2 Performance 

The mean T2 FA rate was 8.8% (SE= 1 .4%). T2 percent correct scores on 

target present trials (hit rate) as function oflag are shown in Figure 8. An ANOVA on 

these data using lag (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and baseline) as a within factor revealed a 

significant main effect of lag, F(5, 105) = 2.44, p < .05, indicating the presence of an 

AB effect. Without considering lag 1 performance, mean T2 detection reached a 

minimum of 66.1 % at lag 2, a value significantly below baseline (76.3%), t(21) = 

3.40, p < .05. This supports the claim of an AB effect. Performance at lag 1 (M = 

65.0%; SE = 6.2) was comparable to that at lag 2, indicating the absence oflag-1 

sparing. This is supported by a within-subjects contrast analysis that showed the lag 

effect to be significantly linear in nature, F(l, 21) = 6.36, p < .05. 
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Figure 8. Mean percent hit rate as a function of lag for detection of unfamiliar T2 faces among 
unfamiliar distractor faces, Experiment 1. Bars represent ± 1 standard error and the shaded 
area represents the mean hit rate at baseline (the mean of lags 6-8) ± 1 standard error. 

Discussion 

Experiment l produced two main findings. First, identification of unfamiliar 

faces does require attention: a significant AB effect was found. Second, this AB 

effect for unfamiliar faces was produced when the Tl task was featural (shape 

discrimination) and the T2 task was, or at least was assumed to be, configural (face 

detection). These results contrast with the suggestion that face processing is automatic 
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(Lavie et al., 2003) and are incompatible with the reported lack of AB for a T2 face 

using a featural Tl task (Awh et al., 2004). I deal with each issue separately. 

The presence of an AB for unfamiliar faces indicates that attention is needed 

for face identification and does not support Lavie and colleagues' (2003) findings. In 

their study, participants were required to search for a famous target name among a list 

of centrally presented words and state whether the target name belonged to the 

occupation category of pop star or politician. Famous face distractors, either 

congruent or incongruent with the target category, were presented on either side of 

the central task as irrelevant flankers. They manipulated the perceptual load of the 

central task and expected a high load to leave no attention for processing distractor 

faces. Despite removal of attentional resource from the flanker faces, they reported 

interference effects from these flankers on the name categorisation task. Lavie et al. 

interpreted this finding to reflect automatic, or obligatory, processing of faces. They 

fell short of proposing that faces are processed with no attention, however, and stated 

instead that little attention is required for automatic face processing. 

One important feature ofLavie et al.'s (2003) study is the use of familiar 

(famous) faces. As mentioned previously, high stimulus familiarity was found to 

reduce the need for attention (Buttle & Raymond, 2003; Shapiro, Caldwell et al., 

1997; Tong & Nakayama, 1999); this might account for their findings. Experiment 2 

of the current study specifically explored the effect of familiarity on attention with the 

expectation that if famous faces were used as T2 items an AB effect would be absent. 

The results of Experiment 1 also run contrary to Awh et al. 's (2004) reported 

lack of AB for T2 faces with a featural Tl task. The Tl task used in the current 
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experiment is featural, yet a robust AB effect was produced. The discrepancy may lie 

in the operational definition of the AB effect. Awh et al. defined an AB as a 

significant difference between T2 performance rates obtained in dual-task trials with 

that obtained when the Tl task was to be ignored (single-task trials). This makes 

sense if there is no effect oflag for the single-task condition (indicating that Tl was 

effectively ignored). Yet, in their critical Tl-digit/T2-face experiment for which they 

report no AB effect, there was a significant effect oflag in both single- and dual-task 

conditions. This sheds doubt on their claim that an AB effect was absent. If an AB 

effect is defined as a significant difference in performance for long versus short lags, 

then an AB effect for faces is evident in their dual-task results. This observation 

weakens the basis for their proposal of a special attention mechanism for configural 

face processing. 

These criticisms aside, it is possible that the current texture Tl task did 

employ configural processes and that this accounted for the presence of an AB effect 

for unfamiliar faces. This is unlikely for two reasons. First, lag-I sparing was not 

found. Recall that the term lag-I sparing refers to the finding of no obvious 

perceptual deficit for stimuli presented at lag 1 in an AB procedure that produces 

large deficits for the same stimuli presented at lag 2. Lag-I sparing is generally found 

to occur when Tl and T2 tasks do not require a stimulus category switch (Visser et 

al., 1999). If Tl stimuli used here were somehow face-like, or used the same 

processes as a face identification task (i.e., configural processing), then lag-I sparing 

should have been evident. This was not the case. Second, in this and all subsequent 

experiments, I found no systematic effects of T l type (circles versus squares) on T2 
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performance, precluding the argument that the Tl circles image might have been 

more face-like than the Tl squares image and contributed especially to the AB 

finding. The AB effect for faces found here does not appear to depend on prior 

engagement of face processing mechanisms and these results support the more 

parsimonious default view that the attentional resource needed to process faces is not 

particularly different from that required to process any other stimulus. Existing, non

stimulus-specific accounts of the AB effect ( e.g., Shapiro, Arnell et al., 1997) appear 

adequate. 

Finding an AB effect for unfamiliar faces was important in two regards: it 

provides the first evidence that an AB effect for faces can be achieved, and sets a 

benchmark to which familiar faces can be compared. 

Experiment 2: Famous Faces and the AB 

Experiment 2 aimed to explore the effect of familia1ity on face identification 

within the AB. If identification of familiar faces requires little or no attention, no AB 

effect is expected. 

To investigate this, I presented two famous British males as T2 targets - Tony 

Blair (UK Prime Minister at the time of study) and Charles Windsor, the Prince of 

Wales (Figure 7d). Two groups of participants were tested: a British (GB) group and 

an Other European (OE) group (Europeans excluding UK and Republic of Ireland 

citizens). British participants were expected to be highly familiar with the T2 faces 

and show no AB effect, whereas Group OE were expected to be less familiar and 
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produce an AB effect. Note that Tong and Nakayama (1999) claimed that the benefits 

of familiarity for attention can only come about with extreme familiarity and cannot 

be produced even when participants receive thousands of exposures to a face. 

Similarly, in Shapiro, Caldwell et al. 's (1997) study, common, familiar names were 

used as T2 stimuli, but only when the name was the participant's own did it fail to 

produce an AB. In the current experiment, the OE group were expected to recognize 

Tony Blair and Prince Charles but they were not expected to have the same level of 

extreme familiarity that British citizens have. The between-group experimental design 

allowed control over the contribution of specific stimulus artefacts (such as 

luminance or contrast) driving T2 detection. The methods were as outlined in the 

General Methods with the following exceptions. 

Methods 

Participants 

Participants recruited for the GB group were UK citizens who had spent at 

least the past 5 years living in the UK. Participants recruited for the OE group were 

all born and raised in continental Europe and had been living in the UK for less than 

one year. They were citizens from Italy, Spain, Germany, Greece, France, and 

Norway. One OE participant was excluded because of a high FA rate. Nine GB 

participants and five OE participants had mean T2 hit rates greater than 98%, 

rendering their data un-interpretable due to ceiling performance. Excluding these, 

data was obtained from 16 GB participants (9 females, 7 males; mean age 22 yrs) and 

12 OE participants (7 females, 5 males; mean age 22 yrs). 
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Stimuli 

The T2 items, an image of Tony Blair and an image of Prince Charles, were 

greyscale photographs similar to the other faces stimuli (as described in the General 

Methods). As in Experiment 1, all T2 masks and T2 fillers depicted men matched in 

apparent age to each T2 face. These and all distractors were unfamiliar faces. 

Procedure 

Each participant was tested in two blocks, one block for each T2 face 

(counterbalanced). Before the experiment began, each participant rated their 

familiarity with the written names of each T2 stimulus, along with 24 other famous 

and non-famous names that were used to fill out this task (the scale ranged from 0-5; 

0 = no name recognition, 5 = high familiarity). Participants were also asked to name 

each T2 face on completion of both experimental blocks. 

Results 

Familiarity Ratings 

Familiarity ratings for the T2 names provided by Group GB (M = 4.8, SE= 

0.2) were only marginally higher, and not significantly so, than those provided by 

Group OE (M = 4.5 , SE = 0.2). On completion of the experiment, all GB participants 

correctly named each T2 face whereas three OE participants made naming errors. 

These OE participants were still included in the analyses. 
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Tl Performance 

Mean percent correct Tl scores were 97.2% (SE= 0.5) and 97.3% (SE= 0.8) 

for groups GB and OE respectively, a non-significant group difference. 

T2 Performance 

Data from both T2 faces were combined.9 The mean FA rates for groups GB 

and OE were 6.8% (SE= 0.9) and 5.0% (SE= 1.0) respectively, a non-significant 

group difference. The mean T2 hit rate for each group is plotted as a function of lag in 

Figure 9. There are two points to note. First, no AB effect is found for Group GB 

(Figure 9a), a finding that contrasts with the AB effect observed for a similar group of 

participants using an unfamiliar T2 face in Experiment 1. Second, an AB effect is 

clearly evident in the data from Group OE (Figure 9b ), even though they saw the 

same faces as Group GB. A mixed-design ANOV A with group (GB, OE) as a 

between factor and lag (1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, and baseline) as a within factor confirmed that 

the interaction of lag by group was significant, F(5, 130) = 2.76,p < .05. While the 

main effect oflag was non-significant for Group GB (F < 1), the lag effect was highly 

significant for Group OE, F(5, 55) = 5.09,p < .01, and significantly cubic in nature 

indicating lag-1 sparing, F(l, 11) = 17.90,p < .01. For group GB, the performance 

minimum seen at lag 3 was high (91.3%) and did not differ from baseline 

performance (91.4%). For Group OE, a performance minimum of 78.7% was 

9 
In contrast to similar performance for the two unfamiliar T2 faces used in Experiment 1, significant 

performance differences between Tony Blair and Prince Charles were revealed in Experiment 2 for 
both GB and OE groups. However, Group GB showed no AB effect for either Tony Blair or Prince 
Charles, and Group OE showed a significant AB effect for Tony Blair and a marginal AB effect for 
Prince Charles. Differences in performance between the two target faces therefore appeared to reflect 
overall task difficulty rather than attentional requirements. 
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observed at lag 2 and was marginally significantly different from baseline (86.5% ), 

t(l 1) = 1.90, p = .08. 
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Figure 9. Mean percent hit rate as a function of lag in Experiment 2 for: (a) detection of highly 
familiar T2 faces among unfamiliar distractor faces, Group GB (British); (b) detection of 
somewhat familiar T2 faces among unfamiliar distractor faces, Group OE (Other Europeans). 
Bars represent ± 1 standard error and the shaded area represents the mean hit rate at baseline 
(the mean of lags 6-8) ± 1 standard error. 

Discussion 

In contrast to the significant AB effect found for unfamiliar T2 faces in 

Experiment 1, I fou nd no AB effect for highly familiar T2 faces (Group GB). 
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Participants for whom the T2 faces were somewhat familiar (Group OE) did show a 

significant AB effect. This concurs with previous suggestions that the burden on 

attentional resources is only substantially lifted for highly familiar stimuli (Tong & 

Nakayama, 1999; Buttle & Raymond, 2003). 

An important feature of the experimental design used here was that I used the 

same T2 faces for both groups of participants; only the presumed familiarity of the 

participants with those images differed. Thus I can be confident that group 

differences in T2 detection were due to familiarity and not stimulus artefacts. The 

pattern of AB effects reported here (AB absent for the GB group; AB present for the 

OE group) suggests that, despite similar subjective ratings of familiarity for both 

groups, visual experience with specific faces determines the amount of attentional 

resource needed for rapid identification. 

There is one notable difference between the AB effect for unfamiliar T2 faces 

(Experiment 1) and that for somewhat familiar T2 faces (Group OE, Experiment 2). 

Whereas lag-1 sparing was absent in Experiment 1, it was present in Group OE. 

Experiments 1 and 2 comprised identical Tl -T2 category switches (i.e., the 

attentional system had to reconfigure from abstract image to face image), so the 

presence of lag-1 sparing in Group OE is surprising. It is possible that an additional 

moderator of lag-1 sparing exists, connected to the familiarity of the T2 item 

immediately following Tl. Some degree of familiarity with T2 in Group OE might 

have allowed it to be rapidly or distinctively encoded so that when attention was 

allocated to Tl the representation of T2 shared this allocation, was not confused with 

that of Tl, and was easily detected. When T2 (at lag 1) was an unfamiliar face, 
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encoding might have been more time-consuming, or resulted in a less robust, less 

distinct representation, which reduced the likelihood of conscious awareness for it. 

Experiment 3: The Effect of Pop-Out on T2 Performance 

Although the results of Experiment 2 suggest that high familiarity provides 

protection from the consequences of the AB, an alternative interpretation is that the 

stimulus conditions (for Group GB) allowed T2 to pop out of the RSVP stream 

whereas those in Experiment 1 did not. Perhaps a familiar T2 face among unfamiliar 

distractor faces was easy to detect because of its unique status as the only familiar 

face presented, rather than because of familiarity per se. Indeed, Barnard, Scott, 

Taylor, May, and Knightley (2004) found that distractors that were distinct from 

targets within an RSVP stream caused less interference with target identification and 

produced a smaller AB effect than distractors that were similar to targets. This form 

of pop-out by distinction might be analogous to the phenomenon of novel pop-out, 

defined by more accurate localisation of a singularly novel item within a display of 

familiar (repeated) items than localisation of targets within a display ofhomogenous 

items (i.e., all novel or all familiar) (Johnston, Hawley, Plewe, Elliot, & DeWitt, 

1990). Although the presence of an AB effect in Group OE-having used a 

(somewhat) familiar T2 among unfamiliar distractors - suggests that pop-out is 

unlikely to account for the lack of AB in Group GB, it was important to examine this 

possibility in more detail. 
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To determine whether the distinctiveness of the T2 item could account for the 

absence of an AB effect for familiar faces in Group GB, in Experiment 3 I replaced 

unfamiliar distractors with familiar (famous) face distractors in the RSVP stream and 

presented either unfamiliar or famous faces as T2 items. An unfamiliar T2 face 

among famous distractors created a pop-out condition where T2 was unique in its 

lack of familiarity. A famous T2 face among famous distractors created an RSVP 

configuration where pop-out was absent. 

If familiarity reduces the burden on attentional demand, I predicted that no 

AB effect would be found when T2 was famous and an AB effect would be present 

when T2 was unfamiliar. Alternatively, if pop-out captures attention then I predicted 

that an AB effect would be found when T2 was famous and no AB effect would be 

present when T2 was unfamiliar. 

To ensure high familiarity with the T2 faces, I only used British participants. 

One group was asked to detect unfamiliar T2 faces and another group was asked to 

detect famous T2 faces. The T2 faces were those used in Experiments 1 and 2. The 

methods were as outlined in the General Methods with the following exceptions. 

Methods 

Participa11ts 

All participants were UK citizens and had spent at least the past five years 

living in the UK. They were randomly assigned to one of two groups: Group U 

(unfamiliar T2) or Group F (famous T2). Unexpectedly, a large number of 

participants in Group U had extremely high false alarm rates. In 14 cases (39%) this 
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was greater than 20% so data from these participants was excluded. High FA rates 

might have resulted from inducement of a generalised, false sense ofrecognition for 

the unfamiliar T2 faces, influenced by the high familiarity of the distractor faces. 

Only 5 participants (19%) from Group F were excluded on this basis, a percentage 

comparable to that found in Experiment 1 (15%). After exclusions, data were 

analysed from 22 (12 females, 10 males; mean age 22 yrs) and 21 (14 females, 7 

males; mean age 23 yrs) participants in Groups U and F respectively. 

Stimuli and Procedure 

To maintain consistency across experiments, T2 images were the two 

unfamiliar T2 faces used in Experiment 1 and the two famous T2 faces used in 

Experiment 2. Of the famous distractor faces, half were male and half were female. 

Five were British politicians, six were from the British Royal Family (politicians and 

royalty were never used as T2 masks), and the remainder were a mixture of actors, 

singers, sports stars, and models considered internationally famous. Within each 

condition the experiment was split into two blocks, one for each face 

(counterbalanced). (See Appendix A for face stimuli.) 

On completion of the experiment, each participant rated T2 and distractor 

faces for familiarity. Each face used in the study was presented in the centre of a 

computer screen and participants were required to make a familiarity judgement 

based on a scale of 0-5 (0 indicating no recognition of the face and 5 indicating high 

familiarity). Participants in Group F were also asked to name each T2 face as a 

further check of recognition. 
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Results 

Familiarity Ratings 

Group U familiarity ratings for the unfamiliar T2 faces (M = 1.91 , SE = 0.20) 

were significantly lower than Group F ratings for the famous T2 faces (M = 4.81 , SE 

= 0.07), U = 0.50, p < .01, as expected. Group U familiarity ratings for the famous 

distractors (M = 3.56, SE = 0.12) were not significantly different from those in Group 

F (M = 3.44, SE = 0.15). All participants in Group F correctly named each famous T2 

face. 

Tl Performance 

The mean percent correct )'l score in Group U was 96.4% (SE = 0.7), a value 

not statistically different from that in Group F (M = 96.4%; SE = 0.6). 

T2 Performance 

As in Experiments 1 and 2, data from both T2 faces in each group were 

combined. The FA rates were 8.5% (SE = 1.0) and 8.2% (SE = 1.0) in Groups U and 

F respectively, and did not differ statistically. Mean T2 hit rates for each group are 

plotted as a function of lag in Figure 10. For Group U (Figure 1 0a), a repeated

measures ANOVA with lag (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and baseline) as a within factor revealed a 

significant main effect of lag, F(5, 105) = 3.1 1, p < .05, indicating the presence of an 

AB effect for unfamiliar T2 faces. Performance reached a minimum of 73 .1 % at lag 2 

and improved with longer lags to reach a baseline value of 82.0%. The difference 

between these values was significant, t(21) = 3.31 , p < .05, thereby confirming a clear 
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AB effect. Unlike the AB function found in Experiment 1, performance of Group U at 

lag 1 was not significantly different from baseline (p > .1). This suggests that lag-1 

sparing was present. A within-subjects contrast analysis, however, revealed that the 

main effect of lag was significantly linear in nature, F ( l , 21) = 5.19, p < .05, 

suggesting that lag-1 sparing, if present, was minimal. 
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Figure 10. Mean percent hit rate as a function of lag in Experiment 3 for: (a) detection of 
unfamiliar T2 faces among highly familiar distractor faces (Group U); and (b) detection of 
highly familiar T2 faces among highly familiar distractor faces (Group F). Bars represent ± 1 
standard error and the shaded area represents the mean hit rate at baseline (the mean of lags 6-
8) ± 1 standard error. 
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In contrast to Group U, the detection of familiar T2 faces in a stream of other 

familiar faces (Group F, Figure 10b) showed no AB effect. Statistically the main 

effect oflag was significant for this group, F(5 , 100) = 2.75, p < .05, but this result 

was influenced by performance at lag 1 (82.2%) which was marginally significantly 

higher than baseline (77.0%), t(20) = l.93 , p = .07. The lag-1 advantage for familiar 

faces was similar to that found in Group OE (Experiment 2; familiar T2), 

strengthening the suggestion that familiarity allows rapid access through a 

hypothetical attentional gate opened by Tl. With lag 1 data excluded from Group F, 

there was a non-significant main effect of lag, F( 4, 80) = 1.11, p > .3. To make sure 

that I was not simply eliminating a true AB effect in Group F by removing lag 1 data, 

I excluded lag 1 data from all other conditions that had revealed a significant AB and 

re-ran the analyses. The previous results were not affected: with lag 1 excluded, the 

main effect oflag (and therefore the AB effect) remained statistically significant in 

Experiment 1 [F(4, 84) = 2.94, p < .05], Experiment 2 (Group OE) [F(4, 44) = 4.00, p 

< .01], and Group U in this experiment [F(4, 84) = 4.59,p < .01]. 

In Group F, performance reached a minimum of 72.3% at lag 3 but this value 

was not significantly different from baseline, providing further support for the 

absence of an AB effect. 

One notable feature of the results from Group Fis that overall performance on 

the T2 task was markedly reduced compared to Group GB in Experiment 2 ( compare 

Figure 1 Ob with Figure 9a). This reduction in performance might have been caused by 

a general increase in task difficulty produced when a familiar T2 face had to be 

distinguished from equally familiar distractors. Performance in Group F was not lag-
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dependent, therefore the drop in overall performance does not appear to have an 

attentional basis. Note that performance was also slightly depressed when an 

unfamiliar T2 had to be distinguished from unfamiliar compared to familiar 

distractors. In this case performance did have an attentional basis. 

Familiarity and pop-out effects were further examined by drawing 

comparisons across Experiments 1, 2, and 3. A mixed-design repeated-measures 

ANOV A with T2 type (unfamiliar, familiar) and RSVP configuration (pop-out, no 

pop-out) as between factors and lag (1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, and baseline) as a within factor was 

conducted on hit rates obtained from each participant. In support of my proposal that 

T2 familiarity modulated the AB, a significant interaction between lag and T2 type, 

F(5, 385) = 3.14, p = .01 was found, coupled with a non-significant interaction oflag 

by RSVP configuration, F < I . Critically, the triple interaction of lag by T2 type by 

RSVP configuration was non-significant, F(5 , 385) = 1.41 , p > .1. It is clear that 

familiarity, not pop-out, modulated attentional demand for face processing in these 

experiments. 

Similar cross-experimental analyses conducted on Tl percent correct data and 

FA rates showed that, in all cases, main and interaction effects were non-significant, 

indicating that neither processing demands of the Tl task nor guess rates on the T2 

task can account for the effect of T2 familiarity on the AB. 
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Discussion 

When unfamiliar T2 faces were presented among familiar distractors (Group 

U) a significant AB effect was found that was largely similar to that obtained for 

unfamiliar T2 faces presented among unfamiliar distractors (Experiment 1 ). When 

familiar T2 faces were presented among familiar distractors ( Group F) there was no 

evidence of an AB effect, a result that mirrored the lack of AB for familiar T2 faces 

presented among unfamiliar distractors (Group GB; Experiment 2). Table 1 

summarises the predicted and actual AB effect results in relation to familiarity versus 

pop-out predictions. 

Table 1. Predicted and actual attentional blink results relative to the pop-out and familiarity 
accounts of the AB for each condition: U-U (unfamiliar T2, unfamiliar distractors; Experiment 
1); F-U (GB) (familiar T2, unfamiliar distractors; Experiment 2); U-F (unfamiliar T2, familiar 
distractors; Experiment 3), and F-F (familiar T2, familiar distractors; Experiment 3). 

Condition U-U F-U U-F F-F 

Experiment I 2 3 3 

Pop-out prediction AB NoAB NoAB AB 

Familiarity prediction AB No AB AB No AB 

Result AB NoAB AB No AB 

These findings indicate that, regardless of distractor type, when T2 was 

familiar it appeared protected from the AB effect, but when T2 was unfamiliar an AB 

effect was found. Uniqueness of the T2 item relative to distractor faces, on a 
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familiarity dimension, cannot account for why detection of familiar faces was 

unperturbed by an immediate prior task. 

Chapter Discussion 

In three experiments, participants were required to disc1iminate the texture of 

an abstract pattern (Tl) and detect the presence of a specific face (T2), embedded in a 

series of rapidly presented distractor faces. In Experiment 1, all faces (both T2 and 

distractor) were unfamiliar, i.e., unknown to participants prior to the experiment, and 

an AB effect was found. In Experiment 2, the distractor faces remained unfamiliar but 

the T2 faces used were highly familiar to one group of participants and only 

somewhat familiar to another group. No AB effect was observed when T2 was highly 

familiar but an AB was produced when T2 was somewhat familiar. Because the same 

T2 faces were used for both groups, the AB effect for somewhat familiar faces 

provides strong evidence against the argument that T2 stimulus artefacts could 

explain the lack of AB for highly familiar faces. Experiment 3 examined whether the 

potential for T2 to pop-out of the RSVP display, due to its status as the only familiar 

face, could account for the lack of AB observed for highly familiar faces in 

Experiment 2. In Experiment 3, all distractor faces were highly familiar faces and T2 

faces were either unfamiliar or highly familiar. I found an AB effect for unfamiliar T2 

faces and no AB effect for highly familiar T2 faces, replicating the results obtained 

from Experiments 1 and 2, and illustrating that pop-out (i.e., attentional capture) 

cannot account for the absence of an AB effect. 
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The pattern of results across these experiments supports two main 

conclusions. First, unfamiliar faces require attention if their identity is to gain access 

to awareness. The results also provide no compelling reason to suppose that the 

attentional resource needed for attending faces is qualitatively different from that 

needed to attend any other stimuli. Second, high familiarity reduces the amount of 

attentional resource required for successful face identification. Each point is 

discussed separately. 

Faces and Attention 

The above results refute the proposal that face identification per se requires no 

attention ( e.g., Farah, Wilson et al., 1995). Clearly, finding an AB effect for 

unfamiliar and somewhat familiar faces is evidence of an attentional requirement for 

the conscious awareness of face identification. Studies have suggested that face 

information ( especially emotional expression information) subliminally presented 

(Dimberg, Thunberg, & Elmehed, 2000) or presented outside the focus of attention 

(Eastwood, Smilek, & Merikle, 2001), can implicitly influence behaviour and cause 

emotion-specific brain activation (Anderson, Christoff, Panitz, De Rosa, & Gabrieli, 

2003; Vuilleurnier et al., 2001; Whalen et al., 1998; but see also Holmes, 

Vuilleurnier, & Eimer, 2003; Pessoa, Kastner, & Ungerleider, 2002; Pessoa, 

McKenna et al., 2002, for contrasting results). In contrast, evidence that face 

identification can modify behaviour without explicit recognition has only been 

obtained using famous faces (Buttle & Raymond, 2003; Jenkins, Lavie, & Driver, 

2003 ; Lavie et al., 2003). As my findings suggest, such phenomena probably stem 
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from stimulus familiarity and are unlikely to be indicative of general face processing 

mechanisms. 

In addition, my results do not support the notion of a special attentional 

mechanism dedicated either to face or configural processing (Awh et al. 2004; 

Jenkins et al., 2003; Palermo & Rhodes, 2002). The special-attention view of face 

processing posits that configural processing, thought to be required for optimal face 

identification, requires a separate attentional resource from that used for featural 

processing of non-face stimuli. Based on results from AB experiments using digits, 

letters, unfamiliar faces, and greebles, Awh et al. concluded that only when 

identification of Tl used configural processing (and hence depleted a hypothetical 

configural attention resource) would an AB effect be observed for face T2 stimuli. 

Contrary to this, using a featural Tl task I found clear evidence of an AB effect for 

unfamiliar and somewhat familiar faces. This suggests that explicit face identification 

utilises a similar attentional resource as that required for processing non-face, featural 

stimuli. 

As discussed in Experiment 1, the discrepancy between the current results and 

those of Awh et al. (2004) might arise from differences in how an attentional blink is 

operationally defined than in actual findings. They found a significant main effect of 

lag (in their Experiment 5) using a featural Tl task (digit identification) and a 

configural T2 task (face identification). This finding would traditionally indicate an 

AB effect. Yet they conclude an AB effect was absent for T2 faces due to lack of 

difference between single-task (ignore Tl) and dual-task performance. The presence 

of a significant lag effect in the single task confounds the use of this comparison. 
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Their results are therefore at odds with the proposal of a special configural attention 

resource for faces. It lacks parsimony to propose a special attentional mechanism for 

faces, or face-like, stimuli, and the results of Experiments 1-3 provide empirical 

evidence against this notion. 

Instead, the default view of attentional allocation for face processing is 

supported. This states that perceptual and cognitive processes needed for the 

identification of faces are susceptible to limits in attention, as are non-face stimuli. I 

did not measure AB effects for non-face stimuli in this study so I cannot directly 

compare, either qualitatively or quantitatively, the attention needed for face versus 

non-face object identification. Nevertheless, the AB function for unfamiliar faces 

(Experiment 1) is qualitatively consistent with AB functions obtained previously 

using non-face objects (e.g., Raymond, 2003). Parsimony thus eliminates any need to 

posit a special attentional mechanism for faces on the basis of the current data. 

Familiarity, Face Processing, and Attention 

The second conclusion drawn from these results is that the processing of 

familiar faces appears to require little attention. This is consistent with several 

previous findings: irrelevant famous face distractors caused interference effects on a 

difficult attention-demanding central name categorisation task (Jenkins et al., 2003; 

Lavie et al., 2003); performance on a change detection task was better with famous 

faces than with unfamiliar faces (Buttle & Raymond, 2003); visual search for one's 

own face was more efficient than search for a recently learned stranger's face (Tong 

& Nakayama, 1999). The current fmdings are also consistent with reports of 
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attentional advantages for one's own name (Arnell et al., 1999; Mack & Rock, 1998; 

Shapiro, Caldwell et al., 1997). The Shapiro et al. study- in which one's own name 

as T2 did not produce an AB effect - is comparable to the current study and the 

similarity in findings suggests that highly familiar faces "escaped" the AB because of 

their high familiarity, not their stimulus class. Consistent with this, a brain imaging 

study that used faces and buildings showed fame-specific activations in the medial 

temporal gyrus that were unaffected by stimulus category (Gomo-Tempini & Price, 

2001). 

The ability of familiar face identification processes to proceed with little 

attention also resolves some of the seemingly conflicting results about the role of 

attention in face processing. It suggests that empirical results obtained with famous 

faces cannot be used to make general statements about the role of attention in face 

processmg. 

Why are highly familiar faces protected from the AB effect? According to 

several theories of the AB, if a T2 stimulus is to gain access to awareness and be 

reportable at the end of an RSVP trial, its representation must be consolidated into 

WM (Chun & Potter, 1995; Shapiro, Arnell et al., 1997). The current finding that 

highly familiar faces escaped the AB suggests two possibilities. First, highly familiar 

faces might be perceptually processed, or encoded, faster than less familiar faces, 

making their representations less susceptible to interference from the immediately 

succeeding stimulus (the T2 mask) and more likely to gain access to WM. Tong and 

Nakayama (1999) proposed that each familiar stimulus representation is stored as a 

compact visual code that is rapidly processed. This is similar to the idea that 
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increased familiarity with a stimulus results in the creation of a sparse neuronal 

network that only contains information diagnostic for identification (Desimone, 

1996), and which might be used rather like a short-cut. In this sense, consolidation of 

perceptual face information into WM might be more efficient for familiar than 

unfamiliar stimuli. 

The notion of a compact visual code for processing familiar faces could be 

analogous to broad-scale configural processes that rely more upon spatial relations 

between large regions of a face than detailed featural information contained within 

each region. Are familiar faces processed more configurally than unfamiliar faces? 

Studies of expert object recognition suggested that, as familiarity with a visual object 

increases, processing shifts from a featural mode to a configural mode. In contrast, 

there is no evidence to suggest that familiarity with faces alters processing in this 

manner (Collishaw & Hole, 2000). In addition, such a hypothetical advantage in 

perceptual processing is not supported empirically as yet by brain imaging studies. As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, Nl 70 waveform activity, thought to be indicative of early 

structural encoding of faces (Bentin et al., 1996), is not speeded or diminished by 

familiarity with a face (e.g., Bentin & Deouell, 2000), an effect that might be 

expected if familiarity enhanced compaction of structural face information. 

A second possibility is that the familiarity advantage is located in WM rather 

than during transfer into WM. That is, significant perceptual experience with a 

stimulus might allow attention-friendly maintenance of a distinct, durable 

representation within WM, once entry has been gained. It has been suggested that the 

persistence of representations in WM is enhanced by strong long-term memory 
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(LTM) representations (Cowan, 2001 ; Ruchkin, Grafman, Cameron, & Berndt, 2003). 

Given that highly familiar faces are more richly encoded in LTM than unfamiliar 

faces, they might be more robustly or distinctively maintained in WM and enjoy 

better protection from decay or interference. Evidence for rich encoding of familiar 

faces is supported by brain imaging studies that showed famous faces, unlike 

unfamiliar faces, activated regions of the posterior cingulate, including the 

retrosplenial cortex, areas associated with episodic memory and emotional salience 

(e.g., Shah et al., 2001), and areas of the left anterior middle temporal gyrus (Gorno

Tempini & Price, 2001) associated with semantic processing and categorization (e.g., 

Devlin et al., 2002). Support for this late, postperceptual familiarity influence is 

provided by studies that showed an effect of face familiarity on later ERP 

components: as mentioned earlier, enhanced negativity of the N400 waveform has 

been reported for familiar compared to unfamiliar faces ( e.g., Bentin & Deouell, 

2000; Eimer, 2000a, 2000b ), an effect considered to reflect semantic activity involved 

in the identification of familiar faces. 

The results of Experiments 1-3 cannot distinguish between the alternatives of 

an early perceptual versus late postperceptual influence of familiarity. Visual search 

and visual WM experiments, reported in Chapters 4 and 6 respectively, aimed to 

address these issues more directly. 

To summarise, the results of Experiments 1-3 indicate that successful report of 

unfamiliar face identies requires attentional resource, probably in much the same way 

as other non-face stimuli. I find no support for the notion that a dedicated configural 

attentional channel mediates face identification. The key finding was that high 
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familiarity dramatically eased the burden on attentional resource required for the 

report of face identies. Highly familiar stimuli, such as famous faces, might be 

protected from AB effects because they are efficiently encoded and consolidated into 

WM. It is also possible that famous faces benefit from superior maintenance in WM, 

aided by enduring, stable, and highly resilient representations supported by LTM. 
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CHAPTER4 

THE EFFECT OF FAMILIARITY ON VISUAL SEARCH FOR FACES AND 

COMPLEX NON-FACE OBJECTS: EXPERIMENTS 4-6 
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The experiments in the previous chapter demonstrated that familiarity reduces 

the burden on attentional resources required for face identification: an AB effect was 

present for unfamiliar faces but absent for (highly) familiar faces. Two possibilities 

for this familiarity advantage were outlined. 

One possibility is that early perceptual encoding of familiar faces might be 

particularly efficient due to the use of a compact visual code that only activates 

neurons diagnostic for identification and enables swift and unperturbed transfer into 

WM. The notion of a compact visual code is akin to that of configural processing, 

e.g., a compact code might exclusively process a relatively small number of spatial 

relations between features in a face: distances between the eyes, eyes and nose, nose 

and mouth, and eyes and mouth. 

A second possible account of the lack of AB for familiar faces is that later 

postperceptual processes involved in familiar face recognition might be particularly 

efficient. These might include superior maintenance of familiar face representations 

in WM once access has been gained. I suggested that the maintenance of familiar face 

representations might be more durable and resistant to interference from competing 

stimuli than unfamiliar face representations, due to support from L TM. 

In this chapter, I report a series of visual search experiments that aimed to 

investigate the first proposal of whether familiar faces are more efficiently encoded 

than unfamiliar faces. In Chapter 6 I report a series of visual WM experiments that 

aimed to directly investigate the second proposal of a postperceptual locus for the 

familiarity advantage. 
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Although as yet there are no neurophysiological data to support the notion of 

an early perceptual advantage for familiar faces, Tong and Nakayama' s (1999) visual 

search study showed that perceptual encoding of familiar faces was enhanced relative 

to unfamiliar faces: search for one's own face was more efficient than search for an 

unfamiliar face among unfamiliar distractors. As noted in the previous chapter, one 

limitation of their findings is that the search advantage for a familiar face might have 

been caused by a pop-out effect in which one's own target face was relatively easy to 

find because it was the only familiar face in the display. Unfamiliar target faces 

presented among other unfamiliar faces would not have enjoyed this distinction. 

This chapter reports a series of visual search experiments that used faces 

(Experiments 4 and 5) and complex non-face symbols (Expe1iments 6a and 6b). It is 

beyond the scope of this thesis to provide an in-depth review of visual search theory, 

but some relevant aspects are outlined. 

The visual search paradigm is considered a useful measure of perceptual 

encoding efficiency. A typical visual search task involves speeded search for a 

predefined target among a display of distractor items. Reaction times (RTs) to state 

whether a target item is present or absent are measured. Typically (in a display of 

relatively homogeneous items), RTs increase linearly as the number of items in the 

display (set size) increases, considered by many to indicate a serial search process. 

Theories of serial search propose that each item is checked against an internal 

representation of the target item until the target is found (at which point search is self

terminated and a target present response is made), or until all items have been 

checked and the target is considered absent (known as exhaustive search). The time 
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taken to complete the search increases as set size increases; target present trials are 

typically responded to faster than target absent trials. Treisman and Gelade (1980) 

offered the slope of the function relating RT to set size as a measure of search 

efficiency. The logic is that if the search rate per item is slow, then adding more 

distractors to the display will markedly affect the amount of time it takes to find the 

target (or determine that it is absent), and result in a steep search slope. If the search 

rate per item is fast, then adding more distractors will have less impact on the time 

needed to complete the search task, and a shallower search slope is produced. (See 

Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Moore & Wolfe, 2001; Sternberg, 1966; Townsend, 

1990; Townsend & Fific, 2004; Woodman & Luck, 2003, for various reviews of 

visual search processes.) 

The visual search task is also considered a useful measure of attentional 

requirements for visual processing. Attention is required to reject distractor items and 

select a target item, and, according to the serial search model, is allocated to each 

item in a sequential fashion (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The less attention that is 

required for distractor rejection and target selection, the faster each item will be 

processed in turn, resulting in more efficient search. 10 The aims of these experiments 

were fourfold. First, I wanted to confirm whether perceptual encoding is more 

efficient for familiar than unfamiliar faces and could thus account for at least part of 

the attentional advantage found in Chapter 3. Crucially, I controlled for potential pop-

IO The seria l model of visual search is most appropriate for my data. Another type of search process 
has been evidenced, known as parallel search, in which the time needed to complete the search is 
independent of the number of items in the display. Parallel search is typically characterised by a flat 
search slope. Theories of paralle l search propose that attention is allocated to, and information is 
accumulated from, most or all items in a display simultaneously (e.g., Humphreys & Muller, 1993, 
cited in Moore & Wolfe, 2001). 
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out effects by presenting familiar target faces among familiar distractors, and 

unfamiliar target faces among unfamiliar distractors (Experiment 4). 

Second, I wanted to examine more closely whether increased use of configural 

information could explain the familiarity advantage for faces. Whereas upright faces 

were used in Experiment 4, inverted faces were used in Experiment 5. Based on the 

assumption that inversion disrupts configural processing, inverting the faces allowed 

me to assess the relative contribution of featural and configural processes to 

unfamiliar and familiar face identification. 

Third, I wanted to determine whether familiarity effects on encoding 

efficiency for faces could also apply to complex non-face objects. To this aim, visual 

search efficiency for Chinese characters, called Hanzi, was compared between Hanzi 

experts and Hanzi novices (Experiment 6a). Inversion effects for Hanzi were also 

investigated (Experiment 6b). 

Finally, visual search rates obtained in the above experiments were used to set 

encoding duration parameters in the series of visual WM experiments reported in 

Chapter 6. Each visual search experiment reported here was paired with an equivalent 

visual WM experiment in which the same participants were tested under the same 

familiarity and orientation conditions. For example, participants who completed the 

visual search task for unfamiliar and familiar upright faces completed the visual WM 

task for unfamiliar and familiar upright faces. This within-subjects design allowed a 

degree of control over individual differences in encoding speed, attentional limits, 

and visual WM capacity. 
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Face and Hanzi experiments are reported in two separate sections below, 

labelled accordingly. 

Visual Search for Faces: Experiments 4 and 5 

Experiment 4 examined visual search for upright unfamiliar and familiar 

faces. Experiment 5 examined visual search for inverted unfamiliar and familiar 

faces . A different group of participants completed each experiment. Specific 

hypotheses are presented at the start of each experiment section. Similar procedures 

were used in both experiments, therefore a General Methods section is provided 

below. 

General Methods 

Apparatus 

Stimuli were displayed on a 22-inch Mitsubishi DiamondPro 2060u monitor 

(32-bit true colour; resolution 1280 x 1024 pixels) and generated by E-Prime software 

(Version 1.0; Schneider et al., 2002). Viewing distance was 70 cm. 

Stimuli 

Faces were greyscale images of Caucasian adult males with hair present. As 

far as possible, neutral faces seen in frontal view were selected. None wore glasses or 

sported facial hair. A set of 30 unfamiliar and 30 familiar (famous) faces were used. 
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Unfamiliar faces were selected from the Psychological Image Collection at Stirling 

(PICS). Famous faces were selected from Google Image web search results by using 

famous names as search terms. In order to mirror natural diversity, faces were not 

matched on dimensions such as attractiveness or distinctiveness. Luminance and 

contrast values of face images were not manipulated because only reasonably high 

quality images were used and no obvious, systematic differences on these dimensions 

between famous and unfamiliar faces were apparent. Faces subtended 2.8° x 3.3° and 

were displayed at random locations within a white region (approximately 17.0° x 

14.4°), with the constraint that each was separated by at least 2.9° on the horizontal 

axis and 3.4° on the vertical axis, centre to centre. All unfamiliar and famous face 

images are provided in Appendix A. 

Design 

Participants searched for a target face among a display of distractor faces. Sets 

of 12 target and 18 distractor faces were used. Although Tong and Nakayama (1999) 

suggested that even hundreds of exposures to an unfamiliar face were insufficient to 

yield a search efficiency that was comparable to that for highly familiar faces, the use 

of a number of different target and distractor faces served here to minimise any 

potential learning effects that might have occurred during the experimental session. 

The target face for a particular trial was randomly selected from the set of 12 and 

presented at the start of that trial. Distractor faces were randomly selected from the 

set of 18. Set sizes 4, 7, and 10 were used for upright faces in Experiment 4; set sizes 

2, 4, and 6 were used for inverted faces in Experiment 5. No face appeared more than 
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once in any given display. There were 72 trials per set size (50% target present), 

yielding 216 trials in total per session. Set size and target present/absent conditions 

were pseudorandomised. Participants in each experiment completed two sessions, one 

with unfamiliar faces and the other with famous faces. Each session was completed 

on a different day and session order was counterbalanced. 

Procedure 

Each search trial began with a 1000 ms central fixation cross, followed by a 

target face presented for 1000 ms in the centre of the screen. After a 500 ms blank 

interval the faces search display was presented until the participant reported, as 

quickly and accurately as possible, whether the target face was present or not (using 

key I labelled "yes" and key E labelled "no"). Figure 11 illustrates a typical trial. A 

short practice session was provided before the main experiment began. 
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Figure 11. Example of the visual search trial procedure. Unfamiliar and famous faces were used 
in Experiments 4 (upright) and 5 (inverted). Hanzi (complex non-face objects) were used in 
Experiments 6a (upright) and 6b (inverted) in which Hanzi expert versus Hanzi novice 
participant groups were compared. 

As mentioned previously, participants in the visual search experiments also 

completed an equivalent visual WM experiment (reported in Chapter 6). After both 

visual search and visual WM study sessions were completed, participants rated the 

familiarity of each of the 30 famous faces used across studies ( subsets of 11 famous 

and 11 unfamiliar faces used in the visual search experiments were used in the visual 

WM experiments). As ratings are pertinent to the current visual search experiments, 

the procedure and results are reported here. Face images were presented upright in a 

paper questionnaire. Participants rated familiarity on a scale of 1-5, where 1 indicated 

no recognition of the face and 5 indicated high familiarity. Participants were also 

asked to name each famous face as a further check of recognition. Ratings confirmed 

that participants in both experiments were highly familiar with the famous faces 
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(Experiment 4: M = 4.23, SE = 0.09; Experiment 5: M = 4.04, SE = 0.13). Participants 

were also able to name the faces relatively accurately (Experiment 4: M = 73%, SE = 

3; Experiment 5: M = 71 %, SE= 3). Although naming accuracy might appear lower 

than expected of highly familiar faces, anecdotal evidence indicated that some 

participants did clearly recognise the faces but experienced problems generating the 

corresponding names. Familiarity ratings and naming accuracy did not significantly 

differ between experiment groups. 

Data Analysis 

Analyses of RT data were only conducted on trials in which the search 

response was correct. Accuracy data is presented in each experimental section. Data 

from target present and target absent trials were combined to produce an overall 

measure of efficiency in both selecting a target and rejecting distractors.11 To exclude 

outliers and minimise anticipatory results, RTs two standard deviations above or 

below each participant 's mean RT in each familiarity and set size condition were 

removed. The percentage of trial exclusions from each set size and familiarity 

condition in each faces experiment can be seen in Tables Bl and B2 in Appendix B. 

In both upright and inverted face experiments, the effect of session order 

(unfamiliar-familiar; familiar-unfamiliar) was calculated using search slope values 

and was found to be non-significant. 

11 
Note that in all visual search experiments target present trials were performed significantly faster 

than target absent trials, consistent with a seria l model of visual search. 
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Experiment 4: Upright Unfamiliar and Famous Faces in Visual Search 

The aim of this experiment was to determine whether search for a familiar 

face is more efficient than search for an unfamiliar face while controlling for a 

potential pop-out effect. In one session, all target and distractor faces were unfamiliar. 

In another session, all target and distractor faces were famous. If familiarity increases 

encoding efficiency with little drain on attentional resource, search was expected to 

be faster and reveal a shallower search slope for famous versus unfamiliar faces. 

Methods 

Participants. 

Twenty-four participants (16 females, 8 males; mean age 22 years) 

volunteered to participate in exchange for course credits or monetary remuneration. 

All reported normal or corrected to normal vision and were naYve to the purpose of 

their experiment. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation. 

Results and Discussion 

The results support the notion that familiar faces are encoded more efficiently 

than unfamiliar faces, even with the potential for pop-out removed. Figure 12a shows 

RT data for unfamiliar and famous upright faces as a function of set size. It is clear 

that search for famous faces was faster overall and did not slow as rapidly with 

increasing set size as search for unfamiliar faces. A repeated-measures ANOVA with 

familiarity (unfamiliar, famous) and set size (4, 7, and 10) as within factors revealed a 

significant main effect of familiarity, F(l , 23) = 21.00, p < .001 and a significant 
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interaction between familiarity and set size, F(2, 46) = 5.10, p < .05. A comparison of 

the slopes for functions relating RT to set size revealed a significantly shallower 

search slope for famous than unfamiliar faces, t(23) = 2.45, p < .05. Search was also 

more accurate for famous (M = 97%, SE = 0.00) than unfamiliar (M = 95%, SE = 

0.01) faces and a paired samples t-test confirmed that this difference was significant, 

t(23) = 3.78, p < .01. 

These data are consistent with Tong and Nakayama's (1999) proposal that 

familiar faces are encoded more efficiently, and require less attention for processing, 

than unfamiliar faces. 
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Figure 12. Mean reaction time (RT) to make a correct visual search response as a function of set 
size for (a) upright unfamiliar and famous faces (Experiment 4), and (b) inverted unfamiliar and 
famous faces (Experiment 5). Bars represent± 1 standard error. Search slope values are also 
provided. 
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Experiment 5: Inverted Unfamiliar and Famous Faces in Visual Search 

The aim of this experiment was to determine the relative contribution of 

featural and configural information to unfamiliar and familiar face processing. As 

outlined in Chapter 1, there is little evidence for differential inversion effects for 

familiar compared to unfamiliar faces, suggesting that featural and configural 

processes contribute relatively equally ( e.g., Collishaw & Hole, 2000). Studies of 

object recognition, on the other hand, have shown that dog and Greeble experts 

demonstrated greater inversion effects than novices (Diamond & Carey, 1986; 

Gauthier & Tarr, 1997). Based on the assumption that inversion disrupts configural 

processing, it was concluded that expertise increases the reliance on configural 

information (i .e., configural precedence) used to recognise objects. Does familiarity 

similarly increase reliance on configural processing of faces? If reduced attentional 

requirement for familiar compared to unfamiliar faces reflects configural precedence, 

perhaps aided by compact visual codes, it is expected that disabling access to 

configural information by inverting the faces will remove the familiar face advantage 

found in Experiment 4, and equivalent search efficiency for famous and unfamiliar 

inverted faces is expected. 

Methods 

Participants. 

Twenty-four participants (21 females, 3 males; mean age 21 years) 

volunteered to participate in exchange for course credits or monetary remuneration. 
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All reported normal or corrected to normal vision and were na'ive to the purpose of 

their experiment. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation. 

Stimuli, desig11, a11d procedure. 

I used the same sets of 30 unfamiliar and 30 famous faces as used in 

Experiment 4 and inverted them by rotating them 180°. Set sizes 2, 4, and 6 were 

used. All other design and procedure parameters were employed as in Experiment 4. 

Results a11d Discussio11 

Contrary to predictions derived from the object recognition literature, search 

was more efficient for famous than unfamiliar inverted faces and all analyses 

mirrored the familiarity advantage found for upright faces in Experiment 4. Figure 

12b above shows RT data for unfamiliar and famous inverted faces as a function of 

set size. It is clear that search for famous faces was faster overall and did not slow as 

rapidly with increasing set size as search for unfamiliar faces. A repeated-measures 

ANOVA with familiarity (unfamiliar, famous) and set size (2, 4, and 6) as within 

factors revealed a significant main effect of familiarity, F(l , 23) = 7.70,p < .05 and a 

significant interaction between familiarity and set size, F(2, 46) = 8.46, p < .01. A 

comparison of the slopes for functions relating RT to set size revealed a significantly 

shallower search slope for famous than unfamiliar faces, t(23) = 3.25, p < .01. Search 

was also more accurate for famous (M= 93%, SE = 0.01) than unfamiliar (M = 90%, 

SE = 0.01) faces and a paired samples t-test confirmed that this difference was 

significant, t(23) = 5.26,p < .001. 
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The presence of a familiarity advantage in visual search when faces were 

inverted does not support the notion that configural information is more critical for 

familiar than unfamiliar face recognition: the disruption of configural information by 

inversion did not create a level playing field where encoding was equally efficient for 

famous and unfamiliar faces. Although inconsistent with the notion that expertise in 

object recognition promotes configural precedence, these results are consistent with 

previous research that found configural processes are no more utilised in familiar than 

unfamiliar face recognition (Collishaw & Hole, 2000). 

The current results also support Tong and Nakayama's (l 999) suggestion that 

familiar faces are more robust than unfamiliar faces. They demonstrated that search 

performance for inverted, three-quarter, and profile views was significantly more 

efficient for one's own face than an unfamiliar face, and concluded that familiar faces 

contain some view-invariant ( or orientation-independent) information that is absent in 

unfamiliar faces. 

Recall that object recognition studies suggested that featural processes are 

orientation-independent (unaffected by inversion) while configural processes are 

orientation-dependent (impaired by inversion). Isfeatural processing therefore more 

critical for familiar than unfamiliar upright face recognition, as opposed to configural 

processing? This would be a bold interpretation that contradicts all previous notions 

of the effect of familiarity on object and face recognition processes and, to my 

knowledge, such a suggestion has not been put forward to date. 

A more sensible interpretation is that, when required (i.e., when faces are 

inverted), featural information might be utilised to greater advantage for familiar than 
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unfamiliar faces in a manner than improves recognition. One possible mechanism for 

this is improved interhemispheric cooperation. Recall the bilateral field advantage 

found for the recognition of familiar but not unfamiliar faces (Mohr et al., 2002; 

Schweinberger et al., 2003). If the left hemisphere is involved in processing features 

and the right hemisphere is involved in processing configurations, better cooperation, 

or cross-talk, between these two processes might improve the transformation of 

featural information into configural information diagnostic for face recognition. To 

the best of my knowledge, the notion that familiar face recognition involves better 

cooperation between featural and configural processes than unfamiliar face 

recognition is unique. 

In both upright and inverted experiments, it could be argued that search was 

more efficient for famous than unfamiliar faces due to the presence of stimulus 

artefacts. For example, what if face identification mechanisms were not engaged in 

the task and search performance was instead based on low-level featural differences 

between unfamiliar and famous face images such as luminance or contrast? To 

investigate this, search efficiency for upright versus inverted faces was compared. 

Based on the assumption that both unfamiliar and familiar upright face identification 

involves configural processing, inversion was expected to reduce search efficiency 

for both face types. Unfortunately the results are not clear-cut. A comparison of the 

slopes for functions relating RT to set size revealed non-significant inversion effects 

for unfamiliar and famous faces (p > .3 in both cases). Significant inversion-related 

decrements in search accuracy for both unfamiliar, t(46) = 3.90,p < .001, and 
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famous, t(46) = 3.19,p < .01, faces was revealed, however. These results suggest that 

a speed-accuracy trade-off was present in the inverted faces data. 12 

Visual Search for Hanzi: Experiments 6a and 6b 

The aim of the two experiments reported in this current section was to 

determine whether familiarity effects found for face stimuli could also apply to 

complex non-face stimuli (Hanzi). There are two reasons for investigating familiarity 

effects on Hanzi processing. First, the focus of this thesis is the effect of familiarity 

on attention and visual WM processes involved in stimulus recognition in general; I 

did not intend my research to address face recognition only. Second, due to 

suggestions that faces are processed differently from objects, I did not want to base 

any conclusions about familiarity solely on results from face experiments. 

Before I report the experiments, I provide a rationale for using Hanzi as 

stimuli. 

12 
In the visual WM experiments reported subsequently in Chapter 6, a sub-set of the same face images 

presented in the visual search experiments was used, and significant inversion impairments for both 
unfamiliar and famous faces were revealed. The presence of such inversion effects in the visual WM 
experiments suggests that the speed-accuracy trade-off found here is sufficient to account for the 
current lack of inversion effect. Nevertheless, it is difficult to rule out a low-level explanation for the 
familiarity effects found here. Further investigation that controlled for such artefacts might involve use 
of the same set of faces for which one participant group were familiar and another group were 
unfamiliar, in a similar vein to the British versus European groups in Experiment 2, Chapter 3. 
Alternatively, Fourier analysis of the currently used face images could determine whether there were 
any significant differences in spatial frequency (high versus low contrast) between unfamiliar and 
famous face images. 
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Why Use Hanzi? 

Hanzi is the term for characters that form units of the Chinese logographic 

language system. An example is presented in Figure 13. Hanzi map onto morphemes 

(meaning) rather than phonemes (minimal sound units - as represented by English 

letters, for example). 

Figure 13. Example of Hanzi. This one means happy. 

The use of language-based, verbal stimuli to examine familiarity effects on 

visual processing might appear contradictory. However, Hanzi are particularly useful 

stimuli for the current purposes on three counts. First, Hanzi logographs undergo a 

high degree of visual processing. Each Hanzi is composed of a number of strokes, the 

smallest unit of Chinese language, that are packed into a square area according to 

learned stroke assembly rules. Visual and spatial properties of strokes are analysed to 

form a coherent percept. There is neurophysiological evidence that Hanzi recognition 

relies more heavily on visual processes than recognition of words derived from 
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languages based on the Roman alphabet ( e.g., English, French, Swedish, etc.). For 

example, Tan et al. (2001) found that English words were processed predominantly in 

left hemisphere verbal areas (i .e., Broca's area), while Hanzi were processed 

predominantly in right hemisphere regions such as the dorsolateral prefrontal gyrus, 

superior and inferior parietal lobules, and the occipital cortex - areas considered to 

serve visuospatial processes ( e.g., Courtney, Petit, Maisog, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 

1998; Schacter et al., 1995; Shen, Hu, Yacoub, & Ugurbil, 1999). 

Second, the marked visual difference between faces and Hanzi allowed for 

clear investigation of whether the familiarity effects found for faces could apply to 

non-face objects. Previous studies that examined familiarity effects on object 

recognition used dogs, birds, and Greebles (as outlined in Chapter 1). While the 

results of such studies suggest that objects are processed in a similar way to faces if 

object expertise has been developed, it could be argued that dogs and birds are face

like because each has a face that is similarly configured to a human face ( e.g., eyes, 

nose, mouth/beak). It has also been argued that Greebles are face-like (Kanwisher, 

2000; although see Gauthier, Behrmann, & Tarr, 2004 for an alternative view). It is 

clear that Hanzi do not look like faces. Yet they are relatively complex stimuli and 

therefore serve as an ideal non-face comparison stimulus. 

Third, the potential for stimulus artefacts to drive performance could be 

avoided by using the same set of stimuli with expert and novice participant groups. 

Physical stimulus attributes remained constant while only perceived familiarity 

differed between groups. 
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Despite evidence that Hanzi recognition involves a large degree of visual 

processing, I attempted to further minimise verbal processing of Hanzi within the 

expert group. A particular type of Hanzi was selected with which experts, although 

familiar with visual Hanzi form, had difficulty transforming into meaningful verbal 

information. These are called traditional Hanzi. Traditional Hanzi contain large 

numbers of strokes, are derived from ancient Chinese times, and are infrequently used 

in modem Chinese language. They contrast with simple Hanzi, derivatives of 

traditional Hanzi which contain fewer strokes. Simple Hanzi were developed in order 

to modernise and simplify the Chinese logographic language. Whereas the majority of 

young people in mainland China understand the meanings of, and are able to 

pronounce, simple Hanzi, they find meaning and pronunciation difficult to derive 

from traditional Hanzi. 13 To clarify this distinction, traditional Hanzi might be 

analogous to Middle English (circa 1150-1500) or Scots writing styles. Figure 14a 

shows an example of Middle English in the form of the first four lines from Geoffrey 

Chaucer's The Canterbury Tales, a collection of sto1ies written between 1387-1400. 

Figure 14b shows an example of Scots in the form of the first verse from Robert 

Bums's poem To A Mouse (dated 1785). The modem English translation is provided 

on the right hand side of each figure. 

13 
Thanks go to Xue Yingqi, a former Psychology Masters student at the University of Wales Bangor, 

for providing this useful information. 



a 

b 

Middle English 
Whan that Aprill, with his shoures soote 
The droghte of March hath perced to the roote 
And bathed every veyne in swich licour, 
Of which vertu engendred is the flour; 

Scots 
Wee, sleekit, cowrin, tim'rous beastie, 
0 , what a panic's in thy breastie! 
Thou need na start awa sae hasty 
Wi bickering brattle! 
I wad be laith to rin an' chase thee, 
Wi' murdering pattle. 
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Modern English translation 
When in April the sweet showers fall 
That pierce March's drought to the root and all 
And bathed every vein in liquor that has power 
To generate therein and sire the flower; 

Modern English translation 
Small, sleek, cowering, timorous beast, 
0 , what a panic is in your breast! 
You need not start away so hasty 
With hurrying scamper! 
I would be loath to run and chase you, 
With murdering plough-staff. 

Figure 14. As an analogy to how traditional Hanzi appear to Chinese participants familiar only 
with modern Hanzi, the two texts above illustrate how traditional English language forms such 
as Middle English and Scots can appear difficult to pronounce and interpret compared to 
modern English form. (a) An extract from Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (written 1387-
1400). (b) An extract from Robert Burns's poem To A Mouse (written 1785). 

As outlined below, Hanzi experts were recruited on the basis that they were 

from mainland China and were experienced with only simple, modem Hanzi. To 

recap, the key assumption was that expert participants were familiar with Hanzi 

visual form and structure in general, while novice participants had no experience in 

visually processing such stimuli. 

Experiment 6a compared expert and novice visual search performance for 

upright Hanzi. Experiment 6b compared expert and novice visual search performance 

for inverted Hanzi. Similar methods were used in both experiments, therefore a 

General Methods section is provided below. 
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General Methods 

Participants 

Fourteen Hanzi experts (8 females, 6 males; mean age 28 years) and 14 Hanzi 

novices (7 females, 7 males; mean age 24 years) volunteered to participate in 

exchange for monetary remuneration. Hanzi experts were recruited on the basis that 

they were from mainland China and were familiar with only simple Chinese, not 

traditional Chinese language. Hanzi novices were required to have had no experience 

with Chinese language or any other similar logographic language such as Japanese. 

All reported normal or corrected to normal vision and were na"ive to the purpose of 

their experiment. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation. 

Apparatus 

Stimuli were displayed on a 22-inch Mitsubishi DiamondPro 2060u monitor 

(32-bit true colour; resolution 1280 x 1024 pixels) and generated by E-Prime software 

(Version 1.0; Schneider et al., 2002). Viewing distance was 70 cm. 

Stimuli 

Traditional Hanzi were selected with the help of Xue Yingqi, a former 

Psychology Masters student at the University of Wales Bangor. Together we 

consulted an online Chinese dictionary (www.chinalanguage.com) and selected 30 

Hanzi. As a young female from mainland China, Yingqi was able to select traditional 

Hanzi which she could not pronounce or interpret. The Chinese version of 

Powerpoint was used to produce each Hanzi and create high quality bitmap image 
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files. Hanzi were comprised of between 13 and 27 strokes and were therefore highly 

physically complex items. All 30 Hanzi can be seen in Appendix C. 

Design 

Hanzi were black in colour, subtended approximately 2.5° by 2.5° of visual 

angle, and were randomly displayed within a white background region subtending 

approximately 17 .0° x 14.4°, with the constraint that each was separated by at least 

2.7° centre to centre. Twelve targets and 18 distractors were used. Set sizes 4, 6, and 

8 were used for upright Hanzi in Experiment 6a; set sizes 2, 4, and 6 were used for 

inverted Hanzi in Experiment 6b. No Hanzi appeared more than once in any given 

display. There were 72 trials per set size (50% target present), yielding 216 trials in 

total per experiment. All participants, experts and novices, completed both upright 

and inverted experiments. Each experiment was completed on a different day and 

experiment order was counterbalanced. 

Procedure 

The visual search task for Hanzi was identical to that used for faces in 

Experiments 4 and 5 above, with the following exceptions (refer back to Figure 11 for 

an example of a typical trial). Hanzi stimuli were used instead of faces. Experiment 

instructions were provided in both English and (simple) Chinese to expert participants 

in order to remove any language barriers and ensure they fully understood the task. 

On completion of the subsequent visual WM experiment (reported in Chapter 6), 

expert participants were required to complete a questionnaire that probed three pieces 
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of information. For all 30 Hanzi, they: (1) rated visual familiarity on a scale of 0-5 

where 0 = not familiar at all and 5 = extremely familiar, (2) stated whether they 

understood the full meaning by responding "yes", "no", or "maybe". If they replied 

yes or maybe then they were invited to provide an interpretation, and (3) rated 

pronounceability on scale of 0-5 where 0 = unpronounceable and 5 = easily 

pronounceable. As expected, expert participants rated the traditional Hanzi low on 

visual familiarity (M = 2.02, SE= 0.51) and low on pronounceability (M = 1.33, SE = 

0.40). Responses to the question on whether they understood the meaning of each 

Hanzi were numerically coded as follows: "No" = 1; "Maybe"= 2; "Yes"= 3. Group 

mean responses indicated that there was little meaningful interpretation of Hanzi (M = 

1.31, SE= 0.13). Furthermore, only 47 interpretation responses were provided out of 

a possible 420 (14 participants x 30 Hanzi); only 9 of these interpretations were 

correct or nearly correct. 

Data Analysis 

RT data were analysed as in Experiments 4 and 5 above. The percentage of 

outliers that were removed from each set size and familiarity condition in each Hanzi 

experiment can be seen in Tables B3 and B4 in Appendix B. In the expert group, 

session order (upright-inverted; inverted-upright) did affect performance but only for 

inverted Hanzi. Using visual slope values, I found that visual search for inverted 

Hanzi was marginally significantly less efficient when experts performed this task in 

the second session, t(12) = 1.85,p = .09. As this is contrary to what might be 
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expected by learning effects (i.e., learning should improve second session 

performance), this result is disregarded as an artefact. 

Experiment 6a. Upright Hanzi ill Visual Search: Experts Versus Novices 

The aim of this expe1iment was to determine whether search for Hanzi was 

more efficient for experts than for novices. If familiarity with the visual Hanzi form 

increases encoding efficiency with little drain on attentional resource, search was 

expected to be faster and reveal a shallower search slope for experts than novices. 

Results and Discussion 

The results support the notion that familiar stimuli are encoded more 

efficiently than unfamiliar stimuli. Figure 15a shows RT data for experts and novices 

as a function of set size. It is clear that expert search for upright Hanzi was faster 

overall and did not slow as rapidly with increasing set size as novice search. A mixed 

design repeated-measures ANOV A with group ( expert, novice) as a between factor 

and set size ( 4, 6, and 8) as a within factor revealed a significant main effect of group, 

F(l, 26) = 14.74, p < .01 and a significant interaction between group and set size, 

F(2, 52) = 5.40, p < .05. A comparison of the slopes for functions relating RT to set 

size revealed a significantly shallower search slope for experts than novices, t(26) = 

2.38, p < .05. Unlike improved accuracy for famous compared to unfamiliar faces, 

there was a non-significant difference in Hanzi search accuracy between experts (M = 

95%, SE= l) and novices (M = 94%, SE= 0.5), p > .3. This suggests that novices 
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were more careful in their responses and took longer in order to make a correct 

decision, indicative of laboured encoding. 
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Figure 15. Mean reaction time (RT) to make a correct visual search response as a function of set 
size for (a) upright Hanzi, experts versus novices (Experiment 6a), and (b) inverted Hanzi, 
experts versus novices (Experiment 6b). Bars represent± 1 standard error. Search slope values 
are also provided. 

Overall, the results of this experiment confirm that the familiarity advantage 

in encoding upright faces found in Experiment 4 can be applied to the encoding of 

upright complex non-face stimuli. 
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Experiment 6b. Inverted Hanzi in Visual Search: Experts Versus Novices 

The aim of this experiment was to determine the relative contribution of 

featural and configural information to expert and novice object processing. Recall 

from Experiment 5 that inverted famous faces were encoded more efficiently than 

inverted unfamiliar faces, a finding that might reflect the presence of an orientation

independent property of familiar face processing that is absent from unfamiliar face 

processing. I suggested that better cooperation between featural and configural 

processes might improve the transformation of featural information into configural 

information diagnostic for recognition. Does expert object processing share this 

orientation-independent property? If so, then search for inverted Hanzi is expected to 

be significantly more efficient among experts than novices. 

Alternatively, how experts process Hanzi might not be equivalent to how we 

process familiar faces. As mentioned previously, object recognition studies suggested 

that novices process objects in a featural manner whereas experts process objects in a 

configural manner. If studies of expert object recognition are to be supported, 

disabling access to configural information by inverting the Hanzi will remove the 

expertise advantage found in Experiment 6a, and equivalent search efficiency for 

experts and novices is expected. 
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Methods 

Stimuli, design, and procedure. 

I used the same set of 30 Hanzi as used in Experiment 6a and inverted them 

by rotating them 180°. Set sizes 2, 4, and 6 were used. All other design and 

procedure parameters were employed as in Experiment 6a. 

Results and Discussion 

The results support previous accounts of expert object recognition: experts 

and novices showed equivalent search efficiency for inverted Hanzi. Figure 15b 

above shows RT data for experts and novices as a function of set size. It is clear that 

search speed and the rate of decline in RTs as set size increased were similar for 

experts and novices. A mixed design repeated-measures ANOV A with group ( expert, 

novice) as a between factor and set size (2, 4, and 6) as a within factor revealed a non

significant main effect of group and a non-significant interaction between group and 

set size, p > . l in both cases. A comparison of expert and novice search slopes for 

functions relating RT to set size was also non-significant, p > . l . Similar to upright 

Hanzi, there was a non-significant difference in inverted Hanzi search accuracy 

between experts (M == 96%, SE == 1) and novices (M == 95%, SE == 1 ), p > . 7. 

An investigation of inversion effects in each participant group revealed some 

illuminating results. A comparison of the slopes for functions relating RT to set size 

revealed a significantly steeper slope for inverted than upright Hanzi among experts 

t(13) == 4.55,p < .01, indicating that inversion decreased encoding efficiency. In 

contrast, the slopes for inverted and upright Hanzi were not significantly different 
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among Hanzi novices, p > . I . Both groups showed a non-significant difference in 

accuracy for upright versus inverted Hanzi, indicating the absence of any speed

accuracy trade-off. 

The results of Experiments 6a and 6b suggest that novices processed Hanzi in 

a featural, orientation-independent manner, whereas experts processed Hanzi in a 

configural, orientation-dependent manner. These findings are consistent with the 

object recognition literature. 

Chapter Discussion 

This chapter examined the effect of familiarity on visual search performance. 

In Experiments 4 and 5, visual search for unfamiliar versus famous faces was 

compared. When faces were upright (Experiment 4) search was significantly faster, 

showed a shallower decline with increasing set size, and was more accurate for 

famous faces. This suggests that less attentional resource is required for the 

perceptual encoding of familiar than unfamiliar faces and is consistent with Tong and 

Nakayama's(] 999) search advantage for one's own face versus an unfamiliar face. 

When faces were inverted (Experiment 5), search was significantly faster, showed a 

shallower decline with increasing set size, and was more accurate for famous faces -

a result that mirrored that found for upright faces. This suggests that processes used to 

identify inverted familiar faces might access an orientation-independent mechanism 

that processes used to identify inverted unfamiliar faces cannot. Such an orientation

independent mechanism might exhibit efficient cooperation between featural and 
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configural processes; this cooperation might allow featural information in inverted 

faces to be translated into configural information that can then be used to recognise a 

face. If cooperation between featural and configural processes is less established in 

unfamiliar faces, the transfer of featural information into configural information 

might be ineffective, and might thus explain poorer encoding efficiency relative to 

familiar faces. 

In Experiments 6a and 6b, visual search efficiency for complex non-face 

stimuli called Hanzi was compared between a group of Hanzi experts and a group of 

Hanzi novices. These experiments aimed to determine whether familiarity effects 

found for faces could also apply to non-face objects. When Hanzi were upright 

(Experiment 6a), search was significantly faster and showed a shallower decline with 

increasing set size for experts than novices. Accuracy did not differ between groups; 

this indicates that slower RTs in the novice group were likely to result from increased 

response cautiousness, probably due to greater encoding difficulty. These findings 

suggest that experts required less attentional resource than novices for the perceptual 

encoding of upright Hanzi and support the familiarity effect found for upright faces in 

Experiment 4. 

When Hanzi were inverted (Experiment 6b) search results were notably 

different from those found in Experiment 5 using inverted faces. Both expert and 

novice groups showed equivalent search speed, rate of decline, and accuracy, 

indicating that inversion reduced expert search efficiency to the same level as novice 

search efficiency. In line with previous studies of expert object recognition, it appears 

that object expertise increases the reliance on configural information. In contrast to 
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processes underpinning the identification of inverted familiar faces, processes 

involved in expert recognition of inverted Hanzi do not appear to have access to an 

orientation-independent mechanism. 

There are two possible explanations for why expert recognition of inverted 

Hanzi and recognition of inverted familiar faces might have engaged different 

processes in the above studies. Perhaps face processing is special after all, at least in 

the sense that there is no other object category that is as frequently processed and 

important to recognise than faces. On the other hand, perhaps the use of traditional 

rather than simple Hanzi could account for the results. Traditional Hanzi were used in 

favour of simple, modem, and frequently used Hanzi in order to minimise verbal 

input on what could be considered a language-based task. Experts were familiar with 

traditional Hanzi in the sense that they were highly practiced at processing the Hanzi 

stimulus category. However, experts were not highly familiar with the specific Hanzi 

exemplars used: they were visually familjar with certain strokes and configurations of 

strokes, but were unable to interpret their meaning. This contrasts with the visual 

search task for famous faces in which participants were familiar with the specific 

exemplars used. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that expert Hanzi recognition, 

in the current task at least, involved basic-level or subordinate recognition processes 

whereas familiar face recognition involved micro-subordinate recognition processes. 

Perhaps an orientation-independent mechanism involved in visual recognition 

processes is only available as a result of refined, micro-subordinate discrimination 

expertise for highly familiar stimuli. 
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This issue aside, in this chapter I have provided evidence that familiarity 

increases encoding efficiency for upright faces and complex non-face stimuli. This 

finding supports the AB findings in the previous chapter: less attention is required for 

processing familiar stimuli than unfamiliar stimuli. 

While I interpret the familiarity advantage in visual search as suggestive of 

efficient, attention-friendly (serial) processing of each display item, there are two 

alternative explanations. First, it is possible that initial parallel processing of a whole 

familiar display is enhanced relative to a whole unfamiliar display, perhaps enabled 

by more distinct perceptual processing of robust item representations. Second, 

perhaps the familiarity advantage in visual search shown here was driven by 

enhanced encoding of the familiar compared to the unfamiliar target (cue) item 

presented at the start of each trial. Enhanced encoding of the pre-display target might 

have facilitated the orientation of attention to its location when presented in the 

search display and the rejection/inhibition of non-target locations when it was absent 

from the display. 

Summary of Part 2: The Effect of Familiarity on Attention 

The three attentional blink experiments reported in Chapter 3 revealed an AB 

for unfamiliar faces that was absent for famous faces. I concluded that familiar faces 

require less attentional resource for processing than unfamiliar faces. Reduced 

attentional requirement is interpreted to reflect facilitation of some stage of 
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processing. Two possibilities were outlined: early perceptual encoding and 

postperceptual storage of information within visual WM. 

Experiments 4 and 5, reported in this chapter, addressed the first possibility of 

an early perceptual familiarity advantage. I demonstrated that visual search for 

famous faces was significantly more efficient than that for unfamiliar faces, even 

when faces were inverted. Enhanced visual search for famous faces suggests that the 

lack of AB for famous faces could indeed partly be accounted for by efficient, early 

perceptual processes easing the burden on attentional resource. Experiment 6a 

revealed that encoding efficiency, and the related reduction in attentional demand, 

could be applied equally well to complex, non-face stimuli - Hanzi experts 

demonstrated significantly more efficient search than Hanzi novices. In contrast to the 

results obtained with faces, the familiarity advantage for Hanzi was removed when 

Hanzi were inverted. 

Rapid perceptual encoding might facilitate the transfer, or consolidation, of 

information into visual WM and ensure access is fully gained before other stimuli can 

interfere with processing. Once entry into visual WM has been successfully gained, 

information is presumed to require effective maintenance until such time as retrieval 

is necessary. Can familiarity enhance the maintenance of information within visual 

WM? 

Part 3 of this thesis addresses this question. Chapter 5 provides a review of 

visual WM theory and assesses the evidence for familiarity effects in WM. Chapter 6 

reports a series of visual WM experiments that measured visual WM capacity for 
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faces and Hanzi. These experiments were based on the assumption that larger 

capacity reflects enhanced maintenance. 
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Visual WM is an active system that temporarily stores and manipulates visual 

information for a few seconds. This ability is particularly useful for maintaining a 

constant and coherent percept of the visual world in which eye gaze, head or body 

movement, and passing objects or people can interrupt the flow of visual information 

to the brain. Think back to Simon in the bakery talking to his neighbour. It is a busy 

lunchtime and many customers are jostling for room at the counter. The bakery 

assistant greets Simon and takes his order. She turns and moves away to retrieve his 

sandwich from the chill cabinet and place it in a bag. She returns to face the crowd of 

customers, places the sandwich on the counter, and addresses Simon for the money. 

Had she been unable to maintain and retrieve his face from visual WM, she might 

have requested the money from a customer who had not yet placed an order. Consider 

that the bakery assistant and Simon have known each other for years and are good 

friends. Would long-term visual familiarity that has been developed over the years 

affect her ability to maintain his face in visual WM in this situation? 

In this chapter I review visual WM theory and ask whether familiarity can 

enhance visual WM. Unlike the attention literature, evidence for familiarity effects on 

WM is scant, and I am unaware of any studies that have investigated the influence of 

familiarity on visual WM specifically. Experiments 7-9, reported in Chapter 6, 

address this issue for the first time, and I draw hypotheses from closely related 

literature. Before I review the nature of visual WM, I describe the larger, multi

component general WM system of which it is part. 
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The Working Memory (WM) Model 

Baddeley and Bitch's (1974) model is the most well-known and cited model 

of WM. Their model contains three major components: the phonological loop, the 

visuospatial sketchpad (labelled slave systems), and the central executive. The 

phonological loop serves to process verbal, speech-based information and is 

comprised of two subcomponents: a phonological store that holds the information, 

and an articulatory control process that can refresh the contents of the phonological 

store via vocal or subvocal repetition (rehearsal). The visuospatial sketchpad is used 

to temporarily store and manipulate visual and spatial information. The central 

executive is thought to act as an attentional control centre that supervises and 

coordinates operations in the phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad (this 

component is discussed in more detail later). Figure 16a provides an illustration of 

this model. 

The Baddeley and Hitch (1974) model was derived from an earlier concept of 

short-term memory (STM) developed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968). Atkinson and 

Shiffrin proposed that a STM mechanism stores information and controls certain 

processes related to information storage such as rehearsal, decision-making, and 

retrieval - an idea retained in Baddeley and Bitch's WM model. Probably one of the 

most critical findings of STM was its capacity limitation, i.e., the amount of 

information that can be retained in memory at any one time. Capacity limits were first 

discovered and quantified by Jacobs (1887, cited in Baddeley, 1990) who developed a 

technique that has become known as the memory span procedure. He presented 

participants with sequences of numbers that increased in length; participants were 
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required to repeat each sequence back to him. He found that as the number of digits to 

be repeated increased, participants made more errors. The sequence length at which a 

participant was 50%correct was taken to indicate his or her memory span. 

Subsequently, Miller (1956) reported that STM span was limited to approximately 7 

± 2 items. I discuss WM capacity in more depth in a later section of this chapter. 

a 

b 

..------,~ 
Visuospatial Central 
sketchpad executive 

_....-- ----, 
Phonological 

loop 
.__ ____ ~~ -~-~ .__ ____ _, 

Central 

Visuospatial Phonolog ica I 
sketchpad loop 

t f: 
Vilual Episodic ' semantics ◄ ► LTM ◄ ► Language 

Figure 16. (a) Baddeley and Hitch's (1974) original model of working memory (WM). (b) 
Baddeley's (2000) updated WM model introduces the notion of an episodic buffer. Images were 
reproduced from Baddeley (2000). 

The key difference between Atkinson and Shiffrin's (1968) STM model and 

Baddeley and Hitch's (1974) WM model is that the former considered STM to be 
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unitary in that it operated on all kinds of tasks, whereas the latter proposed the 

fractionation of WM into the verbal and visuospatial systems outlined above. 

The Fractionation of WM 

The fractionation of WM was prompted by a series of dual-task experiments 

that yielded much less dramatic dual-task costs than predicted (Baddeley & Hitch, 

1974). Participants repeated sequences of digits while concurrently performing a 

reasoning, learning, or comprehension task. Sequence length varied between 0-8 

digits. The reasoning task, for example, involved true or false verification of sentence 

accuracy (e.g., "A follows B = BA?"). Based on a unitary account of WM, they 

predicted that as digit sequence length approached or exceeded capacity of 

approximately 7 items, the performance on the reasoning task would be dramatically 

impaired due to little, if any, residual WM resources. Contrary to this prediction, they 

found that participants were only 35% slower to complete the reasoning task when 

eight digits were repeated than when only one digit was repeated. Even more striking 

was that reasoning task error rates remained low at 5%, regardless of digit sequence 

length. Baddeley and Hitch surmised that digit span and reasoning task capacity 

limits originated from separate WM systems that control performance on these 

different types of task. 

Both digit span and reasoning tasks described above appear to involve verbal, 

speech-based processes that require little, if any, storage or manipulation of 

visuospatial information in WM. So exactly how Baddeley and Hitch (1974) arrived 

at the notion of separate verbal and visuospatial WM stores from these tasks is 
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unclear, and succeeding textbooks remain vague (e.g., Baddeley, 1986, 1990, 1997). 

Nevertheless, a variety of subsequent studies have provided support for the distinction 

between these two systems ( e.g., Cocchini, Logie, Della Sala, McPherson, & 

Baddeley, 2002; Logie, Zucco, & Baddeley, 1990). It is beyond the focus of this 

thesis to provide a detailed review of evidence for separate verbal and visuospatial 

WM systems, but one study is described in full as an illustration. 

Logie et al. (1990) required participants to concurrently conduct a primary and 

a secondary task that were either similar in the WM processes used (verbal-verbal; 

visuospatial-visuospatial) or different (verbal-visuospatial; visuospatial-verbal). The 

primary visuospatial task involved the observation of a matrix of black squares in 

which a selected proportion of squares turned white, one by one, at a rate of about 4 

squares per second. After the full pattern of white squares had emerged, it remained 

on screen for 2 seconds, was removed from view for 2 seconds, and reappeared. On 

reappearance, one of the previously white squares had changed to black, and the 

participants were asked to point at the position in the matrix where they thought the 

change had occurred. Task complexity, and thus demand on capacity, was increased 

by means of increasing the number of squares in the matrix. The primary verbal task 

involved memorisation of a random sequence of consonants presented sequentially 

for 3 seconds each. Once the full sequence had been presented, a gap of 2 seconds 

occurred, after which the sequence ofletters was repeated but with one of the letters 

replaced by another. Participants' task was to point to the screen whenever they 

detected a new ( changed) letter. The visuospatial secondary task required participants 

to picture a 3 x 5 matrix of squares in their mind, and imagine squares being filled 
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according to a sequence of instructions provided aurally by the experimenter. The 

instructions to fill or not fill each square started in the top left hand corner and 

proceeded along each row in turn. The resulting pattern of filled squares resembled a 

(digital style) number between 0-9; once instructions were complete, participants 

were required to report the number that had been created in their mind. The verbal 

secondary task involved mental arithmetic: participants were presented aurally with 

five single digits for mental addition and were required to respond vocally with the 

total. The primary task began first; the second ( auditorily presented) task began 

approximately 2 seconds later. Logie et al. found that dual-task costs were 

significantly greater when the primary and secondary tasks shared similar WM 

processes than when they involved different processes. For example, performance on 

the verbal primary task was reduced from 80% when the secondary task was 

visuospatial, to 34% when the secondary task was verbal; performance on the 

visuospatial secondary task was reduced from 83% when the primary task was verbal, 

to 69% when the primary task was visuospatial. 

Evidence for further fractionation of visuospatial WM into separate visual and 

spatial systems has also been provided ( e.g., Della Sala, Gray, Baddeley, Allamano, 

& Wilson, 1999; Finke, Bublak, Neugebauer, & Zihl, 2005; Klauer & Zhao, 2004). 

For example, Klauer and Zhao found that a movement discrimination task (spatial; 

find the stationary item) significantly interfered with memory for dot locations 

(spatial; state the location of a previously presented dot), and a colour discrimination 

task (visual; state the dominant colour within an array of multiple colour patches) 

significantly interfered with memory for Chinese logo graphs (visual; state which of 
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eight characters was previous! y presented). Interference between the two tasks was 

significantly lower when one task was visual and the other was spatial, compared to 

when both tasks shared similar processes. They concluded that a visual WM task was 

more disrupted by visual than spatial interference, and a spatial WM task was more 

disrupted by spatial than visual interference. 

The most widely cited evidence for separate visual and spatial WM systems 

comes from the neuropsychological literature in which studies have found distinct 

involvement of different brain regions for visual and spatial WM tasks (known as the 

"what versus where" distinction). Visual WM tasks have been shown to activate 

ventral processing pathways ( e.g., ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; VLPFC) whereas 

spatial WM tasks have been shown to activate dorsal processing pathways (e.g., 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DLPFC) (see Haxby, Petit, Ungerleider, & Courtney, 

2000 and Ungerleider, Courtney, & Haxby, 1998 for reviews). 

The functional separation of verbal, spatial, and visual WM poses a problem 

however: how do these systems interact with each other? Many everyday tasks 

involve a combination of verbal, spatial, and visual processes. For example, the 

bakery assistant serving Simon has to retain verbal information about the change he is 

due ("forty-two pence"), while storing his face in visual WM, while keeping in mind 

where he is standing (ifhe is to receive his change swiftly). She also has to remember 

that it is Simon who is due forty-two pence change and not the man standing next to 

him. To account for the integration of information from various WM systems, 

Baddeley (2000) added a fourth component to the original Baddeley and Hitch (1974) 

WM model: the episodic buffer (see Figure 16b above). The episodic buffer is 
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presented as "a limited capacity temporary storage system that is capable of 

integrating information from a variety of sources" (Baddeley, pp. 421 ). The episodic 

buffer is episodic in the sense that each piece of integrated information is linked to a 

particular, short-lived, time-locked episode or event. Baddeley also proposed this 

fourth component to involve the integration of information from L TM into WM. This 

suggestion was based on the finding that densely amnesic patient PV, who showed 

severe WM impairments ( e.g., a word span of one), could accurately recall a 

sequence of up to five words if they combined to form a meaningful sentence (Vallar 

& Baddeley, 1984, cited in Baddeley). L TM preservation of grammatical knowledge, 

such as sentence structure, appears to have aided PV's storage of information in 

verbal WM. 

Another means by which these various WM components operate and interact 

is via the central executive (CE). The CE is commonly conceived of as the attentional 

command centre and is considered to be independent of task modality. The CE itself 

has been fractionated into a number of roles, summarised by Collette and Van der 

Linden (2002). These roles are: updating (the contents of WM storage systems are 

modified according to new incoming information), inhibition (irrelevant information 

is prevented access into WM), shifting (attention is directed towards and between 

task-relevant information, and away from task-irrelevant information), and dual-task 

coordination ( considered the main function of the CE, attention is divided between 

two tasks to facilitate simultaneous encoding into, and storage within, WM). In terms 

of a neurological correlate, the CE does not appear to be central in that these 

functions do not derive from one specialised region. Rather, CE functions rely on a 
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distributed cerebral network that involves prefrontal and posterior parietal regions 

(Collette & Van der Linden). 

Having mentioned capacity limits briefly above, I now discuss this issue in 

more detail in the following section. Three WM processing stages have been defined: 

encoding, maintenance, and retrieval. Encoding involves the perception ( e.g., visual 

or auditory) of information presented to our senses, and related processing such as 

stimulus recognition. Maintenance involves the storage of this information, 

considered to be located in the appropriate modality-specific WM system. Retrieval, 

in an empirical sense, typically involves the comparison of mentally stored to 

physically presented information. Typically, WM capacity limits are discussed in 

terms of the amount information that can be maintained at any one time. 

WM Capacity Limits 

Miller (1956) introduced the notion of a STM span of7 ± 2 items. Subsequent 

evidence has suggested, however, that capacity is nearer 4 items (Henderson, 1972), 

an estimate that is still held today (see Cowan, 2001 for a review). The reduction in 

capacity estimate from 7 to 4 items appears to have stemmed from the identification 

of a process Miller termed chunking. He proposed that two or more individual items 

could be integrated into a single chunk of information, and that WM capacity is 

limited in the number of chunks, rather than individual items, that can be retained. 

Based on ideas presented by Simon (1974), Cowan (2001) defined a chunk as 

"a collection of concepts that have strong associations to one another and much 

weaker associations to other chunks concurrently in use" (Cowan, pp. 89). 
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Recall amnesic patient PV, whose verbal WM span was only one word, but 

who was able to remember a sequence of five words when they combined to form a 

meaningful sentence. While it might appear that PV's verbal WM capacity 

miraculously increased from one to five words, a more parsimonious explanation is 

that he had a constant capacity of one chunk of information; the ability to integrate 

multiple items into a single chunk, according to their degree of relatedness or 

association, enabled PV to store the five related words as one chunk - the sentence. 

Similarly, a sequence of four letters can be retained as one chunk if they spell a 

meaningful word (R-O-S-E), whereas four letters will more likely be retained in WM 

as four separate chunks if the letters are not meaningfully related (E-C-M-D). The 

integration of multiple items into one chunk does not have to rely on existing, long

term, meaningful associations, however. New associations can be formed between 

items. For example, ifwe are given the number 467312947565 to remember, we 

might parse it into three or four chunks - 4673 1294 7565 - to make it easier to retain 

and recall. And we might attach our own meaning to the letter sequence E-C-M-D 

(e.g., Eddie cooked Molly' s dinner). 

Baddeley (1990) summed up WM capacity as follows: "Memory span as 

measured in terms of items can be increased by increasing the number of items in 

each chunk" (Baddeley, pp. 42). To add to this definition, memory span as measured 

in te1ms of chunks appears to yield a relatively constant capacity of about four 

chunks. 

The conceptual development of WM and chunking processes has been 

dominated by verbal WM studies. This is understandable because digit sequences, 
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letters, words, sentences, and prose contain properties that can be easily separated and 

integrated; verbal WM tasks are relatively simple to design, implement, and measure. 

In contrast, visual images are not as obviously composed of discrete components; the 

extensive variety of image forms and complexities presents a vast heterogeneous set 

of stimuli with which to try and construct a theory of how information is organised in 

visual WM. Fortunately, significant empirical and theoretical advances in visual WM 

theory have been made within the last decade. 

Visual WM 

In a highly influential paper (extended in Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2001), 

Luck and Vogel (1997) used a change detection paradigm to measure visual WM 

capacity for simple visual objects. In the first set of experiments, a display of 1-12 

randomly positioned coloured squares (the sample, or memory array) was presented 

for 100 ms, followed by a blank display interval of 900 ms (the retention interval). 

The squares display then reappeared (the test array) for 2000 ms, in which all the 

coloured squares were identical to the memory array or one square had changed 

colour. Participants were required to report, unspeeded, whether the memory and test 

arrays were the same or different. A typical trial is illustrated in Figure 17. They 

found nearly perfect performance at set sizes 1-3, but beyond this point performance 

declined systematically as set size increased. 
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Verbal suppression digit rehearsal: 500 ms 

Blank interval: 1000 ms 

Memory array: 100 ms 

Retention interval: 900 ms 

Test array: 2000 ms 

Change response: same/different 

Digit recall 

Figure 17. Example visual change detection trial procedure used by Luck and Vogel (1997) and 
Vogel et al. (2001) to measure visual WM capacity. 

To demonstrate that these results reflected only visual WM capacity rather 

than the combined effort of verbal and visual WM, e.g., via colour naming, they 

added a concurrent verbal WM load to the change detection task. Participants were 

required to retain in WM two digits presented at the start of each visual change 

detection trial and report them at the end of the trial. They found that the addition of a 

verbal load made no difference to performance on the visual change detection task, 

and concluded that verbal WM processes did not influence their results. 

In a subsequent set of experiments, Luck and Vogel (1997) also showed that 

increasing the duration of the sample array from 100 ms to 500 ms and using a bar 
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orientation task rather than a colour task yielded similar results, suggesting that 

limitations in performance beyond set size 3 were not due to encoding speed 

restrictions, and that visual WM operates similarly for different kinds of objects and 

object tasks. 

A decline in performance beyond set size 3 onwards suggests that visual WM 

capacity might have been about 3 items. In order to determine a more specific 

capacity estimate, Luck and Vogel (1997) applied a derivation of a mathematical 

formula developed by Pashler (1988), known as Pashler 's k: 

k = [S x (H- F)] / (1 -F) 

where S = set size, H = hit rate, and F = false alarm rate (see Vogel et al., 2001). 

Vogel and colleagues explained this formula as foJiows: " .. .if a participant can hold k 

items in memory out of an array of S items, then the item that changed should be one 

of the items being held in memory on k I S trials, leading to correct performance on k 

I S of the trials on which an item has changed. To adjust for the effects of guessing, 

this approach also takes into account the false alarm rate" (Vogel et al., pp. 95). 

Application of this formula to their results revealed a capacity of between 3 

and 4 items, consistent with a chunk span of 4, and suggestive that each coloured 

square or orientated bar was stored as one chunk. This implies that a visual WM 

chunk contains simple information on one feature dimension: colour or orientation. 

Yet verbal WM studies have shown that relatively large amounts of information can 

be stored within one chunk (e.g., five words can be stored as one chunk if they form a 

meaningful sentence). Can each visual WM chunk contain more information if that 

information is associated in some way? 
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Luck and Vogel (1997) addressed the issue of information integration by 

measuring visual WM capacity for objects that contained two feature dimensions: 

colour and orientation (known as a conjunction task). Participants were required to 

look for a change in either colour or orientation and therefore had to store both 

dimensions of each object in visual WM in order to perform the task. A display of 

four coloured bars presented in four different orientations therefore yielded a display 

that contained eight feature dimensions. If each visual WM chunk is capable of 

storing only a single feature, performance was expected to dramatically decline when 

eight features were present in the display. Alternatively, if different features from the 

same object can be integrated into one chunk by benefit of association with the same 

discrete object, performance on the conjunction task was expected to remain similar 

to that on a single feature task. Their results favoured the integrated information 

hypothesis: despite the increased number of feature dimensions, they found that 

performance on the conjunction task was just as good as performance on single 

dimension tasks in which they were required to detect only a colour or orientation 

change. Luck and Vogel concluded that each visual WM chunk is able to store all the 

information contained within one object. This is analogous to the storage of one 

(meaningful) word as one chunk, rather than separate storage of each individual letter 

contained within that word. 

Furthermore, objects defined by up to four conjunctions of colour, orientation, 

size, and shape (gap versus no gap in the centre of a square), and objects that 

contained more than one feature on the same feature dimension (i.e., colour-colour 

conjunction producing bi-coloured squares), were equally well retained in visual WM 
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as single-featured objects, and yielded similar k capacity estimates. These findings 

concretised the concept of an object-based visual WM system in which features 

belonging to the same object are integrated into one visual WM chunk. 

Raffone and Wolters (2001) offered support for Luck and Vogel 's (1997) 

notion of integrated visual WM object representations. Via an electrophysiological 

simulation study, they present a model in which features within an object can be 

integrated into a single percept in visual WM, and in which non-associated features 

between objects are separated. They delivered simultaneous input to four neuronal 

assemblies, each with weak connections to one another and representing part of a 

multifeature object. They found that the four assemblies were bound into a single 

chunk of activity via synchronous firing. Raffone and Wolters termed this 

synchronous activity within-chunk integration. They also demonstrated that the onset 

of neural oscillation that coded for one object feature exerted strong, rapid, and 

transient inhibition on other neural assemblies that coded for features belonging to 

other objects. This inhibition, or desynchronisation, can be interpreted to reflect the 

suppression of inelevant object features, ensuring the reduction of perceptual 

interference from other objects that could disrupt feature binding within a selected 

object. They termed this desynchronisation function between-item segregation. 

Finally, Raffone and Wolters combined within-chunk integration and between-item 

segregation functions. They provided input to 16 feature assemblies that were 

integrated into four chunk assemblies, each of which contained four feature 

assemblies. They demonstrated that activation of three out of the four chunk 

assemblies could be successfully maintained. Activity within the fourth chunk 
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assembly was suppressed, suggesting that capacity might be nearer three than four 

items. This finding is consistent with previous k capacity estimates for simple stimuli, 

specifically 3.23 (± 0.83) and 3.40 (± 0.81) (Vogel et al., 2001). 

A subsequent study by Wheeler and Treisman (2002), however, questioned 

the notion of a purely object-based visual WM system. Using the same change 

detection paradigm with largely similar design parameters, they failed to replicate 

Luck and Vogel's ( 1997) finding of equivalent change detection performance for 

single- versus bi-coloured squares. Instead, they showed that change detection 

accuracy for squares containing two colours was significantly reduced by about 20% 

overall relative to squares containing one colour. Similar performance impairments 

were reported for conjunctions of colour and location, and colour and shape. This has 

been labelled feature-based WM. 

In contrast, when they changed the paradigm to involve comparison between a 

memory array and a single probe, as opposed to between two multi-item arrays, 

Wheeler and Treisman (2002) found that accuracy in the conjunction conditions was 

not significantly different to that in the single feature conditions. They suggested that 

conjunction impairments found when the whole display was presented at test were 

caused by perceptual interference between items in the shared display - attentional 

distraction might have impaired the integration, or binding, of object features. 

Wheeler and Treisman concluded that the maintenance of items in visual WM 

involves two separate mechanisms: (1) a basic capacity-limited storage facility that 

stores features from any dimension, and (2) a limited capacity attentional resource 

required for feature binding and the maintenance of bound features. They proposed 
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that bound objects are vulnerable to deconstruction into their constituent parts when 

interference from neighbouring items reduces the amount of attention available for 

maintaining a bound representation. 

The discrepancy between Luck and Vogel's (1997) object-based findings and 

Wheeler and Treisman's (2002) feature-based findings (for bi-coloured squares when 

a whole test display was used) remains unresolved. There are a handful of minor 

differences between their studies. In Luck and Vogel's study, different groups of 

participants performed in each single or bi-coloured condition, whereas in Wheeler 

and Treisman's study the same participants completed all conditions; Wheeler and 

Treisman provided feedback, whereas Luck and Vogel did not; articulatory 

suppression involved subvocal repetition of 2 digits with report at the trial's end 

(Luck and Vogel) or vocal repetition of the word coca-cola (Wheeler and Treisman); 

colours were brighter and presented on a darker background in Luck and Vogel's 

study; Luck and Vogel presented their sample array for 100 ms, whereas Wheeler and 

Treisman presented theirs for 150 ms. It is not obvious which of these differences 

might have caused the discrepancy in findings, if any. Wheeler and Treisman 

suggested that perhaps the bright colours used in Luck and Vogel's study resulted in 

perceptual colour blending, producing an impression of purple from a red and blue 

square, for example. Another possibility is that longer presentation of the sample 

array in Wheeler and Treisman's study might have allowed for bi-coloured squares to 

be perceived as comprised of two separable colours - that is, perhaps longer encoding 

time encouraged featural encoding. The availability ofless time to process bi

coloured squares in Luck and Vogel's study might have encouraged global encoding. 
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Such an explanation would be consistent with the notion of global precedence as 

defined in the object recognition literature, which posits that processing of global 

form occurs more rapidly than processing of local features. Evidence of feature 

binding remains, however, in Wheeler and Treisman' s single probe task using colour

location and colour-shape conjunctions, suggesting that time to encode might not 

have influenced the results in this way. They did not test a colour-colour conjunction 

using a single probe display, so interpretation of their results from whole displays of 

bi-coloured squares remains limited. 

Alvarez and Cavanagh (2004) provide an alternative theory of how visual 

WM item capacity is influenced. They suggested that capacity is dependent on the 

amount of information contained within an object (I refer to this as the complexity 

account). They conducted a visual search task and a change detection task, using 

stimulus sets of single coloured squares, and multi-featured letters, object line 

drawings, Chinese characters, polygons, and shaded cubes. Each stimulus category 

was presented in separate blocks. The visual search task was used to provide a 

measure of stimulus complexity: Alvarez and Cavanagh proposed that the slower the 

search, the more complex the stimulus. A target item was presented at the start of 

each trial for 500 ms, followed by a 900 ms blank interval. An array of 4, 8, or 12 

items was then presented, and participants indicated as quickly and accurately as 

possible whether the target item was present or absent in the array. The change 

detection task was used to provide a measure of visual WM capacity. They presented 

a sample array of between 1-15 items for 500 ms, followed by a 900 ms blank 

retention interval. A whole test array was then presented in which either all items 
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were identical to the test array or one item had changed. Change detection hits and 

false alarms were used to calculate Pashler's k. 

Alvarez and Cavanagh (2004) found a significant negative correlation 

between search rate and capacity: the slower the search, the lower the capacity. In 

other words, as stimulus complexity increased, visual WM capacity decreased. 

Capacity estimates were highest for single coloured squares ( 4.4), followed by letters 

(3.7), Chinese symbols (2.8), object line drawings (2.6), polygons (2.0), and lastly, 3-

D shaded cubes (1.6). Their findings do not provide support for an object-based 

account of visual WM. If one chunk contains one object, capacity should have been 

approximately 4 for all stimulus categories tested. Instead, their results can be 

interpreted as an extension of the feature-based account, in as much as multiple 

features within each object did not appear to have been integrated into a coherent 

whole. 

To summarise what is known about visual WM so far, upper capacity appears 

to be fixed at approximately 3-4 chunks: capacity for the simplest items, such as 

single coloured squares, does not appear to be able to exceed this upper limit. Visual 

WM capacity in terms of items, on the other hand, can vary significantly with 

stimulus complexity. It appears that, if separable features within an object are not 

integrated to form a whole percept, demand on capacity resources is increased; this 

increase in demand reduces the number of objects that can be stored. If separable 

features within an object are integrated within a single chunk, demand on capacity 

resources is decreased; this decrease in demand increases the number of objects that 

can be stored. 
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One particularly notable aspect of the findings described above is that visual 

WM chunks appear to be flexible resources in which a larger amount of information 

can be stored if the information is sufficiently integrated. This is an important 

consideration for my visual WM experiments reported in the next chapter. The notion 

of visual WM chunks as flexible resources is consistent with a study by Woodman, 

Vecera, and Luck (2003) in which perceptual grouping of items by proximity and 

connectivity was shown to influence which items were encoded into visual WM. 

They presented an attention-capturing cue at the location of one coloured square 

within an array of five other coloured squares. They found that squares that were 

close to or connected with the cued object by a boxed outline were more likely to be 

stored in WM than squares that were distant from or unconnected to the cued object. 

Integration of information in visual WM therefore appears to be able to occur both 

within objects in terms of feature binding and between objects if they are physically 

associated in some way. 

Integration of information on a perceptual basis, such as feature associations 

within objects and spatial grouping associations between objects, is defined as 

integration that is driven by bottom-up processes. There is also evidence that 

information integration can be influenced by top-down mechanisms, such as LTM, 

that support strengthened conceptual, semantic, and perceptual associations via 

familiar representations. 

In the final section of this chapter I review evidence for the influence of 

familiarity on WM. A handful of studies have shown a familiarity advantage in verbal 

WM, and there is some evidence for a familiarity advantage in visuospatial WM. No 
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study has directly measured the influence of familiarity on visual WM specifically. I 

also discuss the potential role of LTM in WM processes in more detail. 

The Effect of Familiarity on WM 

In the verbal WM domain, a series of studies examining WM skills in 

bilingual participants found that serial recall performance for words was superior in 

the language of which individuals were most familiar (Chincotta & Hoosain, 1995; 

Chincotta & Underwood, 1996, 1997; Thom & Gathercole, 1999, 2001). To account 

for this familiarity advantage, Thom, Gathercole, and Frankish (2002) proposed that 

L TM aids in the reconstruction of decaying short-term memory traces. Bilingual 

participants were fluent in both primary and secondary languages tested, so LTM 

stores would unquestionably have existed for both. The superiority of primary 

language WM capacity therefore indicates a significant distinction between well

learned verbal material and exceptionally familiar verbal material. The nature of this 

distinction is unknown. Perhaps the familiarity advantage for one's first language is 

somewhat akin to the robustness of highly familiar face representations (i.e., one's 

own face) in visual search (Tong & Nakayama, 1999), or the representation for one's 

own name that appears relatively immune to interference from competing stimuli in 

the AB (Shapiro, Caldwell et al., 1997). This notion is also consistent with my finding 

from Experiment 2 that highly familiar faces did not show an AB effect whereas 

somewhat familiar faces did. 
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Chase, Simon, and Go bet's research into WM and the game of chess revealed 

that expert chess players can store more real chess patterns in WM than less skilled 

players (Chase & Simon, 1973; Gobet, 1998; Gobet & Simon, 1996). Chase and 

Simon proposed that chess experts are able to retain more chunks of information in 

WM, i.e., that their WM chunk capacity was expanded. They considered this capacity 

expansion to be supported by LTM, in which vast numbers of chess pattern 

representations are able to be stored free of capacity constraints. Alternatively, Go bet 

and Simon (1996) suggested that increased expert capacity did not reflect a larger 

number of chunks, but rather reflected larger amounts of information contained 

within each chunk. They proposed that chess expertise increases the number of 

conceptual associations between chess pieces and their locations, information about 

which is contained within each available chunk. Just as it was suggested that LTM 

aided amnesic patient PV's verbal WM by facilitating chunking, it appears that LTM 

representations of chess configurations facilitated expert chess players' visual and 

spatial WM for chess patterns. When false chess patterns were used, expert chess 

players were no better at the WM task than novices. 

To account for the facilitating effect of experience on WM capacity, Ericsson 

and Kintsch (1995) distinguished between long-term working memory (LT-WM) and 

short-term working memory (ST-WM). Based on a theoretical review of expert 

performance and memory literature, they proposed that LT-WM is a mechanism that 

enables skilled use of robust and stable representations stored in L TM to support 

more immediate tasks, information for which is temporarily stored in ST-WM. The 

basic tenet of their model is that large numbers ofto-be-remembered items are rapidly 
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encoded into LT-WM and stored in an associative manner by means of a hierarchical 

retrieval structure. This retrieval structure is linked to retrieval cues that are retained 

in ST-WM. As an example, Ericsson and Kintsch cited a study by Chase and Ericsson 

(1981) in which subject SF was able to memorise lists of 30 digits. In this study, it 

was identified that SF grouped, or chunked, the 30 digits into about three different 

hierarchies: the first level contained mnemonic encoding of digit groups (i.e., sets of 

about four digits were grouped according to athletic running times: 3596 = 3 minutes 

and 59.6 seconds); the second and third levels consisted of "supergroups" in which 

level 1 and level 2 information was associated by other numerical associations and 

spatial relations. Although somewhat unclear from their paper, Ericsson and Kintsch 

appear to conceive that information about how digits are organised (i.e., running 

times etc) is retained and recalled from ST-WM, and these retrieval cues enable 

sequential retrieval of the digits from LT-WM. 

Ericsson and Kintsch' s (1995) concept of LT-WM can be interpreted to 

involve rapid creation of new long-term information representations, based on 

experience in developing such hierarchical retrieval structures. This contrasts with the 

notion that existing LTM representations are used to support WM tasks. 

Several researchers have argued that items held in WM are activated 

representations of existing items retrieved from a LTM store (Cowan, 1998, 2001; 

Crowder, 1993; Ruch.kin et al., 2003). In this sense, WM and LTM representations 

are thought to be one and the same, but demonstrate different activity states. Ruch.kin 

et al. reviewed electrophysiological and haemodynarnic studies of the neural substrate 

of WM storage and reported findings of increased neural synchrony between 
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prefrontal cortex (PFC) and posterior cortex. Based on evidence that LTM and WM 

systems are associated with the posterior cortex and PFC respectively, Ruchkin and 

colleagues proposed that the PFC directs attentional resource to the posterior cortex in 

order to maintain task-relevant representations. In addition, Ranganath, Johnson, and 

D'Esposito (2003) found that the same bilateral VLPFC and DLPFC regions were 

active during a WM task and a L TM task, and concluded that processes involved in 

both memory tasks shared similar neural pathways. 

In summary, familiarity appears to facilitate storage of visuospatial and verbal 

information within WM, probably supported by LTM. LTM might support the 

maintenance of information in WM by reconstructing decaying information traces 

and/or enabling larger amounts of associated information to be integrated into each 

WM chunk. 

In contrast to studies of visuospatial and verbal WM, there is little evidence of 

a familiarity advantage in visual WM specifically. Pashler (1988) examined 

familiarity effects on visual WM by presenting original (familiar) versus mirror 

reflected (less familiar) letters in a change detection paradigm. He found no 

difference in performance between original and reflected letters, suggesting that 

visual WM (for these verbal stimuli at least) is unaffected by familiarity. Similarly, 

Olson and Jiang (2004) found no difference in performance on a visual WM task for 

learned versus novel patterns and suggested that visual LTM does not facilitate visual 

WM. Why might familiarity effects be found in visuospatial and verbal WM studies 

but not visual WM studies? There are two possibilities. First, although Pashler 

showed that identification of reflected letters was more difficult compared to original 
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letters, perhaps this impairment was not dramatic enough to reveal a related 

impairment in visual WM. Second, perhaps Olson and Jiang's visual pattern learning 

episode was insufficient to develop as strong and robust a familiar representation as 

those presumably formed for chess patterns by chess experts, and for first-language 

words through years of language development. 

In the series of experiments reported in Chapter 6, I circumvented the 

potentially problematic issues present in the above studies and addressed the question 

of whether familiarity influences visual WM by (1) using stimuli that offer a clear 

unfamiliar-familiar distinction and (2) using familiar stimuli with which familiarity 

has been naturally developed over a long period of time. I conducted a series of visual 

WM experiments using unfamiliar and familiar faces (Experiments 7 and 8) and 

Hanzi (Experiments 9a and 9b), reported in Chapter 6. In addition to providing the 

first measure of familiarity effects in visual WM based on natural long-term learning, 

these experiments also provide the first systematic estimates of visual WM capacity 

for faces and highly complex non-face objects. 

The use of faces stimuli also allowed me to address a more general question 

about the nature of information storage within visual WM, and extend existing 

empirical evidence that has been founded on research using relatively simple stimuli. 

Faces were particularly useful in addressing the debate on whether visual WM chunks 

contain whole objects or separate features on several counts: they contain multiple 

features, are highly physically complex, and are thought to involve holistic or 

configural processes. Based on the assumption that experts make use of more 

configural information to process Hanzi compared to novices, continued use of Hanzi 
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stimuli is also valuable. Finally, the examination of face and Hanzi inversion effects 

(Experiments 8 and 9b) further elucidate the object-based versus feature-based 

debate. Specific hypotheses are outlined at the beginning of each experiment. 
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CHAPTER6 

THE EFFECT OF FAMILIARITY ON THE MAINTENANCE OF FACES 

AND COMPLEX NON-FACE OBJECTS IN VISUAL WORKING MEMORY: 

EXPERIMENTS 7-9 
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The final series of experiments reported in this chapter aimed to address 

whether familiarity can enhance the maintenance of information within visual WM. A 

change detection task identical to that used in Luck and Vogel (1997) was used to 

measure visual WM capacity. Interpretation of the results is based on the assumption 

that improved change detection performance reflects increased visual WM capacity, 

which in turn reflects enhanced maintenance. 

To ensure that this task measured differences in visual WM maintenance 

rather than in encoding (or consolidation) speed between unfamiliar and familiar 

stimuli, sample displays that contained items to be memorised were presented for a 

sufficient length of time to allow effective perceptual encoding. The same paiticipants 

were used in the visual WM experiments as were used in the corresponding visual 

search experiments. I purposely used the same groups so that I could set each 

individual's visual WM memory display duration according to RTs obtained in their 

related visual search experiment. In doing so, I was able to ensure not only that 

sufficient encoding time was provided but also that this was tailored to each 

participant, thus reducing any individual differences in encoding speed that might 

have intruded into the experiment had the same encoding time been given to all 

individuals. Each participant's mean RT to make a correct visual search response at 

the largest relevant set size was used to set the duration of the memory array in 

his/her succeeding WM task. 

Visual WM for unfamiliar and famous upright faces was compared in 

Experiment 7; unfamiliar and famous inverted faces were compared in Experiment 8. 

Expert versus novice visual WM was compared using upright Hanzi (Experiment 9a) 
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and inverted Hanzi (Experiment 9b). The examination of inverted stimuli allowed me 

to address the contribution of featural and configural processes to the way in which 

information is maintained within visual WM. 

Face and Hanzi experiments are reported in two separate sections below, 

labelled accordingly. 

Visual WM for Faces: Experiments 7 and 814 

Experiment 7 measured visual WM capacity for upright unfamiliar and 

famous faces; I also included a condition in which single coloured squares were used 

as stimuli in order to obtain a measure of capacity for single-featured items to which 

faces could be compared. Experiment 8 measured visual WM capacity for inverted 

unfamiliar and famous faces. A different group of participants completed each 

experiment. Specific hypotheses are presented at the start of each experiment section. 

Similar procedures were used in both experiments, therefore a General Methods 

section is provided below. (Note that specific methodological information about the 

squares condition is provided later in the section that reports Experiment 7.) 

14 
Experiments 7 and 8 were presented as a poster at the Vision Sciences (VSS) Conference in May 

2004, Florida. [Jackson, M. C. & Raymond, J.E. (2004). Visual Working Memory for Faces 
[Abstract], Journal of Vision, 4(8), 394a.] 
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General Methods 

Apparatus 

Stimuli were displayed on a 22-inch Mitsubishi DiamondPro 2060u monitor 

(32-bit true colour; resolution 1280 x 1024 pixels) and generated by E-Prime software 

(Version 1.0; Schneider et al., 2002). Viewing distance was 70 cm. 

Stimuli 

Subsets of 11 unfamiliar and 11 famous male faces were selected from the 

sets of 18 unfamiliar distractor faces and 18 famous distractor faces used in the visual 

search experiments (see Appendix A). In selecting the famous faces for this task I 

was careful to avoid possible pre-existing semantic connections, such as appearance 

in the same film or television programme, that could have led to semantic grouping 

effects. Faces subtended 2.8° x 3.3° and were displayed at random locations within a 

white region (approximately 17.0° x 14.4°), with the constraint that each was 

separated by at least 2.9° on the horizontal axis and 3.4° on the vertical axis, centre to 

centre. 

Design 

A standard visual change detection task (Luck & Vogel, 1997) with 

concurrent verbal memory load was used to measure visual WM capacity. Set sizes 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 were used for upright faces in Experiment 7; set sizes 2, 4, and 

6 were used for inverted faces in Experiment 8. No face appeared more than once in 

any given display. There were 40 trials per set size (50% change), yielding 320 trials 
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in Experiment 7 and 120 trials in Experiment 8. Set size and change/no change 

conditions were pseudo-randomised within each experiment. Participants in each 

experiment completed two sessions, one with unfamiliar faces and the other with 

famous faces. Each session was completed on a different day and session order was 

counterbalanced. 

Procedure 

Each WM trial was initiated by pressing the space bar and began with a 500 

ms central presentation of two digits (selected at random from 0-9; font size 50). To 

suppress the use of verbal WM, participants were instructed to silently repeat these 

digits throughout the whole trial. After a blank interval of 1000 ms, the memory array 

of faces was presented. Memory array duration varied between experiments and 

across participants, but within a particular experiment and for a given participant the 

same array duration was used throughout. The range of durations used in each 

experiment is provided in the relevant procedure section of each experiment. The 

memory array was followed by a 900 ms blank retention interval. A test array of faces 

was then presented that was either identical to the memory array (no-change trial) or 

in which a single face had changed to a different face ( change trial). Test array 

duration was one and a half times the memory array duration. No face changed 

location between memory and test arrays within a particular trial. After the test array 

disappeared, participants reported whether the memory and test arrays were the same 

or different (using key K labelled "same" and key S labelled "different"). They were 

then prompted to type the two digits that had been presented at the trial 's start. All 
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responses were unspeeded and no feedback was provided. A short practice session 

was provided before the main experiment began. Figure 18 illustrates a typical trial. 

Unfamiliar 
Faces 

2 9 

Familiar 
Faces 

? 

? 

Squares 

2 9 

■ □ 
■ 

■ 
• □ 

? 

Verbal suppression digit rehearsal: 
SOOms 

Blank interval: 1000 ms 

Memory array: custom duration (faces) or 
100 ms (squares) 

Retention interval: 900 ms 

Test array: 1.5 times memory array 
(faces) or 2000 ms (squares) 

Change response: same/different 

Digit recall 

Figure 18. Example visual change detection trial procedure used to measure visual WM capacity. 
Experiment 7 used upright unfamiliar faces, upright famous faces, and single coloured squares 
(depicted here). Experiment 8 used inverted unfamiliar and inverted famous faces. Experiments 
9a and 9b used upright and inverted Hanzi respectively and compared Hanzi experts to Hanzi 
novices. Face and Hanzi memory array durations were set according to each participant's mean 
RT to make a correct search response at the largest set size in the visual search task. 

Data Analysis 

Only trials on which paiticipants correctly reported both digits in the verbal 

suppression task were included in the analyses. The percentage of incorrect digit 
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response trials that were removed from each set size and familiarity condition in each 

experiment can be seen in Tables Dl and D2 in Appendix D. 

False alarm (FA) rates for the WM change detection task varied significantly 

as a function of set size for all stimulus conditions across both experiments, indicating 

the need to convert proportion correct detection of change trials (hits) into d' ( dprime) 

values. (Figures and statistics on the effect of set size on FA rate for all visual WM 

experiments in this chapter are provided in Appendix E.) Individual hit and FA rates 

for each set size and stimulus condition were used to calculated' values. These data 

were then subjected to repeated-measures ANOV A, and post-hoc tests using 

Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons ( where applicable). 

In addition to reporting change detection performance, I also report k capacity 

estimates. The procedure for estimating k is presented in a separate section below. It 

warrants separate attention for two reasons: (1) I modified the application of previous 

k capacity formulae, and (2) I present a new, alternative formula to calculate capacity, 

which I call the Bangor k. 15 

Capacity estimate k. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, Luck and Vogel (1997) and Vogel et al. (2001) 

obtained visual WM capacity estimates by applying Pashler's k formula: k = [S x (H

F)]/ (1-F), where S = set size, H = hits (the proportion of change trials on which 

participants correctly stated that a change had occurred), and F = false alarm rate (the 

proportion of no change trials on which participants incorrectly stated that a change 

15 
I developed the Bangor k formula in collaboration with my principal PhD supervisor Professor Jane 

Raymond. 
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had occurred). Cowan (2001) modified this formula to the following: k = S (H-F). 

This has become known as Cowan's k. It is unclear which of these formulae is the 

more accurate measure of capacity. 

Modified application of previous kformulae. 

In calculating Pashler's k and Cowan's k, previous studies tended to use data 

from the largest set size that was presented. This seems reasonable if performance at 

large set sizes is sufficiently above chance. However, my change detection data for 

upright unfamiliar faces at the largest set size (i.e., set size 10) revealed near chance 

performance, and suggested that the use of such data points to calculate k might have 

resulted in under-estimation of capacity. Indeed, when I calculated k at each set size, 

within many of my visual WM experiments I found an inverted U-shaped function: k 

decreased as set size increased. I therefore used data from a lower set size - set size 6 

- to calculate Pashler's k and Cowan's k. Although performance and k values were 

lower at set size 6 than at smaller set sizes, the benefit of using set size 6 is that this 

set size was common to all visual WM experiments conducted and I was therefore 

able to draw direct comparisons between different conditions. 16 

16 
In addition, I considered it useful to use set size 6 (as opposed to set size 4, for example) in order 

that Pashler's k and Cowan's k would be relatively comparable to the Bangor k formula that used a 
range of set sizes in which set size 6 was the maximum (see Appendix F). 
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New k formula: Bangor k. 

The newly revised formula that I developed to measure visual WM is: 

k = 10" [(y-b)/m] 

where y = a threshold performance constant expressed ind' units (set arbitrarily here 

to a value of 3.45), and band m are the intercept and slope respectively of a least 

squares line fit to d' values (from the change detection task) plotted as a function of 

logarithmic set size. Specific details of the procedures I used to develop Bangor k and 

apply it to my data are provided in Appendix F. 

There are two key advantages of the Bangor k. First, it can be based on most 

or all of the data collected (see Appendix F for data selection criteria). Pashler's k and 

Cowan's k use just one set size to calculate capacity and thus fail to incorporate most 

of the data collected within the change detection task. Second, it allows for variable 

false alarm rates to be incorporated into capacity estimates. As mentioned above, I 

found that false alarm rates varied significantly as a function of set size (Appendix E). 

Pashler's k and Cowan's k use a false alarm rate from only one set size and therefore 

provide a crude measure of response bias. 

For comparison and interest, in all subsequent visual WM studies I report 

Pashler's k, Cowan's k, and the new Bangor k formulae; I used paired- or 

independent-samples t-tests to compare k values between conditions of interest. I 

present only p values in the results sections - detailed statistics from comparisons 

involving each of the three capacity estimate measures in all experiments are 

provided in Appendix G. 
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Experiment 7. Visual WM/or Upright Unfamiliar and Famous Faces 

The primary aim of this experiment was to determine whether maintenance of 

familiar faces in visual WM is enhanced relative to unfamiliar faces, reflected by 

higher capacity. In one session, all faces were unfamiliar. In another session, all faces 

were famous. If familiarity increases capacity, significantly better change detection 

performance and higher capacity estimates for famous compared to unfamiliar faces 

are expected. 

The secondary aim of this experiment was to examine the more general 

question of how information is stored within visual WM. Luck and Vogel (1997) 

proposed that visual WM stores whole objects. Wheeler and Treisman (2002) 

extended this suggestion; they proposed that only if all the information contained 

within an object is sufficiently bound could whole objects be stored in visual WM. 

Based on this idea I propose that capacity might reflect the extent of object binding, 

or what I call within-item integration. Note that this concept is similar to Raffone and 

Wolters's (2002) notion of within-chunk integration, a term they used to describe the 

integration of separate object features into one WM chunk. In addition to containing 

multiple features from one object, however, visual WM chunks appear to be able to 

contain more than one individual object. For example, objects that are in close 

proximity or connected to one another tend to be grouped into one chunk (Woodman 

et al., 2003). As such, within-chunk integration could be interpreted to reflect binding 

within or between objects. Therefore, I introduce the term within-item integration to 

specifically refer to binding of information within, not between, objects. 
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In addition, although the term within-item integration is essentially the same 

as the concept of binding, the term binding tends to be defined with regards to the 

connection between individual features and is commonly called feature binding (e.g., 

Treisman, 1992; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The concept of con.figural relationships 

between features, that is their spatial relationships, appears to be conceived as 

separate to that of feature binding. Luck and Beach (1998) highlighted the limitation 

of feature binding theory in its lack of account for how objects that share the same 

features and differ only in their spatial configuration can be distinguished from one 

another; they termed this the relationship problem. I therefore use the term within

item integration to describe the way in which features and their configurations might 

be bound to create a coherent percept. 

Alvarez and Cavanagh (2004) provided evidence of whole object-based 

storage for only the simplest of items. They suggested that visual WM capacity is 

dependent on the amount of information contained within an object, i.e., stimulus 

complexity. Perhaps full integration of multiple details within an object is not 

possible if the amount of detail is large. 

How might facial information be organised in visual WM? Given that face 

identification is widely believed to recruit configural processes that span most, if not 

all, of the facial region ( e.g., Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Bartlett et al., 2003), it is 

reasonable to imagine a high extent of integration among features and their 

configurations within each face. If integration is absolute, each face might be stored 

as a single chunk and capacity for around 3-4 faces is expected. Such a finding would 

support an object-based account of visual WM storage. Alternatively, if integration 
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among face features and their configurations is not absolute, capacity for faces is 

expected to be less than 3-4. Based on Alvarez and Cavanagh's (2004) findings, a 

third alternative is proposed: if visual WM is dependent upon stimulus complexity, 

the vast amount of detail in a face might limit the extent of within-item integration 

and reveal a capacity dramatically lower than 3-4 items. Perhaps only one face can be 

maintained? 

To introduce a simple stimulus measure with which faces could be directly 

compared, all participants completed a change detection experiment that used single 

coloured squares (outlined in the Methods section below). Each square was 

considered to represent a single chunk of information. 

Methods 

Participants. 

The same 24 participants (16 females, 8 males; mean age 22 years) that 

completed Experiment 4 (visual search for upright unfamiliar and famous faces) 

completed this experiment. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation. 

Stimuli. 

All unfamiliar and famous faces were presented in their upright orientation. In 

addition to unfamiliar and famous faces, single coloured squares were used in a 

squares change detection session. Eleven filled squares (0.6° x 0.6°) each coloured 

with a single hue (white, black, red, green, blue, yellow, orange, brown, purple, 

turquoise, and pink) were displayed at random locations within a light grey region 
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(approximately 9.8° x 7.3°), with the constraint that each square was separated by at 

least 2° centre to centre. 

Design and procedure. 

Each participant completed three sessions: squares, unfamiliar faces, and 

famous faces . Each session was completed on a different day and session order was 

fully counterbalanced across participants. The faces sessions proceeded as described 

in the General Methods section above. The squares session proceeded in an identical 

manner: no colour appeared more than once in any given display; set sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 8, and 10 were used; there were 40 trials per set size (50% change), yielding 320 

trials; set size and change/no change conditions were pseudo-randomised. Consistent 

with Luck and Vogel' s ( 1997) study, each memory array of squares was presented for 

100 ms, followed by a 900 ms blank retention interval, followed by a 2000 ms 

presentation of the squares test array. Across participants the memory array durations 

in the unfamiliar faces session ranged from 1307 ms to 3232 ms; the memory array 

durations in the famous faces session ranged from 1350 ms to 3031 ms. 

In this and all subsequent visual WM experiments, there were non-significant 

effects of session order. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 19a below shows the change detection results for squares, famous 

faces, and unfamiliar faces. Figure 19b shows Pashler's k, Cowan's k, and Bangor k 

values for each of the three stimulus types. Change detection performance and 
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capacity estimates clearly varied among stimulus types and across set sizes. I report 

the results in two subsections: the first deals with the comparison between squares 

and faces, addressing the general issue of how information is organised within visual 

WM; the second deals with the comparison between unfamiliar and famous faces, 

addressing the primary question of whether familiarity can enhance maintenance in 

visual WM. 
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Figure 19. Results for Experiment 7: (a) Change detection performance (d ' ) as a function of set 
size for squares, upright famous faces, and upright unfamilia r faces. (b) Visual WM capacity 
estimates using Pashler' s k, Cowan's k, and Bangor k for squares, upright famous faces, and 
upright unfamiliar faces. 
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Faces versus squares. 

Figure 19a shows that the ability to detect a change between memory and test 

arrays was markedly better for squares than faces. This was supported by a significant 

stimulus by set size interaction, F(14, 322) = 8.96,p < .01, and post-hoc comparisons 

showed greater sensitivity for squares than unfamiliar or famous faces (p < .01 in 

both cases). 

As can be seen in Figure 19b, capacity estimates ranged from 2.77 to 3.40 

squares, consistent with previous visual WM capacity estimates of around 3-4 single 

coloured squares (Vogel et al., 2001 ). Capacity estimates for both unfamiliar and 

famous faces, however, were markedly and significantly lower than for squares for all 

capacity measures employed (p < .05 in all cases). On average, only about 2 faces 

could be maintained in visual WM. The finding that change detection performance 

and related capacity estimates were significantly lower for faces than for squares 

suggests that faces were not maintained as whole, maximally integrated items in 

visual WM. Thus, support for object-based storage of information (Luck & Vogel, 

1997) is not provided using face stimuli. In addition, the results are inconsistent with 

Alvarez and Cavanagh's (2004) complexity account. Capacity for both unfamiliar and 

famous faces was greater than one. These face capacity estimates are similar to 

Alvarez and Cavanagh's estimate for polygons (2.0) and 3-D shaded cubes (1.6), 

stimuli that unarguably contain less visual detail than faces. I therefore cannot find 

support for the notion that visual WM storage limits are dramatically taxed by 

stimulus complexity. Instead, I interpret these results to suggest that information 
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contained with each face appears to be integrated in visual WM to some extent, but 

not fully. 

Unfamiliar versus famous upright faces. 

It is clear from Figure 19a that the ability to detect a change between memory 

and test arrays was better for famous than unfamiliar faces. A repeated-measures 

ANOVA using familiarity (unfamiliar, famous) and set size (1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10) 

as within factors revealed a significant main effect of familiarity, F(l, 23) = 7.55,p = 

.01. Although the interaction between familiarity and set size was non-significant, p > 

.2, it is interesting to note that the most obvious performance advantage for famous 

over unfamiliar faces occurred between set sizes 2-4. From set size 5 onwards the 

familiarity advantage disappeared. Support for these observations was found when 

data from set sizes 2-4 and 5-10 were analysed separately. A significant main effect 

of familiarity between set sizes 2-4, F(l, 23) = 10.32, p < .01, 17 and a non-significant 

main effect of familiarity between set sizes 5-10, F( 1, 23) < 1, was revealed. 

Interactions between familiarity and set size were non-significant in each comparison 

condition. 

As can be seen in Figure 19b, all capacity measures revealed that more 

famous than unfamiliar faces could be maintained in visual WM. Pashler's k showed 

that capacity for famous faces (1.63) was 39% larger than that for unfamiliar faces 

(1.17) (NS). 18 Cowan's k showed that capacity for famous faces (1.37) was 19% 

larger than that for unfamiliar faces (1.15) (NS). Bangor k showed that capacity for 

17 
An analysis of set sizes 1-4 also revealed a significant main effect of familiarity, F(l, 23) = 6.60, p 

< .05. 
18 NS denotes a non-significant result. 
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famous faces (2.32) was 12% larger than that for unfamiliar faces (2.08), a significant 

difference, p < .05. 

Overall, these results are consistent with the notion that familiarity might 

enhance the maintenance of representations in visual WM. The lack of AB for famous 

faces found in Experiments 2 and 3 might be partly due to this advantage in visual 

WM. Support for this idea can be found in verbal WM studies that reported larger 

word span for first versus second language words among bilingual participants ( e.g., 

Thom et al., 2002), and in visuospatial WM studies that found chess experts could 

remember significantly more chess patterns than chess novices (Chase & Simon, 

1973; Gobet, 1998; Gobet & Simon, 1996). 

Thom et al. (2002) proposed that LTM might support the maintenance of 

information in WM by reconstructing decaying information traces. Consistent with 

this idea, studies have suggested WM and L TM might be connected in some way, 

either by shared neural pathways (Ranganath et al., 2003) or as different states of the 

same representation ( e.g., Ruchkin et al., 2003). Alternatively, Gobet and Simon 

(1996) proposed that stable long-term information about visual and spatial 

associations between items, such as is required for the memory of chess patterns, 

could be used to increase the amount of information that is contained within one WM 

chunk. This could be interpreted to mean that familiarity acts to increase within

chunk integration between separate objects or information sources. Because I 

attempted to ensure that long-term associations between the famous faces used in the 

change detection arrays could not be made (i.e., I avoided using celebrities who 
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commonly appeared in the same film or television programme), such between-item 

integration appears unlikely to account for enhanced maintenance in this study. 

Instead, I suggest that if visual WM capacity is dependent on the extent of 

within-item integration, larger visual WM capacity for famous than unfamiliar faces 

accrues because information contained within familiar faces is more integrated than 

that contained within unfamiliar faces. I return to this suggestion in more detail in the 

Chapter Discussion. 

Experiment 8. Visual WM for Inverted Unfamiliar and Famous Faces 

The aim of this experiment was to use inverted faces to assess how featural 

and configural processes might contribute to the storage of familiar and unfamiliar 

information within visual WM. In one session, all faces were unfamiliar. In another 

session, all faces were famous. Recall that visual search was significantly more 

efficient for famous than unfamiliar faces, even when the faces were inverted 

(Experiment 5). I suggested that processes used to identify familiar faces might be 

able to recruit an orientation-independent mechanism; this mechanism might exhibit 

better cooperation between featural and configural processes in that one route can 

compensate visual processing when the other becomes unavailable. Based on this 

notion, significantly better change detection performance and higher capacity 

estimates were expected for inverted famous compared to inverted unfamiliar faces. 

As mentioned in previous chapters, inversion is considered to disrupt 

configural processing and enforce greater use of featural information. In this sense, 

information contained within an inverted face might be less integrated than 
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information contained within an upright face. Based on this assumption, I expected 

change detection performance to be poorer and visual WM capacity to be smaller for 

inverted compared to upright faces. Because both unfamiliar and familiar face 

identification is thought to involved configural processes, I expected this inversion 

effect to be observed for both unfamiliar and famous faces. Inversion effects were 

examined by comparing results from this experiment with those obtained from 

Experiment 7 (a between-group analysis). 

Methods 

Participants. 

The same 24 participants (21 females, 3 males; mean age 21 years) that 

completed Experiment 5 (visual search for inverted unfamiliar and famous faces) 

completed this experiment. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation. 

Stimuli, design, and procedure. 

The stimuli were the same 11 faces used in Experiment 7, but they were 

rotated by 180°. Across participants the range of memory array durations for 

unfamiliar faces was 1188 ms to 2219 ms; the range of memory array durations for 

famous faces was 972 ms to 1972 ms. Set sizes 2, 4, and 6 were used; there were 40 

trials per set size (50% change), yielding 120 trials; set size and change/no change 

conditions were pseudo-randomised. All other design and procedure parameters were 

as outlined in the General Methods. 
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Results and Discussion 

I report the results in two subsections: the first deals with the comparison 

between unfamiliar and famous inverted faces in the current experiment; the second 

deals with inversion effects by reporting a between-experiment comparison of upright 

versus inverted unfamiliar and famous faces . 

Unfamiliar versus famous inverted faces. 

Figure 20a shows the change detection results for unfamiliar and famous 

inverted faces. A repeated-measures ANOV A using familiarity and set size as within 

factors revealed a significant main effect of familiarity, F(l , 23) = 4.61 ,p < .05. The 

interaction between face type and set size was non-significant, p > .6. The most 

obvious performance advantage for famous over unfamiliar faces occurred at set size 

6. A paired samples !-test revealed this difference to be marginally significant, t(23) = 

l .99, p = .06. This is somewhat surprising, given that for upright faces there was no 

performance difference for famous versus unfamiliar faces between set sizes 5-10. It 

is difficult to interpret why a familiarity advantage for inverted faces was observed at 

set size 6 only. If visual WM capacity for inverted famous faces were larger than for 

inverted unfamiliar faces, better change detection performance would be expected at 

smaller set sizes - contrary to this, an ANOV A using only set sizes 2 and 4 revealed a 

non-significant difference between unfamiliar and famous inverted faces, F(l , 23) = 

1.04, p > .3. Perhaps the observed difference at set size 6 is simply an artefact. 
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Figure 20. Results for Experiment 8: (a) Change detection performance (d') as a function of set 
size for inverted famous faces and inverted unfamiliar faces. (b) Visual WM capacity estimates 
using Pashler' s k, Cowan's k, and Bangor k for inverted famous faces and inverted unfamiliar 
faces. 
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As can be seen in Figure 20b, while Pashler' s k and Cowan' s k revealed 

higher capacity estimates for famous than unfamiliar inverted faces, Bangor k 

revealed equivalent capacity estimates for famous than unfamiliar inverted faces. 

Pashler' s k showed that capacity for famous faces (1.51) was 89% larger than that for 

unfamiliar faces (0.80), p = .05. Cowan's k showed that capacity for famous faces 

(1.28) was 91 % larger than that for unfamiliar faces (0.67), p < .05. Bangor k, 

however, showed that capacity for famous faces (1.78) was similar to that for 

unfamiliar faces (1 .77) (NS) . 

The disparity between Bangor k and the other two measures is likely to have 

been driven by the use of set size 6 to calculate Pashler's k and Cowan' s k formulae, 

the only set size at which change detection performance differed for unfamiliar and 

famous faces. If this performance difference at set size 6 were an artefact, then 

Pashler' s k and Cowan's k capacity estimates might be misleading. This highlights 

one of the key advantages of the Bangor k formula: it uses a wider range of set sizes 

to calculate a capacity estimate and thus minimises the potential for errors that might 

arise from employing a capacity measure based on only one particular portion of the 

data. 

The most parsimonious interpretation of these results is that maintenance of 

inverted famous faces is not enhanced compared to inverted unfamiliar faces. This 

finding is inconsistent, however, with the visual search advantage found for famous 

over unfamiliar inverted faces in Experiment 5. The presence of a familiarity 

advantage for inverted faces in visual search and the absence of a familiaiity 

advantage in visual WM suggests that, while familiar face identification processes 
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might be able to make use of an orientation-independent mechanism during 

perceptual encoding of inverted faces (perhaps involving the transfer of featural into 

configural information), processes involved in the maintenance of inverted familiar 

faces in visual WM appear to lack access to this mechanism. Processes underpinning 

maintenance in visual WM therefore appear to be similar for familiar and unfamiliar 

inverted faces. 

In summary, inversion appears to have removed the familiarity advantage 

revealed for upright faces in Experiment 7. I interpret the lack of a familiarity 

advantage for inverted faces to suggest that the extent of within-item integration is 

equivalent in unfamiliar and familiar inverted faces. 

Inversion effects: Experiments 7 and 8 compared. 

Figure 21 illustrates upright versus inverted change detection performance for 

unfamiliar (Figure 21a) and famous faces (Figure 21 b). Mixed design repeated

measures ANOVA with orientation (upright, inverted) as a between factor and set 

size (2, 4, and 6) as a within factor revealed that change detection performance was 

significantly poorer for inverted than upright faces in both unfamiliar, F(l, 46) = 

6.75,p < .05, and famous, F(l, 46) = 11.23, p < .01 , face conditions. For unfamiliar 

faces the orientation by set size interaction was non-significant, p > .6. For famous 

faces the orientation by set size interaction was significant, F(2, 92) = 3.63,p < .05. 
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Figure 21. Face inversion effects (Experiments 7 and 8 compared): Change detection 
performance (d' ) as a function of set size for (a) upright unfamiliar versus inverted unfamiliar 
faces, and (b) upright famous versus inverted famous faces. Visual WM capacity estimates using 
Pashler's k , Cowan's k, and Bangor k for (c) upright unfamiliar versus inverted unfamiliar faces, 
and (d) upright famous versus inverted famous faces. 

Inversion reduced all capacity estimates for both unfamiliar (Figure 21c) and 

famous (Figure 21d) faces. Using Pashler's k, capacity was reduced by 32% from 

1.17 upright unfamiliar faces to 0.80 inverted unfamiliar faces (NS); capacity was 

reduced by 7% from 1.63 upright famous faces to 1.51 inverted famous faces (NS). 

Using Cowan's k, capacity was reduced by 42% from 1.15 upright unfamiliar faces to 
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0.67 inverted unfamiliar faces (NS); capacity was reduced by 7% from 1.37 upright 

famous faces to 1.28 inverted famous faces (NS). Using the Bangor k formula, 

capacity was reduced by 15% from 2.08 upright unfamiliar faces to 1.77 inverted 

unfamiliar faces, a significant difference,p < .05; capacity was reduced by 23% from 

2.32 upright famous faces to 1. 78 inverted famous faces, a significant difference, p < 

.01. 

One interpretation of impaired change detection performance and lowered 

capacity estimates for inverted versus upright faces might involve differences in the 

level of support provided from LTM. Famous faces in LTM might be more robustly 

represented in upright than inverted views because faces are more frequently seen in 

their upright, canonical orientation, than upside down. This view would imply that 

multiple representations of a face in all its encountered orientations are stored in LTM 

(i.e., template-matching theory, as discussed in the object recognition section in 

Chapter 1). But there is little evidence for this. Instead, I interpret the inversion 

effects to suggest that inversion resulted in the deconstruction of facial information 

from relatively well integrated to poorly integrated configurations of features, and 

that this placed greater demands on visual WM capacity resources. 

A final point to note is that inversion effects were obtained using the same sets 

of faces in both upright and inverted face experiments, so it can also be concluded 

that face processing mechanisms were used to detect changes in the WM task, rather 

than low-level image artefacts such as luminance or contrast. 
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Visual WM for Hanzi: Experiments 9a and 9h19 

In Chapter 4, I showed that the familiarity advantage in visual search for 

upright faces also applied to upright Hanzi (complex non-face objects): search was 

significantly more efficient for famous than unfamiliar faces, and among Hanzi 

experts than Hanzi novices. When stimuli were inverted, the familiarity search 

advantage remained for faces but was absent for Hanzi. I concluded that, unlike 

familiar face processing, processes involved in expert Hanzi recognition might not 

have access to an orientation-independent mechanism. 

The aim of the two experiments reported in this current section was threefold. 

First, I wanted to determine whether the visual WM familiarity advantage found for 

upright faces could also apply to upright Hanzi. Second, I wanted to determine 

whether the absence of a familiarity advantage (and therefore the absence of an 

orientation-independent mechanism) found for inverted Hanzi in the visual search 

task could be evidenced in a visual WM task. Third, I wanted to compare the effect of 

inversion for Hanzi experts and Hanzi novices. 

Experiment 9a compared expert and novice change detection performance for 

upright Hanzi. Experiment 9b compared expert and novice change detection 

performance for inverted Hanzi. Similar methods were used in both experiments, 

therefore a General Methods section is provided below. (Unless stated otherwise 

these General Methods are as outlined in the visual WM for faces section above.) 

19 
Experiments 9a and 9b were presented as a poster at the Vision Sciences (VSS) conference in May 

2005, Florida. [Jackson, M. C., & Raymond, J.E. (2005). Visual Working Memory: Capacity is 
Dependent on Perceived, not Physical, Stimulus Complexity [Abstract]. Journal of Vision, 5(8), 621 a.] 
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General Methods 

Stimuli and Design 

A subset of 9 Hanzi was selected from the set of 18 Hanzi distractors used in 

the visual search experiments (see Appendix C). Hanzi subtended approximately 2.5° 

by 2.5° of visual angle, and were randomly displayed within a white background 

region subtending approximately 17.0° x 14.4°, with the constraint that each was 

separated by at least 2.7° centre to centre. The change detection task was identical to 

that used for faces ; concurrent verbal suppression was administered as before. Set 

sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 were used for upright Hanzi in Experiment 9a; set sizes 2, 

4, and 6 were used for inverted Hanzi in Experiment 9b. No Hanzi appeared more 

than once in any given display. There were 40 trials per set size (50% change), 

yielding 280 trials in Experiment 9a and 120 trials in Experiment 9b. Set size and 

change/no change conditions were pseudo-randomised within each experiment. 

Participants in each experiment completed two sessions, one with upright 

Hanzi and the other with inverted Hanzi. Each session was completed on a different 

day and session order was counterbalanced. 

Procedure 

The change detection task for Hanzi was identical to that used for faces in 

Experiments 7 and 8 above (refer back to Figure 18 for an example of a typical trial), 

with the following exceptions. Hanzi stimuli were used instead of faces; experiment 

instructions were provided in both English and (simple) Chinese to expert participants 

in order to remove any language barriers and ensure they fully understood the task. 
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As in the faces experiments, the duration of memory arrays varied between 

experiments and across participants, according to each participant's mean RT to make 

a correct response in the associated visual search experiment; the range of durations 

used is provided in the relevant procedure section of each experiment. 

Data Analysis 

The same data analysis procedure was applied to Hanzi data as it was to faces 

data: only trials on which participants correctly reported both digits in the verbal 

suppression task were included in the analyses. (The percentage of incorrect digit 

response trials that were removed from each set size, for each group, in each 

experiment can be seen in Tables D3 and D4 in Appendix D.) As in Experiments 7 

and 8, FA rates for the WM change detection task varied significantly as a function of 

set size for all stimulus conditions across both experiments (see Figures E3 and E4 in 

Appendix E), indicating the need to convert proportion correct detection of change 

trials (hits) into d' values. As before, d ' values were calculated using individual hit 

and FA rates for each set size and stimulus condition; these data were then subjected 

to repeated-measures ANO VA. Pashler' s k, Cowan's k, and Bangor k capacity 

estimates are also reported. 

Experiment 9a. Visual WM for Upright Hanzi: Experts versus Novices 

The aim of this experiment was to determine whether experts were better able 

to maintain upright Hanzi in visual WM than novices, reflected by higher capacity. 

Based on the notion that familiarity increases capacity, significantly better change 
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detection performance and higher capacity estimates for Hanzi experts compared to 

Hanzi novices were expected. 

Methods 

Participants. 

The same 14 Hanzi experts (8 females, 6 males; mean age 28 years) and 14 

Hanzi novices (7 females, 7 males; mean age 24 years) that completed Experiments 

6a and 6b (visual search for upright and inverted Hanzi, respectively) completed this 

experiment. Informed consent was obtained prior to participation. 

Stimuli, design, and procedure. 

All Hanzi were presented in their up1ight orientation. As mentioned above, set 

sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 were used. The memory array durations for Hanzi novices 

ranged from 1423 ms to 2823 ms; the memory array durations for Hanzi experts 

ranged from 1155 ms to 2026 ms. All other design and procedure parameters were as 

outlined in the General Methods. 

Results and Discussion 

The results mirrored the farnilia1ity advantage that was found for upright faces 

in Experiment 7. Figure 22a shows that the ability to detect a change between Hanzi 

memory and test arrays was markedly better for experts than novices. A mixed design 

repeated-measures ANOV A using group (novice, expert) as a between factor and set 

size (1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8) as a within factor revealed a significant main effect of 
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group, F( l , 26) = 7 .84, p < .05. The interaction between group and set size was non

significant, p > .3. 
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Figure 22. Results for Experiment 9a: (a) Change detection performance (d') as a function of set 
size for upright Hanzi, comparing Hanzi experts and Hanzi novices. (b) Visual WM capacity 
estimates using Pashler's k, Cowan's k, and Bangor k for upright Hanzi, comparing Hanzi 
experts and Hanzi novices. (The letters E and N in figure b denote Experts and Novices 
respectively, and are included to ensure clarity if the graph is reproduced in black and white.) 
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As can be seen in Figure 22b, all measures of capacity revealed that experts 

were able to maintain more Hanzi in visual WM than novices. Pashler's k showed 

that expert capacity (2.38) was 40% larger than novice capacity (1.43), a significant 

difference, p < .05. Cowan's k showed that expert capacity (2.14) was 36% larger 

than novice capacity (1.37), a marginally significant difference, p = .06. Bangor k 

showed that expert capacity (2.48) was 34% larger than novice capacity (1.64), a 

significant difference, p < .0l. 

These findings concretise the suggestion that familiarity enhances the 

maintenance of representations within visual WM. If larger visual WM capacity is 

dependent on the extent of within-item integration, my results suggest that experts 

integrate information contained within Hanzi to a greater extent than novices, perhaps 

aided by L TM. This is discussed in more detail in the Chapter Discussion. 

Experimellt 9b. Visual WM for Inverted Hanzi: Experts versus Novices 

The aim of this experiment was to assess how featural and configural 

processes might contribute to the storage of familiar and unfamiliar non-face 

information within visual WM. Recall that visual search efficiency for inverted Hanzi 

did not differ between experts and novices; while inversion significantly reduced 

expert Hanzi search efficiency, novice search was unaffected by inversion. Consistent 

with the object recognition literature, I concluded that, for experts, upright Hanzi 

were processed in a configural manner while inverted Hanzi were processed in a 

featural manner; for novices, both upright and inverted Hanzi were processed 

featurally. 
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Based on the above notions, I predicted that change detection accuracy and 

related visual WM capacity estimates would not significantly differ between experts 

and novices when Hanzi were inverted. Furthermore, I expected a significant 

inversion effect for Hanzi experts, and a non-significant inversion effect for Hanzi 

novices. 

Methods 

Stimuli, design, and procedure. 

The stimuli were the same 9 Hanzi used in Experiment 9a, but they were 

rotated by 180°. As mentioned above, set sizes 2, 4, and 6 were used. The memory 

array durations for Hanzi novices ranged from 1391 ms to 2192 ms; the memory 

array durations for Hanzi experts ranged from 1169 ms to 1972 ms. All other design 

and procedure parameters were as outlined in the General Methods. 

Results and Discussion 

I report the results in two subsections: the first deals with the comparison 

between experts and novices in the current experiment; the second deals with 

inversion effects by reporting a between-experiment, within-group comparison of 

upright versus inverted Hanzi for both expert and novice groups. 

Experts versus novices: inverted Hanzi. 

Figure 23a shows the change detection results for experts and novices when 

inverted Hanzi were used. While the main effect of group was non-significant, F(l , 
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26) < 1, the interaction between group and set size was marginally significant, F(2, 

52) = 2.80, p = .07, influenced by better performance for experts than novices at set 

size 2. An independent t-test between expert and novice performance at set size 2 

revealed a significant difference, t(26) = 2.10, p < .05. 
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Figure 23. Results for Experiment 9a: (a) Change detection performance (d ' ) as a function of set 
size for inverted Hanzi, comparing Hanzi experts and Hanzi novices. (b) Visual WM capacity 
estimates using Pashler's k, Cowan's k, and Bangor k for inverted Hanzi, comparing Hanzi 
experts and Hanzi novices. (The letters E and N in figure b denote Experts and Novices 
respectively, and are included to ensure clarity if the graph is reproduced in black and white.) 

As can be seen in Figure 23b, all measures of capacity revealed that experts 

were able to maintain more inverted Hanzi in visual WM than novices, although none 
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of these differences reached significance. Pashler's k showed that expert capacity 

(1.92) was 24% larger than novice capacity (1.46) (NS). Cowan's k showed that 

expert capacity (1.71) was 23% larger than novice capacity (1.32) (NS). Bangor k 

showed that expert capacity (2.09) was 14% larger than novice capacity (1.79) (NS). 

As were data from the inverted faces experiment, the results of this inverted 

Hanzi experiment are somewhat difficult to interpret. A statistically significant 

difference in change detection performance between experts and novices was evident 

at set size 2, yet the main effect of group was non-significant and the significance of 

the interaction between group and set size was marginal. And although k estimates for 

inverted Hanzi tended to be larger for experts than novices, none of the statistical 

comparisons between expert and novice k values reached significance. 

If a notable visual WM advantage for experts over novices were interpreted 

from the inverted Hanzi data, an explanation for this advantage would be difficult to 

conceive. In the visual search task with inverted Hanzi (Experiment 6b ), search 

efficiency was equivalent between experts and novices - why might familiarity aid 

the maintenance of inverted Hanzi in visual WM but not the perceptual encoding of 

inverted Hanzi in visual search? One possibility is that experts demonstrated rapid 

visual learning of Hanzi from the initial visual search session to the subsequent visual 

WM session. (Recall that a subset of Hanzi used as distractors in the visual search 

task was used in the WM task.) Such rapid learning might have resulted in the 

availability of an orientation-independent mechanism that served to enhance 

processing of inverted Hanzi in the WM task, and that was absent from the visual 

search task. This seems unlikely, however, given that Tong and Nakayama (1999) 
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were unable to find evidence for rapid learning of faces over hundreds of 

presentations during their visual search task. Furthermore, a section analysis of the 

inverted Hanzi visual search data (the first versus the second half of trials) revealed a 

non-significant main effect of section half, F(l, 13) = 2.89, p > .l , and a non

significant interaction between section half and set size, F(2, 26) = 1.98, p > . l , 

suggesting that expert search efficiency did not improve over time and that rapid and 

substantial learning of inverted Hanzi did not occur.20 

Given that there appeared to be little evidence of a familiarity advantage for 

inverted faces in visual WM (Experiment 8), and given that experts performed no 

better than novices when inverted Hanzi were presented in the visual search task 

(Experiment 6b ), the most parsimonious interpretation of these findings is that 

maintenance of inverted Hanzi in visual WM is not particularly enhanced for experts 

compared to novices. 

Inversion effects: Experiments 9a and 9b compared. 

Figure 24 illustrates upright versus inverted change detection performance for 

novices (Figure 24a) and experts (Figure 24b ). Repeated-measures ANO VA with 

orientation (upright, inverted) and set size (2, 4, and 6) as within factors, revealed that 

expert change detection performance was significantly poorer for inverted than 

upright Hanzi, F(l , 13) = 14.71 , p < .01 , whereas novice change detection 

performance was unaffected by inversion, F(l , 13) < 1. The interaction between 

orientation and set size was non-significant in both groups. 

20 
Note that it is difficult to rule out completely the possibility that prior exposure effects from the 

initial visual search session influenced performance in the subsequent visual WM session. 
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Figure 24. Hanzi inversion effects (Experiments 9a and 9b compared): Change detection 
performance (d') as a function of set size for (a) upright versus inverted Hanzi for Hanzi novices, 
and (b) upright versus inverted Hanzi for Hanzi experts. Visual WM capacity estimates using 
Pashler's k, Cowan's k, and Bangor k for (c) upright versus inverted Hanzi for Hanzi novices, 
and (d) upright versus inverted Hanzi for Hanzi experts. 

Figure 24c shows that inversion did not affect capacity estimates for novices. 

Using Pashler' s k, novice capacity was increased by 2% from 1.43 upright Hanzi to 

1.46 inverted Hanzi (NS). Using Cowan's k, novice capacity was reduced by 4% from 

1.37 upright Hanzi to 1.32 inverted Hanzi (NS). Using Bangor k, novice capacity was 
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increased by 9% from 1.64 upright Hanzi to 1. 79 inverted Hanzi (NS). Note that none 

of these inversion-induced differences for novices were significant and minor 

increases in capacity estimates probably reflect noise in the data. 

Figure 24d shows that, in contrast to novices, inversion reduced capacity 

estimates for experts. Using Pashler's k, expert capacity was reduced by 19% from 

2.38 upright Hanzi to 1.92 inverted Hanzi (NS). Using Cowan's k, expert capacity 

was reduced by 20% from 2.14 upright Hanzi to 1.71 inverted Hanzi (NS). Using 

Bangor k, expert capacity was reduced by 16% from 2.48 upright Hanzi to 2.09 

inverted Hanzi, a significant difference, p < .05. 

The finding that inversion significantly impaired change detection 

performance and reduced capacity estimates for Hanzi experts supports the notion 

that configural information used in upright Hanzi processing was disrupted. This is 

consistent with the visual search results and with the nature of expert object 

recognition proposed in the literature. The finding that inversion did not significantly 

impair change detection performance and did not reduce capacity estimates for Hanzi 

novices supports the notion that novices used featural information to process both 

upright and inverted Hanzi, again consistent with the object recognition literature. 

Chapter Discussion 

This chapter examined the effect of familiarity on the maintenance of faces 

and non-face complex visual representations in visual WM. A change detection 

paradigm was employed and capacity estimates were derived. My interpretation of 
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results is based on the assumption that better change detection performance and larger 

capacity estimates reflected enhanced maintenance. To ensure that the change 

detection results reflected maintenance, rather than perceptual encoding efficiency 

and hence perhaps the speed of transfer/consolidation of items into visual WM, 

memory displays were presented for a sufficient length of time to allow effective 

perceptual encoding. Memory display durations were derived from RT values 

produced at the largest set size in the equivalent visual search experiment. This was 

tailored to each participant and thus served to minimise individual differences in 

encoding speed that might have influenced the visual WM results. 

In Experiment 7, visual WM for single coloured squares, unfamiliar faces, and 

famous faces was compared; all faces were upright. The ability to detect a change 

between memory and test arrays was significantly better for squares than for both 

unfamiliar and famous faces. Capacity estimates revealed that while approximately 3-

4 squares could be maintained, only about 2 faces could be maintained. Based on the 

assumption that each square represented a single chunk of information within visual 

WM, I propose that each face was not stored as a single chunk. This finding does not 

support an object-based account of visual WM (Luck & Vogel, 1997), at least for face 

stimuli. 

It is possible, however, that the use of a full test array of faces prevented 

support for object-based storage to be evidenced. Recall that Wheeler and Treisman 

(2002) found evidence of object-based visual WM when a single test item was 

presented, but not when a whole test array was presented. To account for the lack of 

object-based evidence, they proposed that neighbouring items in the whole test array 
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interfered with feature binding. Perhaps my use of a whole test array masked the 

potential for object-based visual WM for faces to be revealed. I have evidence to 

suggest that this is unlikely, however. A Masters project in which I collaborated with 

a former Masters student, Bethany Wu, showed that even when a single probe design 

was used, as in Wheeler and Treisman's study, object-based storage of faces could 

not be found. In this experiment we presented between one and four (unfamiliar) 

faces in a 2 x 2 grid location matrix for 2000 ms. When fewer than four faces were 

presented, all other grid locations were occupied by a scrambled face. After a blank 

retention interval of 1000 ms we presented a single probe face in the centre of the 

screen, and participants reported whether this face had been present or absent in the 

previous display. Capacity estimates from the data revealed that participants could 

maintain about 1.5 faces in visual WM, similar to capacity estimates found in my 

current experiment for unfamiliar faces using a whole test array. The consistent 

presentation of four items (faces and scrambled faces) across all set size conditions in 

our experiment also precludes the argument that the load effects I found for faces here 

might have been caused by increased demand on perceptual resources rather than the 

demand on WM resources. For example, McConnell and Quinn (2000, 2004) 

proposed that the larger the number of items in a display, the greater the chance that 

some items will interfere with the perceptual encoding of other items and thus impair 

consolidation into WM. 

These results do not support Alvarez and Cavanagh's (2004) proposal that 

complexity determines capacity. A capacity for about 2 faces is similar to Alvarez 

and Cavanagh's capacity estimate for simple polygons and 3-D shaded cubes; if their 
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theoretical view is taken, this suggests that face representations might be simplified in 

some way and allow for more information to be stored within one chunk. One manner 

in which the vast amount of visual detail contained within a face might be simplified 

is via within-item integration. I extrapolate this idea from Wheeler and Treisman's 

(2002) paper, in which they suggested that only when features within an object are 

fully bound would object-based storage be evidenced. I use the term within-item 

integration to specifically refer to the process of binding both features and their 

configurations to form an individual percept. 

I propose that the extent of within-item integration determines the 

maintenance effectiveness of representations within visual WM. The more integrated 

the information, the better it will be maintained. The ability to integrate facial 

information might be supported by significant expertise in processing faces. This 

could account for why capacity for faces was similar to that found for more simple 

objects for which expertise was presumably lacking (as in Alvarez & Cavanagh's 

2004 study). 

The primary aim of Experiment 7 was to determine whether familiarity could 

enhance the maintenance of faces in visual WM. Consistent with studies that showed 

a familiarity advantage in verbal and visuospatial WM, I found that change detection 

performance was significantly better for famous than unfamiliar upright faces. 

Capacity for famous faces was estimated to be up to 39% larger than capacity for 

unfamiliar faces. Experiment 9a showed that this familiarity advantage could also 

apply to complex non-face stimuli: for upright Hanzi, experts demonstrated 
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significantly better change detection performance and larger capacity estimates than 

novices. 

Previous interpretations of the benefit of familiarity in WM involved the 

influence ofLTM. Thorn et al. (2002) suggested that representations stored in LTM 

aid the reconstruction of decaying representations maintained in WM. Consistent with 

this idea, neuropsychological research has shown that WM and L TM systems share 

similar neural pathways (Ranganath et al., 2003), and several researchers have 

proposed that WM and L TM representations are one and the same in that 

representations maintained in WM are active states of representations stored in LTM 

(Cowan, 1998, 2001; Crowder, 1993; Ruchkin et al. , 2003). It is reasonable to 

consider that highly familiar faces, such as the ones used here, are strongly 

represented in L TM whereas unfamiliar faces are poorly represented in L TM. Thus, 

familiar faces might be better maintained in visual WM due to greater strength of 

signal from neurons coding these well-represented faces, activated on presentation of 

the memory array. In contrast, the signal elicited from neurons coding an unfamiliar 

face might be weaker, and thus a poorly represented face might decay more rapidly or 

suffer more interference from neural signals coding other faces. 

Another way of interpreting this idea is to consider that maintenance is 

perhaps enhanced by improved encoding quality of familiar images. That is, stronger 

neural activation elicited on presentation of a familiar face might result in a more 

distinct and robust representation that is able to be clearly distinguished and protected 

from interference from other active face representations. Weaker signals elicited by 

presentation of an unfamiliar face might reflect a more fuzzy representation that is less 
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easily distinguished from other faces in the display. One might expect that a stronger 

signal for a familiar face would elicit heightened levels of activity underlying face

related perceptual processes, for example, increased or speeded Nl 70 amplitude or 

increased FFA activation. But, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 3, studies that 

examined these issues have found no evidence for such effects of face familiarity 

(Bentin & Deouell; Eimer, 2000a, 2000b; Gorno-Tempini & Price, 2001 ; Gorno

Tempini et al., 2000). 

The results of Experiment 9a are inconsistent with the notion that WM and 

L TM representations are one and the same. Hanzi experts were not familiar with 

individual Hanzi exemplars used. Rather, they were familiar with the general shape 

and composition of strokes that can combine to form Hanzi. In this sense, it is 

conceivable that they would not have had previously stored L TM representations of 

each of the Hanzi used in this study. How then could LTM aid the maintenance of 

Hanzi in visual WM among expert participants? Similar to my proposal that the 

ability to integrate facial information might be supported by significant expertise in 

processing faces in general, perhaps knowledge, or the experience of, combining or 

integrating visual detail within each Hanzi enhanced visual WM. Hanzi novices, who 

presumably lacked this experience, might have been less able to integrate the visual 

detail contained within each Hanzi, and this inexperience placed a greater burden on 

visual WM resources for the storage of unconnected or weakly connected 

information. This notion returns to my proposal that familiarity might enhance the 

maintenance ofrepresentations by enabling a greater extent of within-item integration 

of features and their configurations. 
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How might LTM support such integration? Perhaps connections, or pathways, 

between neurons coding for featural and con.figural properties of a particular stimulus 

identity, or stimulus category, are fortified over time as the number of exposures to 

that stimulus or category increases. Or perhaps the firing of specific stimulus-related 

neurons becomes more synchronous with experience? These ideas are explored in 

more detail in the General Discussion (Chapter 7). 

Recall in Chapter 4 that a visual search advantage for famous over unfamiliar 

faces was observed even when faces were inverted. I interpret this finding to suggest 

that familiar face processes might be able to activate an orientation-independent 

mechanism that unfamiliar face processes cannot. I propose that this mechanism 

might involve better cooperation between featural and configural processes; better 

cooperation might allow for featural information, predominant in inverted faces, to be 

translated into configural information that can then be used to more effectively 

identify a face. 

To determine whether an orientation-independent mechanism could be 

evidenced for visual WM processes, in Experiment 8 I employed the change detection 

task with inverted unfamiliar and famous faces. In contrast to the familiarity 

advantage for encoding inverted faces in visual search, I found no clear evidence that 

famous faces were better maintained in visual WM than unfamiliar faces. This 

suggests that an orientation-independent mechanism that especially supports familiar 

face processing might only be employed for perceptual face identification processes 

and cannot support the maintenance of a familiar face representation in WM once that 

face has been identified. 
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I interpret the lack of a familiarity advantage in visual WM for inverted faces 

to reflect an equivalent extent of within-item integration for familiar and unfamiliar 

inverted faces. Inversion might have unglued integrated features and configurations in 

upright faces; famous faces appeared just as susceptible to such part deconstruction in 

visual WM as unfamiliar faces. 

In Experiment 9b, Hanzi experts and novices completed the change detection 

task with inverted Hanzi. While there was some indication that maintenance of 

inverted Hanzi might have been more effective among experts than novices, the data 

were not clear-cut. Based on my finding of equivalent visual search efficiency for 

inverted Hanzi between experts and novices in Experiment 6b, and given that 

inverted famous faces were not better maintained in visual WM than inverted 

unfamiliar faces, I adopt the most parsimonious interpretation and suggest that there 

was no convincing evidence that experts were better able to maintain inverted Hanzi 

in visual WM than novices. 

In summary, familiarity supports the maintenance of upright faces and 

complex non-face objects in visual WM. This familiarity advantage appears to have 

been removed when these stimuli were inverted. 

A final point to note from these experiments is that novice capacity for upright 

Hanzi (k = 1.37-1.64) was similar to capacity for upright unfamiliar faces (k = l. 15-

2.08). If we consider that novices had no prior experience with Hanzi, and that 

humans are "experts" at face processing, the similarity in capacity estimates might 

seem surprising. These findings suggest two things. First, perhaps faces are not a 

particularly special class of stimuli. Second, perhaps novices integrated information 
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within Hanzi to some extent, despite the lack of pre-existing L TM representations. If 

integration of information within a novel class of stimuli can occur, this suggests that 

mechanisms other than LTM can support the maintenance of items within visual 

WM. Bottom-up processes, such as perceptual grouping by proximity and 

connectivity of features and configurations within items, might be naturally harnessed 

to promote within-item integration and ease the burden on visual WM resources. 
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The objective of this thesis was to investigate how familiarity can ease visual 

processing and promote what Jacoby and Dallas (1981) called the fluency heuristic. I 

conducted a series of nine experiments that investigated the effect of familiarity on 

attention and visual WM processes involved in face and non-face complex object 

(Hanzi) processing. Three different paradigms were used: attentional blink, visual 

search, and change detection. I found that familiar (upright) stimuli required less 

attention for processing, were more efficiently encoded, and were more effectively 

maintained in visual WM than unfamiliar stimuli. I also examined the effect of 

inversion on encoding and maintenance of faces and Hanzi. While the familiarity 

advantage found for encoding upright faces remained for encoding inverted faces in 

visual search, there was no benefit of familiarity for encoding inverted Hanzi in visual 

search, or for the maintenance of inverted faces or Hanzi in visual WM. 

The use of these paradigms, and the comparison of upright and inverted 

stimuli, allows me to make some inferences regarding how perceptual processes -

such as the analysis of featural and configural information - might have differed 

between familiar and unfamiliar stimuli and eased the burden on attention and visual 

WM resources. In this final chapter, Part 4, I draw together the findings from all 

experiments and I present a model to illustrate how familiarity might promote fluent 

visual processing. I call this model fluency-by-integration. 

In Part 1 (Chapter 1 ), I reviewed evidence for the effect of familiarity on the 

perceptual processes involved in object and face recognition. Studies of expert object 

recognition revealed that familiarity increased reliance on configural processing 

(what I call configural precedence), and increased activation in the FFA, a region of 
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the brain that is especially active during face processing ( e.g., Diamond & Carey, 

1986; Gauthier et al., 1999; Gauthier & Tarr, 2002). Familiarity effects on face 

recognition are generally inconsistent with what might be predicted from the object 

recognition literature, however: there is little evidence to suggest greater reliance on 

configural processing (Collishaw & Hole, 2000) and little evidence for greater 

activity in the FFA (Gorno-Tempini & Price, 2001; Gomo-Tempini et al., 2000) for 

familiar compared to unfamiliar faces. Rather, studies have shown that compared to 

recognition of unfamiliar faces, familiar face recognition was less affected by changes 

in orientation (Pourtois et al., 2005; Schweinberger, Pickering, Jentzsch et al., 2002), 

activated a wider neural network (Leveroni et al., 2000), and showed a greater 

bilateral visual field advantage that was suggested to reflect greater hemispheric 

cooperation (Mohr et al. , 2002; Schweinberger et al., 2003). 

Whereas the effect of familiarity on perceptual processes involved in object 

and face recognition has been relatively well studied, the question of how familiarity 

influences higher-level cognitive processes such as attention and working memory 

has been less well addressed. In Part 2 of this thesis (Chapters 2-4), I investigated the 

effect of familiarity on attention. In Part 3 (Chapters 5-6), I investigated the effect of 

familiarity on visual WM. I summarise each part separately below. I also progress the 

general discussion to reflect upon how attention and visual WM systems might be 

related, and how they might combine to produce fluent processing. 
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Familiarity and Attention 

A variety of studies have suggested that familiar stimuli require less attention 

for processing than unfamiliar stimuli. For example, inattentional blindness and 

attentional blink effects were reduced or eliminated when the target stimulus was 

one's own name compared to when it was a stranger's name (Mack & Rock, 1998; 

Shapiro, Caldwell et al., 1997). These findings also apply to more complex visual 

stimuli, such as faces. Tong and Nakayama (1999) showed that visual search was 

more efficient for one's own face versus a stranger's faces; Burtle and Raymond 

(2003) showed that the ability to detect a change between two faces was enhanced 

when one of the faces was famous. While authors of the above studies suggested that 

familiarity reduced the attentional requirement for stimulus processing, I proposed 

that some of these results could reflect attentional capture (pop-out) rather than 

reduced attentional demand, due to the singularity of a familiar item presented among 

unfamiliar items. In addition, I questioned whether the familiarity effect in Shapiro 

and colleagues ' AB study and Tong and Nakayama's visual search study might 

particularly reflect an advantage in processing self-relevant stimuli rather than an 

advantage in processing familiar stimuli in general. I used AB and visual search 

paradigms to explore these issues. 

The Effect of Familiarity on the AB 

In Chapter 3, I reported a series of three experiments that used the AB 

paradigm to examine the effect of familiarity on attentional demand whilst 
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manipulating the potential influence of attentional capture. I used unfamiliar faces 

and famous (i.e., non-self-relevant) faces. In Experiment 1, T2 and distractor faces 

were unfamiliar. In Experiment 2, distractor faces remained unfamiliar but T2 was a 

famous face. In Experiment 3, distractors were famous faces and T2 faces were either 

unfamiliar (potential pop-out, as in Experiment 2) or famous (no pop-out, as in 

Experiment 1 ). I demonstrated an AB effect for unfamiliar target faces and no AB 

effect for famous target faces, regardless of whether distractor faces were unfamiliar 

or famous. I suggest that familiar face processing requires less attentional resource 

than unfamiliar face processing, and that attentional capture cannot account for the 

results obtained. This is consistent with Shapiro, Caldwell et al. 's (1997) study in 

which one's own (familiar) name did not show an AB whereas other common names 

and nouns did. Furthermore, the lack of AB for famous faces indicates that 

familiarity, not just self-relevance, can reduce the demand on attention, and that this 

familiarity advantage can apply to highly complex visual stimuli. 

The results of these AB experiments provide two additional theoretical 

advances with regards to the nature of face processing in general. First, an AB for 

unfamiliar faces suggests that face processing per se requires attention. Therefore, 

proposals that face processing is obligatory and attention-free (e.g., Farah, 1996; 

Farah, Wilson et al., 1995) are not supported. Second, the presence of an AB effect 

for unfamiliar faces when Tl was a featural task indicates that face processing does 

not require access to a specific configural attentional channel. This contrasts with the 

proposal that a deficit in face processing can only be observed if configural processes 
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and related configural attentional channels are previously occupied (Awh et al., 2004; 

Palermo & Rhodes, 2002). 

In summary, Experiments 1 and 3 provided clear evidence that an AB effect 

for unfamiliar faces could be found. Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated that familiar 

faces were protected from the AB effect. Based on existing theories, it is possible that 

the lack of AB for famous faces reflected, at least in part, protection from interference 

from competing stimuli in the RSVP stream. Protection from interference might have 

arisen at an early perceptual encoding stage, or a later post-perceptual stage that 

involved visual WM. Experiments 4-6 (Chapter 4) involved a visual search paradigm 

and addressed whether familiarity can enhance perceptual encoding. Experiments 7-9 

(Chapter 6) involved a change detection task and examined whether familiarity can 

enhance the maintenance of representations visual WM. 

The Effect of Familiarity on Visual Search Efficiency 

In Experiment 4, I presented unfamiliar and famous (upright) faces in a visual 

search paradigm. I found that search was significantly more efficient (i.e., search was 

speeded and more accurate) for famous than unfamiliar target faces. This suggests 

that perceptual encoding of familiar faces appears to be enhanced relative to 

unfamiliar faces. Furthem1ore, increased efficiency in visual search is considered to 

reflect reduced attentional requirements, and supports the lack of AB for famous 

faces found in Experiments 2 and 3. Although Tong and Nakayama (1999) had 

already demonstrated that visual search for a fami liar (one's own) face was more 

efficient than search for an unfamiliar face, it was not clear whether their results 
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reflected the effect of familiarity, or the effect of attentional capture - in their study, a 

familiar target face was the only familiar face in the search display and might have 

particularly stood out from its unfamiliar distractors. In Experiment 4, and all 

subsequent visual search (and visual WM) experiments, I controlled for attentional 

capture by presenting homogeneous displays in which all stimuli were either 

unfamiliar or familiar. Thus, I am confident that my results reflect the effect of 

familiarity rather than the effect of attentional capture. 

In order to determine whether the familiarity advantage for faces in visual 

search could apply to complex non-face objects, in Experiment 6a I presented Hanzi 

in visual search and compared Hanzi experts with Hanzi novices. I found that search 

for Hanzi was significantly more efficient for Hanzi experts than Hanzi novices. This 

suggests that the benefit of familiarity for stimulus encoding efficiency, and the 

related ease on attentional resource, is not particularly unique to face stimuli. 

In summary, reduced attentional demand for familiar compared to unfamiliar 

stimuli appears to be related, at least in part, to enhanced perceptual encoding. 

How Might Familiarity Enhance Perceptual Encoding? 

If the absence of an AB effect for famous faces and more efficient visual 

search for famous faces and for Hanzi among Hanzi experts reflects enhanced 

perceptual encoding, how might perceptual encoding be enhanced? One possibility is 

that familiar stimuli are processed using a compact visual code that contains only 

information diagnostic for identification, such as broad-scale configural information, 

and excludes finer featural details that might be unnecessary for recognition (Tong & 
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Nakayama, 1999). This is essentially the notion of configural precedence, a term I 

introduced to describe the dominance of configural processes over featural processes. 

To examine the influence of familiarity on featural and configural processes in more 

detail and to determine whether configural precedence could account for a reduced 

attentional requirement, I presented inverted faces and Hanzi in the visual search 

paradigm (Experiments 5 and 6b, respectively). To maintain identical low-level 

perceptual properties, the same faces and Hanzi were used in the inverted condition as 

in the upright condition. If familiarity increases configural precedence, I expected that 

by disabling access to configural information (via inversion) I would remove the 

familiarity advantage found for upright faces in Experiment 4 and upright Hanzi 

found in Experiment 6a, and yield equivalent search efficiency for familiar and 

unfamiliar inverted faces, and for Hanzi experts and novices. 

Support for configural precedence was found for Hanzi- the familiarity 

advantage found for upright Hanzi was removed when Hanzi were inverted and 

experts and novices showed equivalent search efficiency. This is consistent with 

proposals from object recognition studies that experts process upright objects 

configurally and inverted objects featurally, whereas novices process both upright and 

inverted objects in a featural manner. 

In contrast, visual search was more efficient for famous than unfamiliar 

inverted faces, a finding that is consistent with Tong and Nakayama's (1999) report 

of a persistent familiar face advantage for inverted and rotated three-quarter and 

profile views. A familiarity advantage for inverted faces is inconsistent with the 

notion of configural precedence and suggests instead that processes involved in 
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familiar face identification might benefit from access to an orientation-independent 

mechanism that is unavailable to processes involved in unfamiliar face identification. 

Based on the finding that familiar but not unfamiliar face recognition was enhanced 

by bilateral field presentation compared to right or left visual field presentation alone 

(e.g., Mohr et al., 2002), and based on the notion from object recognition literature 

that the location of featural and configural processes is biased to the left and right 

hemispheres respectively (Heinze et al., 1998; Martinez et al., 1997; Yamaguchi et 

al., 2000; Delis et al., 1986), I propose that such an orientation-independent 

mechanism might involve superior cooperation between featural and configural 

processing. Improved cooperation between these processes might allow featural 

information in inverted faces to be efficiently translated into configural information 

that can then be used to recognise a face. The notion of improved cooperation 

between featural and configural processes for familiar face recognition is consistent 

with the dual-route hypothesis which states that face processing in general involves 

the analysis of both featural and configural information, and with Moscovitch and 

Moscovitch's (2000) more specific proposal that face recognition involves the 

exchange of featural and configural information (a process they called interactive 

activation). 

The lack of evidence for configural precedence in my data argues against 

Tong and Nakayama's (1999) proposal of a compact visual code that contains only 

key configural information. That is not to say, however, that the notion of a compact 

visual code is not viable. I suggest that a compact code used for recognition might 

include key configural and featural information, rather than key configural 
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information only. As such, when one type of information is unavailable for 

recognition, for example when an image is blurred (disrupting featural information) 

or inverted (disrupting configural information), key information from the remaining 

available processing route might be used to facilitate recognition. The ability to 

abstract necessary featural or configural information could result in flexibility of 

recognition processes under different viewing conditions. 

The notion of abstraction is supported by a study of single neurons in the 

human brain. Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman, Koch, and Fried (2005) showed that 

different pictures of a given famous person or landmark, or familiar animal or object, 

could preferentially activate a given neuron: that is, single neurons showed some 

degree of image invariance to the same highly familiar item. Using patients with 

pharmacologically intractable epilepsy who had been implanted with depth electrodes 

to localise the seizure onset site, Quiroga et al. analysed responses of neurons from 

the hippocampus, amygdala, entorhinal cortex, and parahippocampal gyrus to varied 

and repeated image presentations of the above item categories. (I will focus on their 

results from face stimuli.) They reported that a single neuron fired selectively on 

presentation of different pictures of a particular person ( e.g., Halle Berry) whether 

these pictures were photographs or hand drawings and when they depicted that person 

from different viewpoints. Quiroga and colleagues suggested that an invariant, sparse, 

and explicit code might be used to transform complex visual percepts into long-term 

abstract memories. Unfortunately, Quiroga et al. did not conduct this experiment 

using unfamiliar faces. It would be of great interest to examine the activity of single 

neurons to the presentation of different pictures of unfamiliar (recently learned) faces 
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and determine whether less invariant neural activity could be observed for unfamiliar 

than famous faces. 

A final point to note from the inverted faces and Hanzi experiments is that 

although a familiarity effect was present for inverted faces but not for inverted Hanzi, 

I do not view this disparity as support for the notion that faces are unique. Although 

these findings could be interpreted to indicate that face identification processes per se 

can access a distinct orientation-independent mechanism that is unavailable to 

processes involved in non-face object recognition, they could also be interpreted to 

reflect differences in the level of familiarity for each type of stimulus used in my 

studies. In the faces tasks, participants were familiar with the famous faces on a 

micro-subordinate, individual level. In the Hanzi tasks, experts were familiar with 

Hanzi on a less refined, subordinate level at which they appeared able to effectively 

discriminate between different exemplars but not identify specific individual Hanzi. 

Recall that, in order to reduce intrusion from verbal identification processes (Hanzi 

are logographic units of Chinese language), I used traditional Hanzi with which 

experts were essentially unfamiliar and found difficult to pronounce and interpret. 

The key assumption was that expert participants were familiar with Hanzi visual form 

and structure in general, while novice participants had no experience in visually 

processing such stimuli. Such a difference between the faces and Hanzi used in my 

studies does not detract from the familiarity effect found for inverted faces. Rather, it 

enhances our understanding of how familiarity might affect visual stimulus 

recognition at different levels of processing. Orientation-independent properties of 

visual recognition might only emerge as a result of refined, micro-subordinate 
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identification expertise for highly familiar stimuli. If modem Hanzi with which 

experts are familiar on a micro-subordinate level were used, perhaps a familiarity 

advantage for inverted Hanzi could be evidenced. 

In summary, it appears that efficient perceptual encoding, perhaps enabled by 

better cooperation between featural and configural processes, could account for the 

reduced attentional requirement for micro-subordinate familiar face identification and 

partly explain the lack of AB for famous faces . For complex non-face objects 

processed at a subordinate level, it appears that a familiarity advantage might stem 

from greater use of configural than featural information. 

Familiarity and Visual WM 

Many accounts of the cause of the AB effect propose that WM plays a 

significant part in whether T2 is successfully reported or not. It is thought that 

accurate report of T2 depends on successful consolidation into and effective 

maintenance within a WM storage buffer, which protects from interference from 

competing items (e.g., Chun & Potter, 1995; Shapiro, Amell et al., 1997; Shapiro et 

al., 1994). While some evidence has been provided that familiarity can enhance 

verbal and visuospatial WM processes, evidence for the effect of familiarity on visual 

WM specifically was lacking. To address this issue, I used faces and Hanzi to 

examine the effect of familiarity on visual WM capacity, with the assumption that 

increased capacity reflects enhanced maintenance. To ensure that the change 

detection task measured differences in visual WM maintenance rather than in 
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encoding ( or consolidation) speed between unfamiliar and familiar stimuli, memory 

arrays were presented for sufficient length of time (pre-determined by the associated 

visual search task) to allow for effective perceptual encoding. 

In Chapter 5, I reviewed literature on the effect of familiarity on WM 

capacity. A series of studies that examined verbal WM skills in bilingual participants 

found that serial recall for words was superior in the language of which individuals 

were most familiar (Chincotta & Hoosain, 1995; Chincotta & Underwood, 1996, 

1997; Thom & Gathercole, 1999, 2001). Research into the game of chess revealed 

that expert chess players could store more real chess patterns in visuospatial WM than 

less skilled players (Chase & Simon, 1973; Gobet, 1998; Gobet & Simon, 1996). 

Both sets of studies proposed that familiarity could increase capacity due to support 

from L TM. Thom et al. (2002) proposed that LTM supported the reconstruction of 

decaying representations in WM. Go bet and Simon proposed that long-term 

knowledge of visuospatial and conceptual associations between chess pieces and their 

locations aided chunking of this information. Chunking is a process that is considered 

to involve the integration of associated information within one WM chunk. While the 

maximum number of WM chunks is thought to remain at approximately four, 

chunking appears to be able to increase item capacity (for example chess patterns) if 

items are closely associated with one another. 

To the best of my knowledge, there has been no examination of the effect of 

familiarity on visual WM capacity specifically; Experiments 7-9, reported in Chapter 

6, were the first to address this issue. I used a change detection task, identical to that 

used in Luck and Vogel's (1997) study, to measure participants' ability to maintain 
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information in visual WM, and derived capacity estimates using Pashler's k, Cowan's 

k, and a new Bangor k formula that I developed. A concurrent verbal suppression task 

was administered to reduce input from verbal WM. Interpretation of the results was 

based on the assumption that improved change detection performance and larger 

visual WM capacity estimates reflects enhanced maintenance. 

In Experiment 7, I presented displays of between 1-10 single coloured 

squares, unfamiliar faces, and famous faces (all faces were upright). Change detection 

performance was significantly better for squares than faces; capacity estimates 

revealed that approximately 3-4 squares and 2 faces could be maintained in visual 

WM. Lower capacity for faces than squares is interpreted to reflect that faces were 

not maintained as wholly integrated items, inconsistent with an object-based account 

of visual WM (Luck & Vogel, 1997). Alvarez and Cavanagh's (2004) proposal that 

stimulus complexity determined capacity was also unsupported because capacity for 

faces found in my study was similar to their estimate of capacity for polygons and 3-

D shaded cubes, stimuli that are unarguably less complex than faces. 

Rather, I propose that detailed information contained within a face is bound, 

or integrated, to some degree, but not fully. I introduced the term within-item 

integration to describe the binding of both features and their configurations; I use this 

term in favour of the term binding in order to distinguish the process of integrating 

features and their configurations from the more common definition of binding as 

involving only the integration of features. Based on Wheeler and Treisman's (2002) 

suggestion that object-based visual WM (i.e., capacity of 3-4 items) can be evidenced 

if objects are stored as wholly bound items, I propose that within-item integration 
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probably varies by extent, and that the extent of within-item integration detennines 

visual WM capacity. 

The key finding from Experiment 7 was that change detection was 

significantly more accurate, and capacity estimates were higher, for famous than 

unfamiliar faces. This familiarity advantage was also found in Experiment 9a using 

complex non-face objects: Hanzi experts showed significantly better change detection 

performance and higher capacity estimates than Hanzi novices. These experiments 

provide a systematic measurement of WM capacity for faces and highly complex 

non-face objects. Furthermore, they reveal that familiarity can enhance maintenance 

in visual WM, reflected in better change detection performance and larger capacity 

estimates for familiar compared to unfamiliar stimuli. 

How Might Familiarity Enhance Maintenance in Visual WM? 

If capacity is dependent on the extent of within-item integration, perhaps a 

larger capacity for familiar than unfamiliar stimuli reflects better integration of 

information contained within each familiar item. There are two ways in which better 

integration might be achieved: (1) greater use of configural information ( configural 

precedence), i.e., spatial relational information spans a wider region of the face, or (2) 

better integration of features and their configurations. As I mentioned earlier, 

previous research has found no support for configural precedence in familiar face 

processing. Collishaw and Hole (2000) compared the effect of inversion and 

scrambling ( considered to disrupt configural processing) on familiar and unfamiliar 

face recognition. They found that recognition of familiar and unfamiliar faces was 
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impaired to a similar degree when inverted or scrambled, and interpreted this result to 

reflect equivalent use of configural information for familiar and unfamiliar face 

recognition processes. As discussed above, the results of my visual search 

experiments with upright and inverted faces similarly found no evidence for greater 

configural processing for famous compared to unfamiliar faces. 

Therefore, rather than consider enhanced within-item integration to involve 

greater use of configural processes, I propose that it might involve better integration 

of features and their configurations, supported by existing representations stored in 

LTM. This is consistent with my proposal that familiar stimulus recognition might 

involve improved cooperation between featural and configural processes compared to 

unfamiliar stimulus recognition. 

Whereas Thom and colleagues (2002) described LTM support in terms of 

reconstruction, I suggest that of the role of LTM in the maintenance of items in visual 

WM might be to prevent deconstruction of just previously activated visual 

representations. It is thought that when a face or object is presented in the visual field, 

visual detail contained within must be bound, or integrated, for its representation to 

be perceived as a whole percept rather than a collection of separate features ( e.g., 

Treisman, 1992). When it is removed from view and its representation is required to 

be maintained in visual WM, the integrated nature of information contained within 

must be maintained as such. In other words, the information contained within each 

item representation must remain glued together. If integration cannot be maintained 

effectively then an item's representation might suffer deconstruction (i.e., become 

unglued). If visual WM capacity depends on the degree of within-item integration, a 
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deconstructed representation can be conceived of as a poorly integrated 

representation, and capacity will be reduced. L TM might serve to more effectively 

sustain a familiar bound representation during maintenance in visual WM than an 

unfamiliar item that is less well represented in LTM. 

In Experiment 8, I examined the effect of inversion on visual WM for 

unfamiliar and famous faces. A comparison with the results from Experiment 7 

revealed that inversion significantly impaired change detection performance and 

lowered capacity estimates for both unfamiliar and famous faces; this suggests that 

both face types suffered part deconstruction when they were upside down. In 

addition, I found that inversion removed the familiarity advantage revealed for 

upright faces. This suggests that while the extent of within-item integration might 

have been greater for famous than unfamiliar upright faces maintained in visual WM, 

the extent of within-item integration appeared equivalent in unfamiliar and famous 

inverted faces. Whereas LTM appeared to support the perceptual encoding of inverted 

famous faces in the visual search task and yield a familiarity advantage, L TM seemed 

unable to effectively support the maintenance of inverted faces in visual WM. It is 

difficult to interpret the disparity between identification of inverted faces in visual 

search and maintenance of inverted faces in visual WM. Perhaps inversion disrupts 

face processing to such a degree that a physically present visual percept (as in visual 

search) is necessary to support identification of inverted famous faces, possibly via 

translation of featural into configural information; when this percept is removed from 

view (as in visual WM), the translated information might be rapidly lost resulting in 
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deconstruction of the representation that renders the extent of within-item integration 

equivalent to that of inverted unfamiliar faces. 

In Experiment 9b, I examined the effect of inversion on visual WM for Hanzi, 

comparing Hanzi experts with Hanzi novices. A comparison with the results from 

Experiment 9a (upright Hanzi) revealed that while inversion significantly reduced 

visual WM maintenance effectiveness among Hanzi experts, Hanzi novice 

performance was unaffected. This suggests that expert Hanzi processing suffered part 

deconstruction when Hanzi were upside down, but novice Hanzi processing did not. 

Perhaps novices demonstrated poor within-item integration for upright Hanzi that 

could not be made any worse by inverting the Hanzi. Similar to the lack of familiarity 

effect for inverted faces in visual WM, there was no convincing evidence that 

maintenance of inverted Hanzi was enhanced for experts compared to novices. 

In summary, the results using upright faces and Hanzi in visual WM are clear: 

familiarity appears to increase the effectiveness with which these items can be 

maintained, resulting in better change detection performance and larger item capacity 

estimates. This familiarity advantage in visual WM is consistent with the effect of 

familiarity on attention: attentional blink and visual search experiments with upright 

stimuli showed that familiar faces and Hanzi required less attention for processing 

and were more efficiently encoded. The degree of within-item integration might 

therefore not only have affected the maintenance of faces and Hanzi in visual WM, 

but also the demand on attentional resource. 
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The Link Between Attention and Visual WM 

Over the course of this thesis, I have already given brief mention to several 

ways in which attention and WM systems might interact. For example, attention is 

thought to be required for the transfer, or consolidation, of information into WM, as 

demonstrated in studies of the AB effect (e.g., Luck et al., 1996; Vogel & Luck, 

2002). Attention is also thought to be required for information binding (e.g., Luck & 

Beach, 1998; Treisman, 1992) and possibly for maintaining bound representations 

within visual WM (Wheeler & Treisman, 2002). In Baddeley and Hitch's (1974) 

model of WM, the central executive component is considered an attentional centre 

that selects relevant information for storage in WM, updates the contents of WM as 

new and relevant information arrives, prevents irrelevant information from entering 

WM, and coordinates the simultaneous encoding and storage of information from 

more than one task or item. Attention appears therefore to select information for 

processing, bind (integrate) it into a coherent percept, transfer it into WM, and 

possibly maintain it in WM as an integrated percept until the information is required 

again at a later point in time. If sufficient attention is available for these tasks, the 

selected items are thought to enjoy enhanced protection from decay or interference 

from other items competing for such encoding and maintenance resources, and the 

item is retrieved relatively unscathed. When insufficient attention is available, any 

one or more of these stages might be impaired, the representation suffers over time, 

and retrieval is poor. In terms of attention and WM tasks, within-item integration 

could therefore be considered necessary from the first perceptual input until the final 

response output. In this sense, if familiarity improves within-item integration, most, if 
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not all, attention and WM processes outlined above might be facilitated. I expand on 

this idea in the fluency-by-integration model below. 

The above theoretical account of the relationship between attention and WM 

is based on the premise that a unidirectional relationship exists between the two 

systems: that is, attentional resource dictates what and how information gets into 

WM, and what and how information remains within it. Could this relationship work 

the other way? Could the contents of WM impact attentional resource? Suppose 

attention were required to consolidate and maintain items in WM. If this were true, 

then when a large number of items are maintained in WM and capacity limits are 

approached, there would be less attention available for other items competing for 

access and storage. This would decrease the efficiency with which these other items 

could be consolidated and maintained. In this sense, attention and WM processes 

might interact with one another in a bi-directional manner. 

A study by de Fockert, Rees, Frith, and Lavie (2001) provides some support 

for the suggestion that the contents of WM can influence attention. In their study, 

participants performed a selective attention task that involved the classification of 

famous written names as pop stars or politicians while ignoring distractor faces 

presented in the background (i.e., a name was superimposed on a face). The identity 

of the distractor faces either matched the written names (congruent trials) or did not 

(incongruent trials) and distractor face processing was assessed by comparing 

classification performance on congruent versus incongruent trials. This selective 

attention task was flanked by a working memory task that varied in terms of the 

demand on WM resources. In the WM task, a sequence of digits was presented at the 
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start of a trial which participants were required to maintain during the selective 

attention task. After the attention task response, a single probe digit was presented 

and participants were required to state the digit that was presented after that probe in 

the previous sequence. In the low WM load condition, the digit sequence was 

numerically ordered, e.g., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4; in the high load condition, the digit sequence 

did not follow numerical order, e.g., 0, 3, 1, 2, 4. De Fockert et al. showed that when 

WM resources were heavily taxed by the high load digit task, distractor faces 

interfered significantly with the name classification task; when the WM task did not 

substantially tax capacity limits, distractor interference was reduced. De Fockert and 

colleagues proposed that a high WM load engaged a large proportion of attention and 

left insufficient attentional resource for inhibiting the intrusion of the distractor faces 

on the name classification task. 

In the final section I present a new model, fluency-by-integration, to illustrate 

how familiarity-enhanced within-item integration might promote fluent visual 

processing and reduce the bw-den on both attention and visual WM resources. 

A Proposed Model of Fluency-by-Integration 

I define fluency as efficient perceptual and cognitive processes that combine 

to yield improved task performance. The fluency-by-integration model is illustrated 

in Figure 25 below. In this model, I propose the following: (1) Attention is required 

for binding, or integrating, features and their configurations - a process I term within

item integration. (2) Attention might also be required for maintaining integrated 
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representations in visual WM and preventing deconstruction. (3) Familiarity with a 

stimulus increases the extent of within-item integration via some neural means, 

possibly enhanced neural synchrony. ( 4) Familiarity might enhance these neural 

processes as a result of repeated and possibly varied processing experiences that 

might strengthen the connection between neurons coding for a particular stimulus and 

create a well-rehearsed, efficient neural response pattern. (5) A familiar 

representation that already enjoys significant within-item integration will require less 

attention for processing when present in the visual field compared to an unfamiliar 

representation in which features and configurations are less well integrated. ( 6) If less 

attention is needed for processing a familiar, highly integrated stimulus, more 

attention will be available for maintaining that and other well-integrated 

representations in visual WM. (7) Items in visual WM that are well served by 

sufficient attentional resource will be effectively maintained, resulting in accurate 

retrieval and enhanced item capacity. Thus, I propose that familiarity promotes 

fluency by virtue of reducing the burden on attention and visual WM resources. 
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Figure 25. Illustration of the proposed fluency-by-integration model, developed to conceptualise 
how familiarity might ease visual processing. I consider that information within a highly familiar 
stimulus representation is highly integrated, or glued together, perhaps enabled by enhanced 
neural synchrony. Neural synchrony might be enhanced by activation of a robust representation 
in L TM, created by strong and well-used neural connections that have developed as a result of 
numerous rich and possibly varied exposures to a particular stimulus. If the degree of within
item integration is high, less attention is required for perceptual binding and maintaining a 
bound representation in visual WM. As a result, familiar items are more effectively maintained 
in visual WM and reveal a larger WM capacity. Unfamiliar stimuli, within which information is 
less well integrated, require more attention for creating and maintaining a bound representation 
than familiar stimuli. This reduces the effectiveness with which they are maintained in visual 
WM and results in lower WM capacity. 

An additional property could be included in the fluency-by-integration model 

- that of between-item segregation. Raffone and Wolters (2001) introduced this term 

to describe the strong, rapid, and transient inhibition that was exerted on neural 

assemblies coding for a different object to the one that was selected for within-item 

integration. This inhibition, or desynchronisation, was suggested to reflect the 

suppression of irrelevant object features and reduce the potential perceptual 

interference from other objects that could disrupt feature binding within a selected 
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object. In other words, desynchronisation might reduce between-item binding errors 

that might arise from the intrusion of one object' s features into another object. Based 

on their suggestion that better binding (i.e., within-item integration) results in 

enhanced between-item segregation, I propose that both these processes might 

combine to produce the familiarity advantage found for familiar over unfamiliar 

stimuli in my series of experiments. 

How might the combination of enhanced within-item integration and between

item segregation protect against an AB effect, improve search efficiency, and enhance 

maintenance within visual WM? As outlined in Chapter 2, Gross et al. (2004) 

demonstrated that a strong synchronised neural network response to T2 was related to 

successful report of T2 (an AB effect was absent), whereas weaker synchronisation to 

T2 was related to impaired T2 report (an AB effect was present). Based on their 

findings, I propose that in an RSVP stream it is possible that the presentation of a 

highly integrated familiar T2 item elicits a highly synchronised response that exerts 

sufficient inhibition on competing items; inhibition might protect T2 from 

interference that could cause an AB, and might occur during perceptual encoding, 

consolidation into WM, or maintenance within visual WM. Recall that I found no AB 

for famous T2 faces when distractors were unfamiliar (Experiment 2) or when 

distractors were famous (Experiment 3). It is possible therefore that the level of 

inhibition exerted by a highly synchronised neural response to a famous T2 face 

might have been sufficient for desynchronising highly competitive neural responses 

to famous distractors. 
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In the visual search paradigm, perhaps enhanced search efficiency for a 

familiar target among familiar distractors compared to an unfamiliar target among 

unfamiliar distractors reflects rapid and effective inhibition of familiar distractors, 

following a highly synchronised episode in which they were identified as a non-target 

match. 

Finally, enhanced within-item integration coupled with enhanced between

item segregation might serve to better maintain familiar items in visual WM in much 

the same way as familiar targets are protected from the AB effect - perhaps the 

ability to maintain distinct and separable representations in WM reduces the potential 

for integration errors that might occur when properties from two different (poorly 

integrated) representations might intrude on one another and cause confusion. 

While there is evidence to support some properties of the model, other 

properties are based on indirect extrapolation of ideas from various studies. There is 

evidence that binding (i.e., within-item integration) might be achieved by 

synchronised firing of neurons that code elements belonging to the same object -

known as binding-by-synchrony (e.g., Milner, 1974; von der Malsburg, 1995). 

Oscillations in the range of 30-70 Hz (gamma-band range) are thought to aid 

synchronisation (Singer et al., 1997; Singer & Gray, 1995), with induced activity at 

40 Hz considered to reflect the construction of a coherent object percept (Tallon

Baudry & Bertrand, 1999). Bottom-up processes related to Gestalt grouping 

properties ( e.g., similarity, proximity, continuation, closure, and figure-ground 

segregation) appear to modulate gamma activity levels. For example, Tallon-Baudry, 

Bertrand, Delpuech, and Pernier (1996) showed that an illusory triangle ( called a 
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Kanizsa triangle) and a real triangle induced similar levels of gamma activity, 

whereas gamma activity was much weaker in response to a "non-triangle" (see Figure 

26a). Their findings can be interpreted to suggest that higher levels of gamma activity 

reflect enhanced within-item integration, resulting in a coherent object percept. 

a 

There is also evidence that induced gamma activity levels might reflect the 

extent of within-item integration in more complex stimuli such as faces. Existing 
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studies of gamma activity and face processing have predominantly focused on the 

effects of autism and Williams Syndrome (WS) on visual processing. People with 

autism and WS are commonly described as having difficulty integrating perceptual 

features, interpreted as a dominance of featural over global or configural processing 

and sometimes known as weak central coherence (Frith, 1989, cited in Grice et al., 

2001). They show impaired face processing, typically reflected in poor face 

discrimination and recognition performance and delayed NI 70 activity (Dawson, 

Webb, & McPartland, 2005; McPartland, Dawson, Webb, Panagiotides, & Carver, 

2004). Grice et al. demonstrated that impaired face processing was correlated with 

reduced gamma activity. They used EEG to measure gamma activity while 

participants with autism and WS, and control participants, passively viewed 

(unfamiliar) face images. Participants with autism and WS demonstrated lower 

gamma activity than controls. While Grice and colleagues interpret their results to 

suggest that reduced gamma activity reflects an impaired ability to bind featural 

information within a face, I propose that it might reflect impaired binding of features 

and their configurations (i.e., impaired within-item integration). 

Grice and colleagues (2001) also examined the effect of face inversion on 

gamma activity. They found that gamma activity in participants with autism and WS 

was unaffected by inversion. In contrast, and perhaps more intriguing, gamma activity 

was reduced for inverted relative to upright faces among normal controls. Reduced 

gamma activity for inverted faces might reflect weaker within-item integration, a 

notion that I presented earlier to interpret lower visual WM capacity for inverted 
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compared to upright faces (both unfamiliar and famous) and Hanzi (for Hanzi 

experts). 

In addition to a bottom-up influence on gamma activity, there is evidence that 

top-down processes, such as those involved in LTM, can modulate gamma activity. 

Tallon-Baudry, Bertrand, Delpuech, and Pernier (1997) presented participants with a 

picture in which an image of a Dalmatian dog was hidden (see Figure 26b ). When 

participants were na"ive to the presence of the dog, they were unable to perceive a 

coherent image and gamma activity was weak. In contrast, after participants were 

trained to perceive and detect the hidden dog, a much larger induced gamma response 

was recorded, irrespective of whether the picture contained the Dalmatian. They 

suggested that activation of a mental representation from LTM, whether externally or 

internally driven, involves oscillatory neural synchronisation. Their finding that 

active LTM representations can elicit gamma activity introduces the possibility that 

perhaps the strength or quality of representations stored in LTM might modulate 

gamma activity and reflect different degrees of within-item integration. To my 

knowledge, the effect of familiarity on gamma activity has not yet been directly 

investigated. An EEG study to compare gamma activity between unfamiliar and 

familiar faces might elucidate the question of whether familiarity increases within

item integration. If familiarity increases within-item integration, higher gamma 

activity might be expected in response to presentation of familiar compared to 

unfamiliar faces. 

A final property of gamma-band activity reported by Tallon-Baudry and 

colleagues is that it can be sustained during short-term maintenance of internal 
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representations (Tallon-Baudry, Bertrand, Peronnet, & Pemier, 1998). This suggests 

that a combined EEG and visual WM study using familiar and unfamiliar stimuli 

might shed greater light on my proposal that the extent of within-item integration 

modulates the effectiveness with which visual representations are maintained in WM. 

If highly integrated familiar representations are more effectively maintained in visual 

WM than poorly integrated unfamiliar representations, one might expect a correlation 

between heightened gamma activity levels during the retention interval and enhanced 

change detection performance. 

In summary, the experiments reported in this thesis have highlighted several 

visual processing advantages of familiar over unfamiliar faces and complex non-face 

objects: they require less attentional resource, are more rapidly and efficiently 

encoded, appear less susceptible to interference from competing stimuli, and are more 

effectively maintained in visual WM. Familiar representations might benefit from a 

high degree of within-item integration (binding between features and their 

configurations) supported by L TM and perhaps enabled by enhanced neural 

synchronisation. I introduced a model of fluency-by-integration to explain how 

familiarity might promote fluent visual processing and reduce the burden on attention 

and visual WM resources. 

The benefit of robust, integrated representations are clear - we are able to 

interact with familiar people and objects in our environment easily and efficiently, 

and suffer little confusion with competing stimuli. 

There might also be benefits for holding less well-integrated, unfamiliar 

representations. Rather than think of information within an unfamiliar representation 
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to be weakly integrated, consider that it might be flexibly integrated. Perhaps 

flexibility in the relationship between features and their configurations is essential for 

visual learning to progress - room is allowed for adaptation to the image as it changes 

over time and under different viewing conditions. Perhaps flexible representations 

enable "fluent learning", a process which might involve labile neural networks in 

which, once created, connections can be modified. It is possible that some neural 

connections might be strengthened and some made redundant as we learn which 

visual details are most diagnostic for stimulus recognition, the result of which might 

be a compact and highly integrated visual code that promotes fluent visual 

processing. It would be interesting to explore whether there are any tasks that could 

show an "unfamiliarity benefit" that might be reflective of such fluent learning. 
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Unfamiliar Faces Used in Experiments 1 and 2 

Some faces were used for more than one role across experiments and conditions. 

Below each face image I denote which experiment it was used in, which role(s) it played, 

and which T2 face it related to (where appropriate) according to the following key: 

1 = Experiment 1 3 = Experiment 3 D = Distractor TB = Tony Blair 

2 = Experiment 2 M=T2 Mask F = T2 Filler PC = Prince Charles 

No face fulfilled more than one role in any one experimental condition. 

1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 

1,2 D l ,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 

1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 

1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 
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1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 

1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 

1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 

1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 1,2 D 

12D !,3 M 1,3M ! ,3 M !,3 M l,3M* !,3M* !,3 M 1,3 M !,3M 

1,3 F 1,3 F 1,3 F 1,3 F 1,3 F 1,3 F 1,3 F 1,3 F 2,3 F, 2,3 F, 
TB, PC TB, PC 

* These two faces were used as both T2 and as T2 masks in two different participant 
groups in Experiment 1. When one of the faces was T2, the other was a mask, and vice 
versa. 
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2,3 F, 2,3 F, 2,3 F, 2,3 F, 2,3 F, 2,3 F, 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 
TB, PC TB, PC TB, PC TB, PC TB, PC TB, PC M PC M PC M PC M PC 

1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D M PC 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 1,2,3 D 
MPC MPC MPC MTB MTB MTB MTB MTB MTB 

1,2,3 D MTB 
MTB 
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Famous Faces Used in Experiment 3 

Some faces were used for more than one role across experiments and conditions. 

Below each face image I denote which experiment it was used in, which role(s) it played, 

and which T2 face it related to according to the following key: 

D = Distractor 

UM = Unfamiliar T2 Mask 

TBM = Tony Blair T2 Mask 

PCM = Prince Charles T2 Mask 

VF = Unfamiliar T2 Filler 

TBF = Tony Blair T2 Filler 

PCF = Prince Charles T2 Filler 

No face fulfilled more than one role in any one experimental condition. 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D, 
PCF 

D D 

D D 

D D 

9 
D D D D D 

. , 

D D D D D 

D D D D D 

D 

D 

D 
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D D UM, D UM, D UM,D UM, D UM, D UM, D UM, D UM, D 

TBM, D, TBM, D TBM, D, TBM, D, TBM, D TBM, D TBM, D, TBM, D, PCM, PCM, D 
PCF PCF PCF PCF PCF PCF TBF 

PCM, D, PCM, PCM, D, PCM, D, PCM, PCM, D UF, D UF, D 
TBF TBF TBF TBF TBF TBF 

UF, D UF, D UF, D UF, D D, TBF, 
PCF 

UF UF, D 
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Unfamiliar Faces Used in Experiments 4, 5, 7, and 8 

Some faces were used for more than one role across experiments 4 and 5 (visual 

search) and 7 and 8 (visual working memory). Below each face image I denote which 

role(s) it played: 

VST = Visual Search Target 

VSD = Visual Search Distractor 

WM = Working Memory face 

No face fulfilled more than one role in any one experimental condition. 

WM, WM, WM, WM, WM, WM, WM, WM, WM, WM, 
VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD 

WM, VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VSD VST VST 
VSD 

VST VST VST VST VST VST VST VST VST VST 
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Famous Faces Used in Experiments 4, 5, 7, and 8 

Some faces were used for more than one role across experiments 4 and 5 (visual 

search) and 7 and 8 (visual working memory). Below each face image I denote which 

role(s) it played: 

VST = Visual Search Target 

VSD = Visual Search Distractor 

WM = Working Memory face 

No face fulfilled more than one role in any one experimental condition. 

WM, WM, 
VSD VSD 

WM, VST 
VSD 

VST VST 

WM, 
VSD 

VST 

VST 

WM, WM, WM, 
VSD VSD VSD 

VST VST VST 

VSD VSD VSD 

~ ~ 
WM, WM, WM, WM, 
VSD VSD VSD VSD 

VST VST VST VST 

VSD VSD VSD VSD 
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Table Bl. Percentage of visual search outlier trials(± 2 SD) removed from Experiment 4. 

Upright unfamiliar Upright famous 

faces faces 

Set Size 4 target present 4.05% (35/864) 3.47% (30/864) 

Set Size 4 target absent 3.70% (32/864) 4.05% (35/864) 

Set Size 7 target present 3.70% (32/864) 4.05% (35/864) 

Set Size 7 target absent 4.98% (43/864) 3.82% (33/864) 

Set Size 10 target present 3.01 % (26/864) 3.59% (31/864) 

Set Size 10 target absent 4.75% (41/864) 4.17% (36/864) 

Table B2. Percentage of visual search outlier trials(± 2 SD) removed from Experiment 5. 

Inverted unfamiliar Inverted famous 

faces faces 

Set Size 2 target present 4.17% (37/864) 4.40% (38/864) 

Set Size 2 target absent 4.28 % (37/864) 4.75% (41/864) 

Set Size 4 target present 3.70% (32/864) 3.36% (29/864) 

Set Size 4 target absent 3.59% (3 1/864) 3.24% (28/864) 

Set Size 6 target present 2.89% (25/864) 4.05% (35/864) 

Set Size 6 target absent 4.05% (35/864) 4.17% (36/864) 
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Table B3. Percentage of visual search outlier trials(± 2 SD) removed from Experiment 6a. 

Upright Hanzi: Upright Hanzi: 

Experts Novices 

Set Size 4 target present 2.78% (24/864) 2.20% (19/864) 

Set Size 4 target absent 2.43% (21/864) 2.20% (19/864) 

Set Size 6 target present 1.97% (17/864) 2.08% (18/864) 

Set Size 6 target absent 2.78% (24/864) 2.08% (18/864) 

Set Size 8 target present 2.20% (19/864) 1.39% (12/864) 

Set Size 8 target absent 1.74% (15/864) 2.08% (18/864) 

Table B4. Percentage of visual search outlier trials(± 2 SD) removed from Experiment 6b. 

Inverted Hanzi: Inverted Hanzi: 

Experts Novices 

Set Size 2 target present 2.55% (22/864) 2.66% (23/864) 

Set Size 2 target absent 2. 78% (24/864) 2.08% (18/864) 

Set Size 4 target present 2.31 % (20/864) 2.89% (25/864) 

Set Size 4 target absent 2.55% (22/864) 2.31 % (20/864) 

Set Size 6 target present 2.20% (19/864) 2.43% (21/864) 

Set Size 6 target absent 1.97% (17/864) 2.08% (18/864) 
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Some Hanzi were used for more than one role across experiments 6a and 6b 

(visual search) and 9a and 9b (visual working memory). Below each Hanzi image I 

denote which role(s) it played: 

VST = Visual Search Target 

VSD = Visual Search Distractor 

WM = Working Memory Hanzi 

No Hanzi fulfilled more than one role in any one experimental condition. 

Dictionary definitions and hanyu pinyin (roman script phonetic notation and 

transliteration) are also provided (www.chinalanguage.com). 

Hanzi Dictionary Definition Hanyu Experimental 

Pinyin Role 

f f .. 

~ 
Thorn, bramble chui2 WM,VSD 

JI Escape, run away, flee / change, cuan4 WM,VSD 
alter, revise, edit/ banish, 

execute, expel 

1~ Pure (gold, gems) dang4 WM, VSD 

1--:., 

jj Flounder, sole (type of fish) fan3 WM,VSD 

~ 
Turtle, tortoise guil WM, VSD 
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Hanzi Dictionary Definition Hanyu Experimental 

Pinyin Role 

ftl Sore, ulcer / pestilence li4 WM, VSD 

~ 
Granary, stockpile, supply lin3 WM, VSD 

(foodstuffs) 

::3R 

M Gambling game with dice pu2 WM,VSD 

r~ Conceal, hide / hidden, secret I qian2 WM,VSD 
latent, dive 

f§ Bean soup hao4 VSD 

lr).7-, 
~~ 

S'¼: 
Music hu4 VSD 

i:rwt Scream, cry loudly, yell jiao4 VSD 

ll ll 

w Shear trees, shave hair kunl VSD 

JG 

ti Happy si4 VSD 

tr~. Stone mill / grind / break apart wei4 VSD 
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Hanzi Dictionary Definition Hanyu Experimental 

Pinyin Role 

~ 
A kind of dark red paint, laquer xiul VSD 

~ 
Plan, scheme, plot / way, path / you2 VSD 

draw, paint / like, similar 

~ 
Chisel. Dig, bore, pierce through / zao4 VST 

scuttle 

fri Buddhist cloister an3 VST 

I I I r. 

,!-•<{\: Tally/ chip / plan, prepare / raise chou2 VST 
! money I assess, estimate 

l=:t~ 

i~ A bird known as the stupid bird dun4 VST 

F F • A whole batch or amount / sell or 

1J+ dun3 VST 
buy wholesale 

F~ F : Dried food kao4 VST 
J l==t,i 
37ES 

1£1 Pebble, gravel, shingle li4 VST 

• 
Carved or patterned window ling2 VST 

railings, sills 
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Hanzi Dictionary Definition Hanyu Experimental 

Pinyin Role 

t~ Exert oneself mo4 VST 

¾~ The leather binding of a shoe yi4 VST 

))}ID\ 

t=,. Pig zhi4 VST 

J:~~ 

r@ Deduce I a style of calligraphy zhou4 VST 

f F • 

JfF 
Mat zuo4 VST 
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APPENDIXD 

INCORRECT VERBAL SUPPRESSION TRIAL EXCLUSIONS ON THE 

VISUAL WM CHANGE DETECTION TASKS 
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Table D1. Percentage of incorrect verbal suppression trials excluded from the visual WM change 

detection analysis: Experiment 7. 

Squares Upright Upright famous 

unfamiliar faces faces 

Set Size 1 3.85% (37/960) 3.54% (34/960) 4.06% (39/960) 

Set Size 2 4.38% (42/960) 4.48% (43/960) 5.94% (57/960) 

Set Size 3 8.33% (80/960) 6.46% (62/960) 5.10% (49/960) 

Set Size 4 3.85% (37/960) 5.52% (53/960) 7 .92% (76/960) 

Set Size 5 5.31 % (51/960) 6.67% (64/960) 6.88% (66/960) 

Set Size 6 5.42% (52/960) 6.04% (58/960) 8.13% (78/960) 

Set Size 8 3.75% (36/960) 6.77% (65/960) 7 .19% ( 69/960) 

Set Size JO 4 .17% ( 40/960) 6.46% (62/960) 5.73% (55/960) 

Table D2. Percentage of incorrect verbal suppression trials excluded from the visual WM change 

detection analysis: Experiment 8. 

Inverted unfamiliar Inverted famous 

faces faces 

Set Size 2 8.96% (86/960) 8.65% (83/960) 

Set Size 4 11.04% (106/960) 7.50% (72/960) 

Set Size 6 11 .98% (115/960) 10.83% (104/960) 
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Table D3. Percentage of incorrect verbal suppression trials excluded from the visual WM change 

detection analysis: Experiment 9a. 

Upright Hanzi: Upright Hanzi: 

Experts Novices 

Set Size 1 2.32% (13/560) 5.18% (29/560) 

Set Size 2 1. 79% ( I 0/560) 4.11 % (23/560) 

Set Size 3 4.11 % (23/560) 5.71% (32/560) 

Set Size 4 7.50% (42/560) 5.00% (28/560) 

Set Size 5 8.39% (47/560) 4.82% (27/560) 

Set Size 6 8.75% (49/560) 4.82% (27/560) 

Set Size 8 6.96% (39/560) 5 .18% (29/560) 

Table D4. Percentage of incorrect verbal suppression trials excluded from the visual WM change 

detection analysis: Experiment 9b. 

Inverted Hanzi: Inverted Hanzi: 

Experts Novices 

Set Size 2 4.64% (26/560) 3.04% (17/560) 

Set Size 4 7.50% (42/560) 4.29% (24/560) 

Set Size 6 7.32% (41/560) 1.79% (10/560) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 

Set Size 

-a- Squares 

-.- Upright 
Unfamiliar 
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-+- Upright Famous 
Faces 

Figure El. False alarm rate as a function of set size for squares, upright unfamilia r faces, and 
upright famous faces in Experiment 7. For each stimulus type, a repeated-measures ANOVA 
with set size (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10) as a within-factor revealed a significant main effect of set size: 
Squares, F (7, 161) = 6.53,p < .001; Upright unfamiliar faces, F(7, 161) = 14.66,p < .001; Upright 
famous faces, F(7, 161) = 16.44, p < .001. 
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Figure E2. False alarm rate as a function of set size for inverted unfamiliar faces and inverted 
famous faces in Experiment 8. For each stimulus type, a repeated-measures ANOV A with set size 
(2, 4, 6) as a within-factor revealed a significant main effect of set size: Inverted unfamiliar faces, 
F(2, 46) = 20.48, p < .001; Inverted famous faces, F (2, 46) = 15.23,p < .001. 
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Upright Hanzi 

3 4 

Set Size 
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-.- Experts 
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6 8 

Figure E3. False alarm rate as a function of set size for upright Hanzi - experts versus novices -
in Experiment 9a. For each group, a repeated-measures ANOVA with set size (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8) 
as a within-factor revealed a significant main effect of set size: Experts, F(6, 78) = 6.80, p < .001; 
Novices, F (6, 78) = 6.22,p < .001. 
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Figure E4. False alarm rate as a function of set size for inverted Hanzi - experts versus novices -
in Experiment 9b. For each group, a repeated-measures ANOV A with set size (2, 4, 6) as a 
within-factor revealed a significant main effect of set size: Experts, F (2, 26) = 19.91, p < .001; 
Novices, F(2, 26) = 11.28, p < .001. 
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BANGOR K: A NEW FORMULA TO ESTIMATE VISUAL WM CAPACITY 
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Bangor k 

The newly revised formula that I developed to estimate visual WM capacity 

is: 

k = 10" [(y-b)/m] 

where y = a threshold performance constant expressed in d ' units (set arbitrarily here 

to a value of 3.45), and band mare the intercept and slope respectively of a least 

squares line fit to d ' values (from the change detection task) plotted as a function of 

logarithmic set size. An illustration of how the Bangor k formula performs is provided 

in Figure Fl below. 
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Bangor k = 2.08 

0 +----- ----..---- --.-----.-- --,----,------
0 2 3 4 5 6 

Set size 

Figure Fl. An illustration of the Bangor k formula - actual data from the unfamiliar upright 
faces condition in Experiment 7 are used here. d' values were plotted as a function of log 
transformed set size. The formula 10" [(y-b)/m] calculates the value on the x-axis (set size) at 
which performance fall below a predefined threshold value of d' = 3.45. In this illustration, the 
capacity estimate was for 2.08 unfamiliar upright faces. 
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To calculate Bangor k, I used d ' scores between set sizes 2-6. Although half of 

the visual WM experiments (reported in Chapter 6) employed a larger range of set 

sizes between 1-10, I observed that d' scores tended to asymptote from set size 6 

onwards in most conditions where set sizes larger than 6 were used. To validate the 

observed asymptote I conducted paired-sampled t-tests on d' scores for each 

neighbouring set size. That is, I compared performance at set sizes 1 versus 2, 2 

versus 3, 3 versus 4, and so on. For upright unfamiliar faces (set sizes 1-8 and 10, 

Experiment 7), I found significant differences between each set size comparison up to 

set size 6. The differences between set size 6 and 8, and between 8 and 10 were non

significant (p > . l ). Thus I concluded that asymptote was reached at set size 6. For 

upright famous faces (set sizes 1-10, Experiment 7) asymptote was reached slightly 

later at set size 8. For squares (set sizes 1-10, Experiment 7), asymptote was not 

reached, that is performance at set size 10 was significantly lower than at set size 8. 

For upright Hanzi (set sizes 1-6 and 8, Experiment 9a), Hanzi experts did not reach 

asymptote; Hanzi novices reached asymptote at set size 6. Despite differences in 

asymptote between conditions, I decided to use set sizes no larger than 6 in order to 

ensure that Bangor k capacity estimates did not incorporate any flattening of d' 

performance at larger set sizes in any condition. I also chose to exclude set size 1 

performance from the calculations as performance tended to reach ceiling across all 

conditions and might have skewed the line fit. 

An additional advantage of selecting set sizes 2-6 was that Bangor k estimates 

for upright faces and Hanzi could be compared with inverted faces and Hanzi that 
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were only presented in displays of sizes 2, 4, and 6 items. Thus, the range of set sizes 

used to calculate Bangor k was constant and comparable across all conditions. 

After detailed analysis, I determined that least squares line fits to d' scores 

from set size 2 through 6 were better (that is, r2 values were higher) when set size was 

log transformed than when linear values were used. This was true in all conditions but 

the squares condition. Table Fl shows the log and linear r2 values for each visual WM 

experimental condition. 

Table Fl. r2 values for linear and logarithmic line fits to <I' scores between set sizes 2-6. 

Squares (Expt. 7) 
Upright Unfamiliar Faces (Expt. 7) 
Upright Famous Faces (Expt. 7) 
Inverted Unfamiliar Faces (Expt. 8) 
Inverted Famous Faces (Expt. 8) 
Upright Hanzi - Experts (Expt. 9a) 
Upright Hanzi - Novices (Expt. 9a) 
Inverted Hanzi - Experts (Expt. 9b) 
Inverted Hanzi - Novices (Expt. 9b) 

Linear trend 
0.9569 
0.9336 
0.9631 
0.8912 
0.8708 
0.9252 
0.9503 
0.8339 
0.9316 

Log trend 
0.8620 
0.9773 
0.9927 
0.9658 
0.9534 
0.9952 
0.9946 
0.9290 
0.9869 

The y-constant d' value of 3 .45 was chosen to reflect an overall performance 

accuracy threshold of 90%, the average of d' values obtained using hit rate 

probabilities between 0.90 - 0.99 and false alarm probabilities between 0.00-0.09 (see 

Table F2). The threshold can of course be modified, with a higher constant value 

producing more conservative estimates of capacity, and a lower value producing more 

lenient capacity estimates. The resultant value obtained from (y-b )Im was then 

translated back into a linear value by an inverse logarithmic function (101\). 
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Table F2. Illustration of the method for calculating ad' performance threshold value, used as the 
y constant in the Bangor k formula. 

Hit rate False Alarm d ' equivalent 
0.90 0.00 3.61 
0.91 0.01 3.67 
0.92 0.02 3.46 
0.93 0.03 3.36 
0.94 0.04 3.30 
0.95 0.05 3.28 
0.96 0.06 3.30 
0.97 0.07 3.36 
0.98 0.08 3.46 
0.99 0.09 3.67 

M= 3.45 

A final caveat to the application of Bangor k is that set sizes that exceed upper 

capacity limits must be included. If capacity limits are not exceeded, d ' performance 

values are likely to remain above the specified performance threshold, and the 

formula would yield a capacity estimate of zero. 
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APPENDIXG 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES USING VISUAL WM CAPACITY ESTIMATE K 
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Table GI. Statistical analyses output from paired and independent t-tests for each condition 

comparison using k values. 

Pashler 's k Cowan 's k Bangork 

Squares vs. upright t(23) = 6.10,p < t(23) = 7.94,p < t(23) = 3.39, p < 
unfamiliar faces .01 .01 .01 

Squares vs. upright t(23) = 5.44,p < t(23) = 6.55, p < t(23) = 2.33, p < 
famous faces .01 .01 .05 

Unfamiliar vs. t(23) = 1.20, p = t(23) = .8, p = .43 t(23) = 2.38, p < 
famous upright faces .24 .05 

Unfamiliar vs. t(23) = 2.05, p = t(23) = 2.54, p < t(23) = l.00, p = 
famous inverted .05 .05 .92 

faces 

Upright vs. inverted t( 46) = .86, p = .40 t(46) = l.59, p = t(46) = 2.03, p < 
unfamiliar faces .12 .05 

Upright vs. inverted t(46) = .39, p = .70 t(46) = .34, p = .74 t(46) = 3.65, p < 
famous faces .01 

Upright Hanzi: t(26) = 2.15,p < t(26) = 2.00, p = t(26) = 3.01,p < 
Experts vs. novices .05 .06 .01 

Inverted Hanzi: t(26) = 1.24, p = t(26) = 1.17,p= t(26) = 1.62, p = 
Experts vs. novices .23 .25 .12 

Upright vs. inverted t(l3) = 1.63, p = t(13) = 1.61, p = t(13) = 2.53, p < 
Hanzi: Experts .13 .13 .05 

Upright vs. inverted t(l3) = .04, p = .97 t(l3) = .ll , p = .92 t(l3) = .66, p = .52 
Hanzi: Novices 




